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Athleticism: 7.80

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 7.70

 Nick Bosa is a great athlete with 
a good quickness and excellent 
balance to beat offensive lineman 
at the point of attack. Displays the 
ability to change direction instantly, 
allowing him to push away from 
blocks and turn down the line to 
make a play on the ball carrier. A 
solid base and outstanding muscu-
lar build help to keep his balance 
against powerful lineman inside or 
on the edge.

 Flexibility: 8.10

 Has shown excellent flexibility 
throughout his tenure at Ohio State 
often displaying good knee bend 
and firing off the line with great pad 
level and power. Displays excellent 
bend at the top of the arc to change 
his course and attack the ball.

 Explosiveness: 7.40

 Generates good burst upfield with 
a fluid and quick first step fol-

lowed by explosive hands to power 
through blockers. Can eat up groud 
immediately in a pass rush set.

 Playing Speed: 7.30

 Great play speed with the capabili-
ty to generate a speed to power bull 
rush coming off the edge or inside. 
Has the ability to chase runners 
down a line, but rarely plays at full 
speed when away from the play. 
Not a straight line sprinter, and 
won't chase down many runners.

 Coordination: 8.50

 Displays excellent coordination 
with a combination of good tech-
nique, balance, awareness and 
power. Often displays the ability 
to engage and disengage blockers 
freely utilizing powerful hands and 
a solid base. Rarely gets tripped up.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 8.54
 Initial Quickness: 7.90

 He is an extremely fluid athlete 

who seems to glide with every 
step. With a good first step, he has 
shown the ability to combine his 
quickness with solid burst and ex-
cellent technique.

 Use of Hands: 9.20

 One of the best parts of his game, 
often utilizing his hands to gain 
effective separation at the point of 
attack rarely allowing the lineman 
to fully engage his body. Has the 
capability and talent to throw mul-
tiple and powerful punches consec-
utively in order to win at the point 
of attack gaining room to maneuver 
and making the offensive lineman 
off balance. Has shown the knowl-
edge need to be an effective pass 
rusher while utilizing his hands to 
win consistently.

Leverage: 8.80

 Fires off the line in a low and 
controlled motion with the power 
and balance necessary to push the 
tackle back. Utilities excellent knee 
bend and good flexibility to gain 
leverage while continuously fight-
ing to get to the quarterback.

Pass Rush Moves: 8.20

Doesn't use a variety of pass rush 
moves. Primarily uses a variation 
of the bull rush generating power 
through a combination of speed 
and hand usage. Focusses pass 
rush on the outside shoulder of the 
tackle with quick hand usage and 
an aggressive lean to pull the tackle 
off balance. Occasionally throws 
in an effective swim move often 
befuddling the blocker and swiftly 
moving past them. Has the ability 
to split defenders. Will enter the 
league with better technique and 
pre-snap plans than many NFL 
veterans.

 Finish Ability: 8.60

 Has a good track record for fin-
ishing when attacking the quarter-
back. If given the opportunity he 
won't let the quarterback escape 
his clutches. He uses fundamental 
tackling technique to bring ball 
carriers to the turf often dragging 
them down in the backfield. Rarely 
misses tackles.

 

Competitiveness: 8.60

 Toughness: 8.60

 An extremely tough player who 
has the ability to play in the trench-
es or on the edge. A strong D-line-
man with a great build and solid 
muscle definition capable of beat-
ing blocker with raw power. Has 
dealt with injuries throughout 2018 
and missed almost all of the 2018 
season to recover and train for the 
Combine.

 

Consistency/Motor: 7.70

 A relentless pass rusher with the 
capability to play until the whistle 
blows. When in a pass rush, his 
motor will never be a problem. 
When taken out of the play, he will 
rarely run at full speed to track 
down ball carriers or the quarter-
back escaping from the pocket.

 Production: 9.50

 One of the elite prospects in the 
2019 draft class. He has been an 
outstanding and effective edge 
rusher for Ohio State throughout 
his tenure. Named the Buckeyes 
2017 defensive MVP and awarded a 
1st team All-American designation. 
He is a superb player with immense 
talent on the field.

 Against The Run: 7.75

 Play with Leverage: 8.80

 Has excelent technique and hand 
usage to stand the lineman up and 
flow with the traffic. Uses arm 
extension and forward lean as a 
weapon to beat the lineman to the 
quarterback or ball carrier and 
can ragdoll tight ends who are not 
comitted to the fight.

 Stack and Shed: 8.40

 Capable of stacking and sliding 
along the line of scrimmage in 
pursuit of the ball carrier, and can 
plant his foot and drive toward the 
ball carrier if he cut upfield.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 7.30

 Has an ability to make himself 
small and fit through creases. Gen-
erally with engage a lineman plac-

ing his hands on the blocker first in 
order to gain leverage and use his 
swim move to break inside.

 Run at Him: 8.50

 Extremely effective at setting the 
edge and forcing the play inside. 
Has a knack for creating loss with 
his knowledge of the opposing 
offense and talent on the field.

 Run Away: 6.70

 When out of the play rarely goes 
full speed. He will continue to set 
the edge in case of a reverse of the 
field, but generally won't chase if 
the play is on the opposite field.

 Tackling/Hitting: 6.80

 His play strength isn't what is 
expected behind a powerful big 
bodied defensive lineman. Rarely 
gets a lot of bang behind his pads as 
a tackler and can get caught giving 
extra yards after contact to bigger 
and stronger runners. Will often go 
over after the legs and twist to bring 
runners down.

 ntelligence: 8.43

 Instincts: 9.10

 Outstanding instincts, with a nose 
for the football. Has the ability to 
beat tackles on the edge and cut 
inside sniffing out the run.

 Learn/Retain: 9.00

 An extremely competitive athlete 
with a vast knowledge for the game 
of football. Has the versatility to 
play anywhere on the defensive line 
and the smarts to utilize his tech-
nique and beta blockers on the edge 
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or in the trenches. Utilities excel-
lent mental processing to read the 
offense and make plays on the ball.

 Teamwork: 7.20

 His teammate have praised him 
and his coaches admire him. A 
team leader on the defensive side of 
the ball, Nick Bosa was a big part of 
this Ohio State team throughout his 
tenure. Following an abdominal in-
jury that would have kept him out 
of action until mid November, he 
elected to withdraw from school in 
order to recover and train for future 
pre-draft workouts.

 STRENGTHS:
 He is an extremely fluid athlete 
with good quickness, solid speed 
and outstanding power as an edge 
rusher. Has an NFL-ready frame 
with good muscular definition and 
excellent flexibility. Displays a con-
fident and competitive personality 
that has a knack for winning one-
on-one battles. Displays solid up-
field burst with active and powerful 
hands that usually engage blockers 
first. Uses his arm extension and 
a forward lean to gain leverage 
over the tackle and combines that 
with his speed to convert into an 
effective bull rush. Utilizes his 
effective lean and aggressive hand 
play to keep the tackles hands off of 
him wiping out the blockers weak 
side hand on route to the outside 
arc. Has the ability to slide along 
the line of scrimmage using good 
mental processing to analyze the 
play and find the ball carrier. Has 
the versatility to be used all over the 
defensive line and has continuously 
grown as a run defender through-
out his career.

 WEAKNESSES:
 Doesn't play with much finesse and 
is very contact oriented in his pass 
rush. Has displayed a lack of play 
strength at the point of attack when 
O-lineman can set their hands on 
his body. Struggles to disengage 
in the trenches and has shown an 
inability to fight double teams. 
Struggles to fight back when be-
ing washed down by blockers and 
fails to release. Doesn't gain much 
power behind his pads as a tackler, 
and can give up yards after contact 
to big bodied backs. A fluid mover 
who lacks twitch in his movements 
and often needs to fight harder to 
get past blocks. Slow accelerator 
after quick change of direction with 
heavy movement in his initial steps. 
Can be slow to analyze plays when 
the snap goes live.

 BIG PICTURE: 
 An NFL ready end with an ex-
cellent build and a fluidity in his 
movement. Has the talent and 
upside to play with his hand in 
the dirt or standing in space at the 
next level. Has the capability to 
play in any scheme, and will ben-
efit from playing defensive end in 
a 4-3 scheme with his hand in the 
dirt or as a stand up outside line-
backer. Possesses the versatility, 
play strength and quickness to slide 
inside in package schemes. Doesn't 
possess the speed to be a consistent 
speed rusher, but his hand usage 
and bull rushing capability provides 
him the ability to be a double digit 
sack artist at the next level. He is at 
his best when he is moved around 
the field playing matchups rather 
than a stationary one position play-
er. Has the traits and potential to be 
a dominant player in the NFL, but 

will need time to grow and learn in 
an NFL defensive scheme. With a 
safe floor and a high ceiling, he will 
be an early pick come April.

Athleticism: 8.30

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 8.50

Excellent athlete for his size, great 
balance and acceleration up field, 
but lacks elite change of direction 
when stunting or redirecting his 
momentum.

 Flexibility: 7.00

Doesn't possess the greatest bend 
or flexibility due to his overall size 
but as an interior D-lineman, it has 
little to no negative effect on his 
overall skill set.

 Explosiveness: 9.50

Williams is extremely explosive off 
of the line and is practically unde-
feated with his 1st step. His quick-
ness out of his stance is possibly his 
best attribute and weapon.

 Playing Speed: 7.50

Lacks overall speed but is quick 
inside the trenches. Quinnen is not 
the type of athlete that'll make a 

tackle across or down field.

 Coordination: 9.00

 Physically gifted and technically 
sound. Williams tape is littered 
with examples of a massive man 
who knows how to control his body 
and use it to his advantage. From 
his hand fighting, to his footwork, 
he moves like a DB more than a DT.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 9.00

 Initial Quickness: 9.00

 Has an insane 1st step that instant-
ly gives him the body positioning 
advantage over any would be block-
er. His burst off the LOS allows him 
to dominate against reach blocks.

 Use of Hands: 9.50

Excellent hand fights and leverage 
techniques. His length and pow-
erful punch allows him to own the 
distance battle and keep blockers 
from gaining inside body position-
ing.

Leverage: 9.00

 Often uses his reach advantage to 
keep blockers at bay but his length 
does allow offensive lineman to 
gain underneath/inside leverage at 
times.

 Pass Rush Moves: 8.50

 As a one year starter, he can still 
add weapons to his pass rush arse-
nal but Williams burst, hand speed, 
and foot quickness create a mis-
match against any potential 1-on-1 
pass block.

 Finish Ability: 9.00

 Williams is the definition of a 
finisher. What the stat sheet doesn't 
show is his ability to disrupt plays 
through out games allowed for his 
teammates to make plays.

 

Competitiveness: 8.83

 Toughness: 9.00
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Incredibly tough, rarely ever took 
plays off and has no notable injury 
history.

 Consistency/Motor: 8.00

 High motor player in between the 
tackles and down the line of scrim-
mage but isn't going to chase down 
a ball carrier in the 2nd or 3rd level.

 Production: 9.50

 Very productive in his 1st year as 
a starter, especially against the run. 
He recorded 19.5 tackles for loss 
and 8 sacks this past season.

 

Against The Run: 8.58

 Play with Leverage: 9.00

 Dominates the leverage battle with 
his length and pure strength. Wil-
liams does a great job at keeping 
his pad level low enough to not be 
stood straight up.

 Stack and Shed: 9.50

 Arguably his best trait is his abili-
ty to shed would be blockers with 
ease. Physically dominates oppo-
nents like a grown man playing 
with children.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 8.50

 His 1st step is so quick, Quinnen 
often flies right by offensive line-
man before they have a chance to 
get out of their stance.

 Run at Him: 9.50

 

A defensive anchor who never 
gives up an inch, stuffing running 
lanes, and wrecking would be lead 
blockers. Williams plays like an 
immovable object when facing runs 
towards him (which was rare).

 Run Away: 6.50

 The DT lacks top end speed and 
the film hardly shown signs of the 
big man chasing ball carriers down 
the line.

 Tackling/Hitting: 8.50

 A wrecking ball type of player who 
has a highlight reel of devastating 
tackles and big hits. He uses his 
massive wing span to wrap up and 
not allow running backs to get past 
him.

 

Intelligence: 8.50

 Instincts: 8.50

 Sniffs out run plays, misdirections, 
and play action better than anyone 
in the draft. Always knows where 
the ball carrier is and often gets to 
the QB on second chance efforts.

 Learn/Retain: 8.50

 Easily recognized as a high football 
IQ type of player. Reads plays well 
and never looks lost on the field.

 Teamwork: 8.50

 Communicates well with his D-line 
and linebackers. Shows team coor-
dination on stunts, delayed blitzes, 
and other defensive line schemes.

 

STRENGTHS:
 Williams is one of the most physi-
cally dominant defensive lineman 
to come out of the draft in years 
and plays like a man amongst boys. 
He possess all the traits you'd ask 
for in a D-lineman; he's versatile 
as can be and can effectively play 
every position across the line. He 
reeks havoc against double teams 
and often looks unblockable, 
regardless of if it's against the run 
or the pass. His athleticism, aggres-
sion, and sound technique make 
him this year's top interior rusher 
and run stuffer.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 His height and length does allow 
for offensive linemen to get under-
neath leverage. Once his momen-
tum is halted, he struggles to regain 
push and gets heavy feet. And 
although Williams has an elite burst 
and first step, he lacks the overall 
quickness and speed to success-
fully execute stunts and redirects. 
He’s also a big-bodied powerhouse 
who isn't going to chase anyone 
down the field. His effort is lacking 
once the play has passed the line of 
scrimmage but as an every down 
player for Alabama, it’s easily as-
sumed he was coached to conserve 
energy and save it for making plays 
in the backfield.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Quinnen Williams is a top 5 lock, 
a future All-Pro, and will make an 
instant impact on who ever drafts 
him in year one. Not only is he 
a massive physical specimen but 
he has the mental fortitude, high 

football IQ, and love for the game 
that is often rare for a player with 
all that natural talent. Williams is 
technically sound, he knows how 

to use his physical advantages but 
doesn't rely on simply over power-
ing opponents. He's the defensive 
version of a Quinton Nelson (if that 

makes sense) and will prove to be 
this year's most pro-ready prospect 
in the entire draft class.
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Athleticism: 7.72

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 8.10

An extremely athletic and fluid 
mover who possesses a quick twitch 
muscle to fire off the line utilizing a 
powerful and quick first step. Uses 
a wide and balanced base when 
initiating contact and has the ability 
to plant his foot and cut past the 
lineman's face to the inside.

 Flexibility: 8.10

 Excellent Flexibility. Shows great 
knee bend and pad level at the 
point of attack. Has the talent to 
bend at the top of the arc back 
inside toward the quarterback. 
Possesses outstanding hips and an 
ability to get around lineman in 
multiple ways.

 Explosiveness: 8.30

 Outstanding explosiveness when 
asked to solely rush the passer. Hes-
itant to trust his eyes when tasked 
with other responsibilities. Quick 
and dominant first step when work-

ing out of a three point stance allow 
him to gain an advantage over the 
tackle.

 Playing Speed: 7.40

 Good playing speed when attack-
ing the ball. Possesses the necessary 
speed to protect the edge from ball 
carriers. Often takes plays off and 
jogs on the field when the ball is 
away from him.

 Coordination: 6.70

 Utilizes a solid base in contact to 
keep his balance and protect the 
edge. Does an adequate job at set-
ting the edge.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 7.60

Initial Quickness: 8.60

 Displays an outstanding jump off 
the line of scrimmage utilizing 
explosive hips combined with a 
quick and powerful first step. When 
primary task is to rush the passer, 
he has the ability to disrupt the play 

in the backfield. Often tasked with 
coverage in Kentucky's system as 
a stand up outside linebacker, he 
becomes hesitant to commit and 
explode to the ball.

 Use of Hands: 7.50

 Displays very good hand use when 
in contact consistently ripping 
down and through lineman to beat 
them at the top of the arc. Uses a 
strong swipe when finishing on the 
QB often knocking the ball out or 
bringing the passer to the ground. 
Almost never uses his length to his 
advantage allowing lineman to get 
into his chest without extending his 
arms at the point of attack.

 Leverage: 7.20

 Fires out with good technique and 
low pads and can bend the arc with 
excellent leverage and balance. 
Consistently allows tackles to lock 
in on his chest refusing to extend 
his arms keeping tackles off his 
body. Gives up leverage by overly 
depending on speed and strength.

 

Pass Rush Moves: 7.40

 Relies heavily on speed, strength 
and bend to beat lineman and will 
need to utilize his length and devel-
op a deeper repertoire of pass rush 
moves. Has shown an excellent 
ability to transfer speed to power 
in his bull rush. When stopped 
outside, he will tend to use a spin 
move back inside to cross the line-
man's face. Uses his hands and rips 
through tackles to break toward the 
ball.

 Finish Ability: 7.30

 Very good finish ability consistent-
ly wreaking havoc in the offensive 
backfield. A strong tackler who can 
launch his pads through contact 
and bring down big bodied pass-
ers. Has occasionally over pursued 
mobile quarterbacks and can miss 
the tackle completely. Has shown 
the ability to envelope passers and 
easily bring them to the ground 
when given a free lane to the QB.

 

Competitiveness: 8.30
 
Toughness: 8.20

 A strong and athletic player who 
consistently wins at the point of 
attack. Possesses a big build and 
great length to matchup against any 
offensive lineman. He is a tough 
player who has played through 
nagging injuries and consistently 
dominates offenses.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.10

 Relentless when in pursuit and 
never quits on a pass rush. Often 
will take plays off when the ball is 
away from him jogging on the field.

Production: 9.60

 One of the best defensive players 
at the collegiate level. Broke Ken-
tucky's all time sack record and has 
been a dominant force on the field 
throughout his tenure. Constantly 
disrupting plays in the backfield 
with the potential to become an 
elite pass rusher at the next level.

 

Against The Run: 7.68

 Play with Leverage: 8.00

 Strong at the point of attack with 
the ability to slide with his block 
and shed to protect the edge. Needs 
to develop better timing, as he 
can be slow to the edge causing 
a pursuit to the corner. Doesn't 
trust his eyes and hesitates. Has the 
necessary play strength to control 
the lineman and rip through in run 
defense.

 Stack and Shed: 8.30

 Has good play strength and solid 
technique to win at the point of 
attack. with good hand usage he 
can rip through lineman and blow 
up plays in the backfield. Has an 
excellent club move to knock hands 
down and attack the ball carrier.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 7.30

 Dependable on stunts with the 
ability to make himself small to fit 
through cracks in the line. A smart 
player who knows how to time 
stunts well. Usually tasked with 
rushing the edge rather than work-
ing back inside.

 

Run at Him: 7.90

 Has shown great production in run 
support with the talent to create 
the edge and force RB's back inside. 
Excellent in pursuit and won't 
often allow ball carriers to turn the 
corner on the sideline. Has shown a 
consistent ability to blow up platys 
in the backfield.

 Run Away: 6.40

 Can work down the line to attack 
the ball carrier if cuts toward mid-
field. Often caught jogging in pur-
suit toward the opposite sideline.

 Tackling/Hitting: 8.20

 An excellent tackler, who rarely 
misses utilizing good technique. A 
strong and big bodied athlete who 
consistently wraps the ball carri-
er and twists them to the ground. 
Knows how to explode through 
contact transitioning speed to pow-
er through his pads.

 

Intelligence: 8.27

Instincts: 7.60

 Has good mental processing to 
view the field and attack the ball. 
Hesitant when forced to play the 
run and rarely follows first instinct 
or trusts eyes immediately. Watches 
the quarterback's eyes for too long 
in coverage and possesses a lengthy 
drop. Needs to trust his eyes and 
reads with faster reaction.

 Learn/Retain: 8.00

 Extremely high football IQ who 
who played as a true freshman and 
has been dominant since stepping 
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on the field at Kentucky. Under-
stands responsibilities and rush 
techniques. Has the talent and 
versatility to play as a 4-3 DE or 
3-4 OLB with the potential to cover 
backs and tight ends.

 Teamwork: 9.20

 A leader on and off the field. Allen 
shows high character in all aspects 
of his life. He is a role model on 
the team and respected athlete and 
player among teams. Coachable 
talent.

 

STRENGTHS:
 A long athletic prospect with the 
power, speed and size to win off the 
edge. Displays outstanding explo-
siveness with a quick and powerful 
first step when working out of a 
three point stance. Excellent ability 
to transition his speed to power 
when rushing the quarterback in 
order to overpower and overwhelm 
the tackle while utilizing a strong 
rip and club with his hands to keep 
the lineman's hands off his frame. 
Possesses excellent flexibility and 
displays it with his knee bend pad 
level and outstanding bend at the 
top of the arc to break around 
blocks and close in on the passer. 
Possesses enough change of direc-
tion to stop and drive back toward 
the inside to collapse the pocket. 
Outstanding pass rusher that rarely 
misses an opportunity to create 
plays in the backfield. Against the 
rush, he is disciplined and utiliz-
es good technique to with great 
strength at the point of attack to set 
the edge and shed lineman to break 
on the back at the line of scrim-
mage often blowing up plays in the 
backfield. Has the speed to close 

on backs attempting to turn the 
corner at the sideline and can run 
down patient backs following their 
blocks. A strong finisher who can 
tackle with good form and power 
generated through his explosion.

 

WEAKNESSES: 
 Fails to utilize his length repeatedly 
allowing lineman to get their hands 
on his chest and inside his frame, 
and relies too heavily on his athlet-
icism and power to beat lineman. 
Struggles against double teams 
and often will resort to a poor spin 
move when a lineman has him 
locked down on the edge. Occa-
sionally over purses on the edge 
and in pass rush losing his leverage 
on mobile quarterbacks and speed 
backs. Hesitant when asked to 
stand up as the outside linebacker 
tasked with multiple assignments. 
Rarely trusts his eyes and often 
reacts late to the play. Possesses a 
lengthy drop back and focuses to 
heavily on the quarterbacks eyes in 
coverage losing site of the player in 
his zone. Doesn't have the speed to 
chase down backs from behind or 
stick with ball carriers or tight ends 
in man coverage. Often caught jog-
ging with minimal effort when the 
play is working away from him.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 An extremely athletic and powerful 
prospect with great size and room 
to grow as a coachable talent. He 
is a versatile athlete with an un-
deniable ability to rush the passer 
with consistency and make plays 
in the backfield repeatedly. He will 
need to develop a deeper repertoire 
of pass rush moves and utilize his 

length to keep tackles off his frame. 
Has the ability to play as a 4-3 
defensive end with his hand in the 
dirt or as a 3-4 outside linebacker 
predominantly rushing the passer. 
Possesses the athleticism and length 
to be effective in coverage, but lacks 
the instincts needed to be a con-
sistent coverage linebacker and his 
skill set is more suited to being an 
every down pass rusher. He is still 
a raw athlete with plenty of room 
for growth and will develop into a 
premier talent at the next level. He 
is one of the top edge rushers in 
this class with great explosion and 
power and a will to succeed. He is a 
leader on and off the field and has 
the potential to become dominant 
force off the edge that OC's must 
game plan against.

Athleticism: 7.33

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 7.25

 Very fluid with his movements. He 
stays on his toes which allows him 
to change direction with ease.

 Flexibility: 7.50

 He can bend around blockers to 
get to the runner. He can flip his 
hips in coverage to stay on his man.

 Explosiveness: 7.70

 He doesn't have elite explosiveness 
but excels at getting from point A 
to point B. Great in open space.

 Playing Speed: 7.15

 He has the ability to fly around the 
field but does have his moments 
where his speed isn't up to par.

 Coordination: 7.15

He does a good job at keeping his 
balance when he gets knocked off 
his feet by a blocker.

Position Versatility: 7.25

 He is more of an ILB then an OLB. 
He has the athletic ability but is 
more effective being in the middle.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 6.88

 Initial Quickness: 7.75

 His initial quickness allows him to 
squeeze in tight holes to get pres-
sure on the quarterback.

 Rush with Leverage: 6.75

 He doesn't get enough push on the 
lineman and can get stood up if 
they land their hands on him.

 Pass Rush Moves: 6.00

 He is a straight line pass rusher. He 
does try to bend around the block-
ers but no moves at all.

 Pressure Consistency: 7.00

 If he can find a hole to get through 
then he always gets pressure other-

wise can be easily blocked.

 Coverage: 7.31

 Pass Drops: 7.75

 He does a great job at dropping 
back in coverage. Very smooth at 
flowing back into his assignment.

 Coverage Awareness: 6.75

 He has his moments where his 
reads appear to be delayed so he 
reacts to the ball too late.

 M/M Coverage: 7.50

 He can turn his hips and run with 
his man. He is fast enough to keep 
up with most RBs and TEs.

 Zone Coverage: 7.25

 He can move his feet and shuffle 
while keeping his eyes on the QB. 
Needs to read the play better.
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Against The Run: 7.50

 Play with Leverage: 7.00

 He can play too high at times. If a 
lineman gets under him then he 
can get blocked out of plays.

 Stack and Shed: 7.15

 He has the length and strength to 
shed lineman but lacks being con-
sistent with his ability to do so.

 Run at Him: 7.85

 He is a great run stuffer and can fill 
a gap in a second. He can disrupt 
run plays with his quickness.

 Runs Away: 7.50

 He has the speed to run down the 
back on the outside. He has mo-
ments where he takes bad angles.

 Tackling/Hitting: 8.00

 He is a thumper. He does a great 
job at wrapping his arms around 
the ball carrier to take them down.

 

 Competitiveness: 7.83

 Toughness: 7.75

 He doesn't back down and will 
fight his way through blockers to 
make a play on the ball.

 Production: 8.50

Highly productive player. He is his 
team's leading tackler. He is all over 
the field making plays.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.25

 He constantly looks to make a play 
on the ball but has his moments 
where his playing speed is off.

 

Intelligence: 7.70

 Instincts: 7.50

 He does a great job at reacting to 
the run but has his lapses when his 
is in pass coverage on reads.

 Learn/Retain: 7.75

 Based on his tape, he appears ready 
to play in every game and under-
stands his assignments.

 Concentration: 7.85

 He keeps his eyes on the ball at all 
times and knows where it is going 
on every play.

 

STRENGTHS:
 White is a see ball, get ball type 
linebacker. He is very quick in open 
space as his quickness allows him 
to close on ball carriers and the 
quarterback when he is rushing. He 
is effective at filling gaps and has a 
way of squeezing his way through 
tight spaces to make a play on the 
ball. He is very fluid in coverage 
and seems comfortable dropping 
back into zone coverage. He can 
flip his hips and play man-to-man 
coverage as well. He plays all over 
the field and looks to make a tackle 
on every play if he can. Very good 
at helping stuff the run.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 Has his moments when he appears 
to have a lapse at reading players 
when he is dropped back in zone 
coverage. He can be delayed in 
reacting which takes him out of the 
play. Takes bad angles when runs 
go to the outside which leads to 
him completely whiffing on tackles. 
Needs to play with a lower pad level 
because when he doesn't lineman 
can have their way with him be-
cause he makes it easy for them to 
get underneath. He isn't much of a 
pass rusher as he is just a straight 
line blitzer. He has no pass rush 
moves so if he gets blocked then he 
becomes ineffective.

 

BIG PICTURE:
 White should be able to come in 
and be an immediate contributor 
for any team that needs help in 
their linebacker corps. He is an 
all-around linebacker that does 
well in all aspects of the game. If he 
can fine-tune his flaws, he can be 
a great backer at the next level. He 
possesses the athletic ability to be a 
sideline to sideline player. During 
his first year he should be able to 
come in as a starter. He will be 
effective against the run and should 
be able to drop back in pass cov-
erage. I would expect some errors 
as a rookie but if he can develop at 
reading plays at a faster rate than 
his mistakes should drop over time. 
No team should draft him with the 
plan on using him as a pass rusher 
except for well-timed blitzes that he 
will get a straight-line path to the 
quarterback. He can be one the best 
linebackers if he is developed right.
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Athleticism: 8.64

 Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 8.85

 He is very agile in open space, uses 
his quickness to close space on the 
ball, can plant foot and go.

 Flexibility: 8.50

 He keeps a nice low base in his back 
peddle which allows him to make a 
play on the ball or flip his hips.

 Deep Speed: 8.65

 He has the ability to keep up with 
the majority of deep threats, can 
make up for lost space with speed.

 Explosion: 8.45

 He explodes out of his back ped-
dle when he reacts to the throw to 
make the attempt for the deflection.

 Coordination: 8.75

 He does an amazing job at reading 
the receivers body so he can mimic 

their moves to trail their hips.

 

Coverage Ability: 8.02

 Man Press: 7.85

 He does a great job at using his-
long arms to jab and lock onto the 
receiver's shoulders to slow the 
release.

 Man Off: 7.85

 His speed allows him to make up 
space so he reacts well which allows 
him to recover to make the play.

 Zone: 8.15

 He understands his assignment 
and keeps his head moving to find 
any receiver entering his territory.

 Hand Fighting: 7.75

 He keeps his hands fighting for 
leverage as much as he can. It could 
draw penalties at the next level.

 Hips/Turn Ability: 8.50

 He can flips his hips with ease and 
can time it so he does lose separa-
tion against the receiver.

 

Play Making: 8.00

 Closing Quickness: 8.00

 He is so fast that he can make up a 
lot of space in a second. He cut and 
react quickly to make a play.

 Ball skills: 8.25

 He does an amazing job at tracking 
the ball and will even continue to 
fight to knock it out of their hands.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 7.75

 He is very fluid in man coverage 
but showed at times when he would 
get confused during cross routes.

 

Run Support: 6.83

 Quickness Upfield: 8.00

 He uses his speed to his advantage 
to get around blocks to attempt to 
tackle the runner. Only advantage.

 Fight Through Blocks: 6.50

 If he locks on he can shed blocks 
but he struggles with stronger re-
ceivers and lineman pummel him.

 Tackling: 6.00

 He is not much of a hitter, typically 
will go low, won't break down and 
doesn't wrap up. Needs work.

 

Competitiveness: 7.37

 Toughness: 7.00

 He will fight in coverage but he 
lacks effort in run support. He will 
lay off on opportunities to lay a hit.

 Production: 8.25

 24 games, 71 total tackles (49 solo), 
1.5 tackles for loss, 8 interceptions, 
19 pass deflections.

 Consistency/Motor: 6.85

 He just doesn't give a consistent ef-
fort when he isn't involved on plays 
outside of his coverage.

 

Intelligence: 7.83

 Instincts: 8.00

 He reads quarterbacks pretty well 

which allows him to react quick 
enough to make a play on the ball.

 Learn/Retain: 8.00

 He appears to understand his as-
signments, understands most route 
concepts and what to expect.

 Teamwork: 7.50

 He celebrates with his teammates, 
communicates well, but just has 
moments where he lays of hits.

 STRENGTHS:
 He has All-Pro potential with his 
coverage skills. He uses his athleti-
cism to his advantage in all aspects 
in the pass game. He is great in man 
because he has the length to jam 
the receiver at the line of scrim-
mage, can flips his hips with ease 
to run with them, does an amazing 
job at trailing their hips so he can 
make a play on the ball. In zone 
coverage he does a good job at con-
trolling his space, he keeps his head 
moving so he can cover whoever 
enters his territory, his initial quick-
ness allows him to make up space, 
so he can close on a pass deflection 
or interception. He is a fighter in 
coverage, doesn't make it easy, and 
uses the boundary to his advantage.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 I have my worries with his lack of 
effort during certain situations on 
the field. He has opportunities to 
come in and make a pop on the 
runner but will just lay off if his 
teammate is already making the 
tackle. Against Alabama, he had a 
play where he gave up a reception 

and didn't use his speed to close on 
the tackle because his teammates 
where closer at the time. Plays 
like that make me wonder if he is 
looking out for himself over the 
team. He needs a lot of work on his 
tackling and could be a liability in a 
defensive scheme that requires him 
to be a big part against stopping the 
run.

 

BIG PICTURE:
 He can come in and be a team's 
starting corner from day one. He 
has elite athleticism which allows 
him to cover the deep threats that 
dominate in today's game. He can 
play man and zone coverage. He 
can stick with most receivers at the 
next level, but he can struggle with 
stronger, bigger body typed players. 
He won't do much in run support, 
he can get blocked easily, and his 
speed is his only advantage, so he 
can go around blocks to make the 
tackle. He doesn't look to make 
hits, he goes low without breaking 
down or attempting to wrap up the 
runner. I do have my concerns with 
the lack of effort on certain plays 
but that could be addressed by 
teams during the interview process. 
If a team is looking for a corner 
that has one of the best coverage 
skillsets but doesn't ask for much 
in run support out of their corners 
in their defensive scheme, then he 
would fit that mold. He is a fighter 
in pass coverage, keeps his hands 
fighting during press coverage, 
uses his length to his advantage, 
and he keeps fighting until the end 
of the play. Sometimes he can be 
too hands on which could result in 
penalties at the next level. During 
his rookie season he should be able 
to be placed in the lineup and be 
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someone the team can rely upon 
on Sundays. As a rookie he may 
have his mistakes and give up some 
plays, but his skills will allow him 
to grow as the season goes on. If he 

is drafted into the right system that 
suits his talents and he can contin-
ue to show growth as a player, then 
he could compete to be one of the 
best corners in the league by his 

third season. He will be entering 
the league at the age of 21 so he has 
so much potential ahead of him if 
the coaches can tap into his talent.

Athleticism: 7.66

 Q.A.B.: 8.00

 Great overall athleticism, with 
great long speed to press the seam. 
Has great length, and ability to 
pluck passes away from his body. 
Has underrated lateral agility, and 
elusiveness to be able to slither past 
defenders trying to get a jam on 
him, as well as slide downfield for 
chunk yardage. After the catch he 
regularly showed off an ability to 
hurdle defenders, and gain YAC. 
Possesses great play strength in 
the run blocking department at 
the college level, but will need to 
continually add more strength, and 
lower body bulk to be able to have 
the same type of impact at the NFL 
level.

 Flexibility: 8.00

 Excellent ability to contort to off 
target throws, and has terrific bal-
ance, and body control on combat 
catches. Will use a variety of moves 
both using his strength, and fluid-
ity to escape jams such as a swim 
move and hump move. Shows an 

excellent ability to flow and fit from 
a move TE position, as well as when 
he lined up as a FB.

 C.O.D.: 7.80

 Great fluidity, and lateral agility to 
be able to cut and gain separation 
in and out of his routes. Will shake 
defenders in the open field with a 
high rate of success, which is espe-
cially impressive due to his size, and 
stature. Runs with great balance, 
and that added to his speed and 
power makes it hard for second, 
and third level defenders to bring 
him down.

 Explosion: 6.70

 Does not have a lot of explosive 
qualities in his game. His game is a 
product of great effort, great athlet-
icism, and intelligence, rather than 
an explosive mover in space, or 
ridiculous jumping ability. The only 
traits that I would consider explo-
sive would be his ability to burst off 
the LOS, and his uncanny ability 
uncover from coverage by gaining 
separation in and out of his breaks.

 Deep Speed: 7.80

 Has great long speed to be able to 
make an impact vertically. Defen-
sive backs have to be aware of when 
he is running seam routes, or else 
they will be surprised when he runs 
past them for a score. Consistent-
ly showed an ability to slip past 
coverage, and make big time plays 
downfield.

 

Receiving Skills: 8.03

 Quicks Off LOS: 7.90

 Great burst off the LOS, will put 
defenders back on ice skates, if they 
cannot anticipate the snap like he 
can. His game preparation enhanc-
es his ability to get a jump off the 
LOS.

 Route Running: 8.20

 Excellent route runner who comes 
out of a offense system that mimics 
a lot of the routes, and responsibili-
ties in an NFL offense. Shows equal 
prowess for being able to run routes 
at all three levels of the defense. 
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Consistently was asked to run seam 
routes, and was a force downfield 
that defenses had to equate for.

 Separation: 8.30

 Has the innate ability to be able to 
uncover in key situations. Uses his 
strength, savviness, and agility to 
separate from defenders. Can es-
cape jams off the LOS with various 
moves, which then leaves his de-
fender at a disadvantage for the rest 
of the entirety of the route due to 
his lateral agility, and quickness in 
and out of his breaks. Understands 
how to shield ball away from de-
fenders as well, and can power his 
way open if need be from second, 
and third level defenders.

 Hands: 8.10

 Soft and sure hands, that he uses 
to consistently uses to pluck passes 
away from his frame. Excellent grip 
strength when tasked with mak-
ing combative catches, and has a 
certain heaviness to them when he 
grasps defenders while run block-
ing.

 Yards After Contact: 7.50

 Likes to use his athleticism more 
than dropping the hammer on 
defenders after the catch, although 
if the situation calls for it he will 
power through defenders he has a 
size advantage on. Has a go-to hur-
dle move that he likes to use when 
he notices defenders flying hard 
downhill in pursuit.

 Ball Security: 8.20

 Cerebral player who shows a 
distinct ability to protect the ball 
from turnovers by using proper 

ball placement in arm away from 
contact, and has great grip strength 
to tuck ball away.

 

Blocking: 8.08

 In-Line Runs: 8.10

 Excellent in-line blocking TE who 
uses his snap anticipation, intel-
ligence, and blocking technique 
to excel. Shoots hands inside of 
defender's frame, snaps hips on 
contact, and drives feet on contact 
to gain a good push off LOS. Un-
derstands when to use positional 
blocking, as well as when to angle 
defender away from rushing lane. 
Showed the ability to initiate, and 
then scrape to second level of de-
fense to allow rushing lane to devel-
op downfield, as well as an ability to 
cut block on backside of play, and 
can down block with great vigor. 
The only thing he needs to refine is 
the ability to maintain contact with 
defender throughout the duration 
of the play, because at times he 
allows a window for defender to 
shed him. Will need to continually 
add strength, and bulk to be able to 
have the same type of impact at the 
NFL level, as he did in college.

 Motion Runs: 8.00

 With his terrific lateral agility, the 
coaches at Iowa used him a ton as 
a move TE, as well as a lead FB on 
iso blocks. Showed a real prowess 
to be able to flow, and fit on defend-
ers in space. Is adept at keeping his 
eyes up, and targeting a defender to 
initiate. He is able to ragdoll second 
level defenders due to size, and 
strength advantage.

 

Blocking In Space: 8.00

 Does a terrific job of being a stalk 
blocker out in front of screen plays, 
as well as being able to scrape and 
flow from first to second level of 
defense as an in-line blocker. Keeps 
his eyes up, and flows to target with 
a high rate of accuracy, the only 
time he fails is when a DB with bet-
ter fluidity, and quickness flashed 
past him.

 Pass Blocking: 8.00

 Put forth some impressive tape as a 
pass blocker, and was asked to chip 
in as an extra OL on a good num-
ber of reps. Shows an real prowess 
for being able to quick set, shuffle 
feet to mirror pass rusher, anchor, 
and lockout defenders when given 
the opportunity. The only time he 
struggled was when he was asked to 
block a defender with a tremendous 
first-step, and combined that with 
quickness, and power.

 Situational Awareness: 8.30

 Feisty, and aggressive playing 
demeanor, that shows consistently 
across an entire game. Willing to 
scrap, and grind against defensive 
lineman who have more size, and 
strength then him, but never backs 
down from a fight. Clutch perform-
er who will uncover in the passing 
game when his QB needs him by 
either breaking off his route, or 
by sitting down, and presenting a 
target, as well as make a key block 
when necessary to bust his RB for a 
long gain.

 

Competitiveness: 7.93
 

Toughness: 8.00

 Gritty player that loves to do the 
dirty work of the position. Will 
fight through blocks, and defend-
ers to get open for his QB, and is a 
ready an willing blocker when the 
coaches call his number.

 Production: 7.60

 Only was a 22-game contributor in 
college, which for being a redhirt 
sophomore isn't too green to make 
a move to the next level. Put up 9 
touchdowns over his career at Iowa, 
and was someone the QB's target 
down in the red zone. 2018 was his 
breakout campaign, where he put 
all the different aspects of an elite 
level TE together that concluded 
with him being named the John 
Mackey Award winner, and the 
Ozzie Newsome Award winner, that 
is annually given to the best TE in 
college football.

 Consistency / Motor: 8.20

 Highly motivated player, who 
simply does not take plays off. 
Willing to block, and fight through 
the whistle while blocking, or in the 
passing game.

 

Intelligence: 8.17
 
Instincts: 8.30

 Terrific feel of how the defense is 
trying to cover him, and will adjust 
his routes, and breaks accordingly. 
Will identify where the line of gain 
is, and will run his routes farther 
than what is needed. Puts in the 
work in the film room to help him 
refine his craft, and pick up small 
intricacies that he can exploit.

Learn/Retain: 8.00

 Was asked to ingest an NFL style 
offense, and seemed to excel at all 
the finer details of the TE position. 
Was tasked with running out of 
multiple positions, and seemed to 
flow through them without having 
to think of his assignments. Was an 
Academic All-American in 2018, 
and an honorable mentioned Aca-
demic All-American in 2017.

 Versatility: 8.20

 Excellent positional versatility, 
with playing time coming from: in-
line TE, move TE, FB, slot WR, and 
even being asked to split outside at 
WR.

 

STRENGTHS:
 Tall, long, and burly TE, who can 
produce high quality plays both as a 
pass catcher, as well as a blocker. Is 
a smooth, and coordinated athlete 
that has a great burst off LOS, and 
terrific snap anticipation, that puts 
him ahead of the ball game when 
running his routes. Using strength, 
lateral agility, and savviness when 
uncovering coverage, he presents a 
difficult matchup to try and blan-
ket. Has strong, and sure hands that 
he uses to pluck passes away from 
his frame, and complete a ton of 
combative catches. Able to separate 
from defenders after the catch with 
the combination of his speed, and 
lateral agility. Shows the ability to 
get vertical, and meet the ball at its 
apex. Has an impressive ability to 
hurdle defenders that charge down-
hill too quickly. Equally impressive 
as his pass catching abilities, is his 
ability to make an impact in the 
blocking department both as an 

in-line run blocker who can gain 
a push, and as a blocker in space 
where he excels at finding, and 
planting defenders at the second 
level. Clutch performer who always 
seems to come up with the big play 
in the waning moments.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 Has great functional playing 
strength to be able to rag doll de-
fenders at the college level, but will 
need to continually add strength, 
and especially lower body bulk in 
an NFL based strength and con-
ditioning program, or else he may 
not be able to have the same type of 
dynamic impact as a blocker. Is still 
somewhat inexperienced in a sense, 
with only a little over 20 games 
experience at the college level, and 
will need to continually work to 
refine his skill set that is already 
pretty valuable. Will need to learn 
how to deal with more explosive 
pass rushers when he is asked to 
pass protect. Not an explosive ath-
lete, and more of a sum of the parts 
kind of player.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 T.J. Hockenson is a 21-year-old, 
redshirt sophomore, that is coming 
off a sensational season that was 
highlighted by him being awarded 
the Mackey trophy for being the 
top TE in college football. He will 
look to ride that wave of momen-
tum into the NFL Draft with his 
highly valuable, and diversified all-
around skill set. He will be a player 
in tremendous demand when it 
comes to draft weekend, and if all 
his measureables check out at the 
Combine, he should set himself up 
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squarely as the top TE in this year's 
draft class, which should culmi-
nate in a round one selection. His 

peripherals and skill set remind me 
of George Kittle, who has the same 
alma mater as him, and was asked 

to play a similar style of football as 
he did while at the college level.
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Athleticism: 8.50

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 9.00

 Extremely gifted with elite athleti-
cism that allows him to fly around 
the line of scrimmage and make 
plays in the backfield.

 Flexibility: 7.00

 Decent flexibility but lacks the 
bend to consistently play on the 
outside or edge.

 Explosiveness: 9.00

 Explosive out of stance and initial 
1st step. Often flys by centers and 
guards before they even get out of 
their stance.

 Playing Speed: 9.00

 A legitimate physical freak of 
nature. Ed's highlight reel is littered 
with him darting across the field 
and making plays opposite of where 
he initially lined up. Fast enough to 
chase players down in the second 
and third level of the defense.

 Coordination: 8.50

 Very coordinated athlete that 
can keep his feet underneath him 
through traffic and rarely touches 
the dirt without making a tackle.

 Pass Rush Ability: 8.00

 Initial Quickness: 9.50

 Easily his biggest weapon and 
factor of his game. Oliver's 1st step 
is quite impressive and he's contin-
uously disrupting plays before they 
can develop due to his burst off the 
line of scrimmage.

 Use of Hands: 7.00

 Lacks reach and struggles against 
lineman who have have the length 
advantage over him. Could certain-
ly improve his hand placement, rip 
move, and ability to disengage.

 Leverage: 8.00

 At 6'3" and considered to be some-
what undersized, Ed Oliver uses his 
natural underneath leverage to his 

advantage and hardly allows line-
man to stand him straight up.

 Pass Rush Moves: 7.00

 Oliver has a limited set of pass 
rushing tools and relies on his 
speed and foot quickness to beat 
lineman off the snap. Has plenty of 
room to grow as a pass rusher.

 Finish Ability: 8.50

 Terrific finisher who makes a huge 
impact with sacks, tackles for loss, 
and disruptions in the backfield.

 

Competitiveness: 8.67

 Toughness: 9.00

 Physically and mentally tough 
enough to give up the size advan-
tage every play and not let it affect 
his production. Minor knee injury 
in 2019 which led to a business 
decision of sitting out the rest of his 
final year at Houston.

 

Consistency/Motor: 9.50

 Ultra-high motor and an excep-
tional gas tank that allows him to 
consistently play hard from the 
start of the 1st to the end of the 4th. 
NEVER takes a play off!!!

 Production: 7.50

 Very productive against lower level 
talent and smaller schools, espe-
cially against the run but will need 
to improve his sack numbers and 
pressure rate at the next level.

 

Against The Run: 8.08

 Play with Leverage: 8.00

 Keeps a low pad level off the snap 
and uses his lower body strength 
and tree trunks to drive offensive 
lineman backwards.

 Stack and Shed: 6.00

 Struggles to disengage once block-
ers have locked him up. Size and 
upper body strength tend to play a 
huge factor in his inability to shed 
defenders.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 9.50

 Splits offensive lineman off the 
snap at an elite NFL caliber lev-
el. One of the fastest first steps to 
come out of the draft in quite some 
time. Quicker than fast but fast for 
a defensive tackle.

 Run at Him: 7.50

 As long as he isn't squared up off 
the snap and able to win the initial 
body position battle, Ed is most 

likely going to be involved in mak-
ing the tackle.

 Run Away: 8.50

 That high motor and relentless 
aggression shows when he flies 
through the line and chases run-
ning backs on pitches and sweeps 
to the opposite side of the field. The 
effort can not be questioned.

 Tackling/Hitting: 9.00

 An efficient, powerful tackler who 
hardly ever missed a tackle on film. 
Oliver does a great job at tracking 
the ball and taking intelligent an-
gles to the ball carrier.

 

Intelligence: 8.33

 Instincts: 8.50

 Very instinctual in terms of play 
recognition and ball tracking. Rare-
ly out of place and doesn't bite of 
play fakes.

 Learn/Retain: 8.50

 Drastically improved every year at 
Houston on film but the stat sheet 
took a hit due to offenses taking no-
tice and scheming plays away from 
the defensive playmaker.

 Teamwork: 8.00

 Often blew plays up off the snap 
before it could develop and allowed 
his teammates to take advan-
tage and was considered a leader 
amongst his teammates despite the 
issues with his head coach.

 

STRENGTHS:
 
Ed Oliver is an undersized DT 
who's quickness, athleticism, and 
ability to turn speed to power 
make up for his lack of prototypical 
measurables. His gap-shooting is 
amongst the best in the draft class, 
if not the NFL. The man spends a 
majority of his time in opponents 
backfields, raking up tackles for 
loss, sacks, and getting after whoev-
er has the ball. His speed as an in-
terior defensive lineman is his best 
weapon and often flashes across 
the screen, making plays most DT's 
would have no business making.

 WEAKNESSES:
 
Lengthy blockers will give him 
trouble at the next level due to his 
smaller stature. He also lacks the ar-
senal of pass rush moves you’d hope 
to see in a high first-round talent, 
but many execs will look at that and 
say he has plenty of room to grow. 
Ed often relies on his athleticism 
and less on technique. He's a DT/
DE tweener and NFL teams will 
have a wide spectrum of opinions 
as to what position he should play 
once in the NFL.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Ed Oliver is a special type of player. 
One who does not fit the mold or 
emulate any player before him. He 
is unique and it'll take a creative 
defensive minded coach and play 
caller to get the best out of him. If 
placed into the right scheme and 
given coaches who will not only 
sharpen his set of skills but also uti-
lize his already stellar set of physical 
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gifts, then he could certainly suc-
ceed at the next level. Oliver should 
be looked at as a defensive weapon 

and not be held to the confine-
ment or restriction of one position. 
He could easily play a 3-4 inside 

linebacker on early downs and pass 
rusher in certain situations.  

Athleticism: 7.88

 Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 7.75

 He is very light on his feet which 
allows him to cut on a dime to use 
his quickness to close space.

 Flexibility: 7.75

 He can break out of his coverage to 
make a diving effort to deflect the 
ball on another player's man.

Deep Speed: 8.00

He can keep his feet moving while 
looking back at the quarterback to 
help trail his man to close space.

 Explosion: 8.25

 He explodes in the direction he 
wants to go and closes up space 
quick. He gets his deflections from 
this.

 Coordination: 7.65

He keeps his feet under him and 
hardly ever gets knocked off bal-

ance. Understands where he is on 
the field.

 

Coverage Ability: 7.84

 Man Press: 7.25

 He makes an effort to get a jam 
but can be ineffective which allows 
receivers to get a release of LOS.

 Man Off: 7.85

 He does a great job at keeping his 
man in front of him and can close 
on intermediate routes quickly.

 Zone: 8.15

 Excels in zone coverage because of 
his quickness in space and how well 
he can read the quarterback.

 Hand Fighting: 8.00

 He keeps fighting until the play is 
over and he has a knack for finding 
a way to get his hands on the ball.

 

Hips/Turn Ability: 7.95

 He flips his hips with ease and is 
very fluid whenever he needs to 
change the direction he needs to go.

 

Play Making: 8.30

 Closing Quickness: 8.15

 He closes space very fast and finds 
himself getting pass deflections or 
interceptions because of it.

 Ball skills: 8.50

 Ballhawk. A knack for being 
around the ball to make a play on it. 
Fights to knock ball out of hands.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 8.25

 His play recognition is amazing. 
He has a good feel for how plays 
and routes are developing.

 Run Support: 6.75
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Quickness Upfield: 7.50

 Just like in coverage, his speed al-
lows him to get upfield fast to make 
the tackle. One of his advantages.

 Fight Through Blocks: 6.25

 He doesn't try to force his ways 
through blocks. Looks to lock on or 
use his athleticism to get around.

 Tackling: 6.50

 He isn't afraid to hit and will lay 
the boom. Poor technique. Goes 
low, doesn't breakdown or wrap up.

 

Competitiveness: 8.00

 Toughness: 8.00

 Plays tougher than what most 
expect for his size. Not afraid to hit 
and keeps fighting to get a turnover.

 Production: 8.00

 19 games, 72 tackles (50 solo), 7 
tackles for loss, 1 sack, 6 int, 20 pass 
deflections, 2 forced fumbles.

 Consistency/Motor: 8.00

 Constantly keeping his feet mov-
ing, looking to make a play, and 
always seems to be around the ball.

 

Intelligence: 7.70

 Instincts: 7.85

 He always seems to react to the 
quarterback or receiver very well 
and can read their bodies on the go.

 Learn/Retain: 7.75

 Never seems fazed and appears to 
understand how plays are develop-
ing so he is where he is needed.

 Teamwork: 7.50

 He does whatever it takes to help 
his team win. He worked his way 
up and played special teams a little.

 

STRENGTHS: 
 He is always looking to make a play 
on the ball. His initial quickness 
allows him to make up space, so 
he can look to break up the pass or 
grab it for the interception. Even if 
the receiver has their body box-
ing him out, he can still manage 
to fight his way through to get his 
hands on the ball to knock it out of 
their hands. He always seems to be 
making a play. He is very fluid in 
his coverage as he can turn his hips 
with ease and uses the field to his 
advantage while keeping his eyes 
on the quarterback. He is brilliant 
when breaking down plays as they 
happen, and his reaction speed 
allows him to adjust. Overall, a very 
effective corner in all coverages

 

WEAKNESSES:

His size may turn off some teams. 
He can be blocked easily by stron-
ger receivers and taller ones can use 
their bodies to their advantage to 
box him out for the ball. He needs 
to work on jamming receivers at the 
line of scrimmage because he can 
allow easy releases. He finds himself 
having to turn and run too often 
when he is pressing his man. His 

tackling form will need some work 
because he has a habit of just going 
low or coming in with his shoulder. 
He doesn't break down and look to 
explode through the runner while 
wrapping them up. He could possi-
bly be a liability against the run.

 

BIG PICTURE:
 He has a chance to be a playmaker 
at the next level. He is a ballhawk 
that is always looking to get his 
hands on the ball for the intercep-
tion, deflection or even forcing the 
drop. He will keep fighting until the 
end of the play to jar the ball loose. 
He does play out of his size, he 
looks to lay the wood when he hits 
the runner and will fight with taller 
receivers to break up the pass. He 
can play man or zone coverage as 
his athleticism allows him to stick 
on receivers and change his direc-
tion on the go to keep on his man. 
He does an amazing job at sitting 
back and reading the quarterback's 
eyes, so he can react to the throw. 
His speed allows him to explode 
up the field to close space, so he 
can get all those interceptions and 
deflections. He does have his flaws 
he will need some work in small 
areas in his coverage. He just needs 
to get tougher at the line of scrim-
mage and understand if he has a 
legit chance to make a play because 
he has given up some catches due 
to some late reactions. While he 
isn't afraid to lay his shoulder into 
the runner, his poor tackling tech-
nique could end up being a liability 
at the next level. Big and strong 
backs will run through his arms, so 
teams could possibly look to run 
his way. Since he does a great job in 
all facets of coverage, I believe that 
he can be a good fit in any defen-

sive scheme. But teams that require 
their corners to have more size may 
shy away from him. Even if his size 
limits where he is a fit, he can at 

least be an elite slot corner because 
of his athletic ability and smartness. 
He can improve a corner-needy 
team immediately. By his third 

season, if he can improve on his 
weaknesses then he has a chance to 
be one of the better corners in the 
league.
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Athleticism: 7.90

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 8.00

 Jeffery Simmons is a hell of an ath-
lete especially for his size. His well 
proportioned, lean frame allows for 
him to be extremely athletic for an 
interior defensive lineman.

 Flexibility: 7.00

 Isn't a consistent bender and has 
a tendency of playing straight up, 
allowing defenders to win the lever-
age battle.

 Explosiveness: 8.50

 Extremely explosive out of his 
stance, hardly ever loses the initial 
body positioning battle and wins 
with power and explosiveness off 
the snap.

 Playing Speed: 7.50

 Decent playing speed but is an in 
between the tackles type of player 
and won't be chasing guy's across 
the field to make a play. More 

explosive than fast but should be 
considered an elite athlete for his 
position.

 Coordination: 8.50

 Very coordinated for his size and 
length. Plays and moves more like 
a 230 lb linebacker than a 300 lb 
defensive tackle.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 8.10

 Initial Quickness: 7.50

 Quick first step but nothing to con-
sider elite. Often wins with power 
and momentum more than beating 
his opponent off the snap with ini-
tial step. More power than speed.

 Use of Hands: 8.00

 Powerful hands allow him to sep-
arate from offensive linemen who 
engage and attempt to dictate the 
distance battle.

 

Leverage: 8.50

 Excellent at gaining/winning the 
leverage battle. Simmons has a tre-
mendous understanding of how to 
use his arm length to his advantage 
and dictates blockers body posi-
tioning.

 Pass Rush Moves: 8.00

 Possess an outstanding one-arm 
bull rush move that turns 300+ 
lb men into victims in an instant. 
Jeffrey isn't necessarily a one trick 
pony but he doesn't have an arsenal 
of pass rushing moves either. He's 
either bull rushing, ripping, swim 
moving his way to the quarterback.

 Finish Ability: 8.50

 The sack total may jump off of the 
stat sheet but Simmons ability to 
create pressure is undeniable and 
the numbers may never show it 
as a pass rusher. His impact in the 
ground game can be quantified by 
his 30.5 tackles for loss, 159 tackles, 
and 5 forced fumbles in three years 
as a starter.

 Competitiveness: 8.50

 Toughness: 8.50

 Unquestionably tough and a true 
bully in the trenches.

 Consistency/Motor: 9.00

 Rarely shows a lack of effort and 
never takes a play off. He's a high 
motor athlete who'd remain on the 
field practically every defensive 
snap.

 Production: 8.00

 Insanely productive against the 
run and highly disruptive as a pass 
rusher, eating up double team's and 
allowing teammates to make a play. 
The stat sheet doesn't tell the whole 
story!

 Against The Run: 8.50

 Play with Leverage: 8.50

 Jeffery Simmons is 6'3" but has the 
length of a 6'6" DE. He's able to 
use this to his advantage and gains 
the underneath leverage needed to 
drive O-lineman into the backfield.

 Stack and Shed: 9.00

 Often double teamed on a regu-
lar basis throughout every game, 
Jeffery was able to shed or split 
multiple blockers on a single play. 
His reach gives him the ability to 
maintain distance between him and 
opposing O-lineman, allowing him 
to manhandle his opponents and 
toss them out of the way with ease.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 8.00

Decent but not something he can 
technically brag about. He isn't 
going to blow by a lineman off the 
snap but shows off his athleticism 
against zone run schemes and can 
slip the gap if given any opening 
between the center and guard.

 Run at Him: 9.00

 Simmons film study showed prac-
tically zero signs of him being driv-
en backwards or off his path to the 
ball carrier. College offenses refused 
to run at him and would blatantly 
avoid him in the ground game.

 Run Away: 7.50

 Athletic enough to get down the 
line of scrimmage but isn't going to 
catch anyone from behind.

 Tackling/Hitting: 9.00

 Strong, technically sound tack-
ler with a massive wingspan that 
allows him to consistently wrap 
up and deliver powerful blows 
throughout a game.

 

Intelligence: 8.67

 Instincts: 9.00

 Shows natural ability to track 
the play and doesn't look out of 
place or lost on the field. Sniffs out 
screens better than anyone in the 
draft class.

 Learn/Retain: 8.50

Statistically and mechanically im-
proved all three years at Mississippi 
State.

 Teamwork: 8.50

 Love by his teammates who have 
strongly come out in support of 
their leader on defense after an off 
field incident and run in with the 
law.

 STRENGTHS:
 
He’s as aggressive as they come, 
is rarely beaten off the ball, and 
nearly impossible to drive back-
wards. Simmons’ best attribute is 
his ability to control the distance 
between himself and his block-
er. He does a tremendous job of 
extending his arms regardless of if 
he’s utilizing his signature long arm 
bull rush or attempting to stack and 
shed defenders. If he can control 
the distance between himself and 
would-be blocker(s) he consistently 
wins his one on one’s and even two 
on ones more often than not. He's a 
wrecking ball of an interior line-
man and versatile enough to play 
across the line when needed.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 Due to his upright playing style, he 
tends to lose the leverage battle and 
will need to continue to work on 
lowering his pad level. If initially 
blocked, his second effort is some-
what lacking, Jeffery has trouble 
regaining momentum and shows a 
habit of having inconsistent slug-
gish footwork instead of redirecting 
or driving with quick steps. For a 
300 plus pounder, Simmons is quite 
athletic but isn't someone who 
you’ll see making plays down field 
or turning on a dime, and under-
standably so.
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BIG PICTURE: 
 

With Jeffery Simmons tearing 
his ACL while training for the 
NFL Combine, his draft stock has 
certainly took a hit. Even then, for 
someone who won't see the field 

in 2019, he's still highly regarded 
as a 1st round prospect. If not for 
the injury, the Miss State DT would 
have likely been off the board be-
fore he got into the teens. Now that 
he's looked at as a long term invest-
ment who'll likely sit out his entire 
rookie campaign, Simmons could 
and should still be drafted in the 1st 

round. He's far too talented and an 
ACL injury, although time consum-
ing, isn't considered to be the injury 
it once was 5, 10, and 20 years ago. 
Whichever team that drafts Jeffery 
Simmons is getting a stud interior 
defender with a slightly checkered 
past and a year's worth of rehab, but 
they are getting a truly dominant 
defensive lineman.

Athleticism: 7.90

 Q.A.B.: 8.50

 Taylor is an above average athlete 
with quick feet and a stable base 
who's rarely ever unbalanced or 
driven out of his stance.

 Flexibility: 7.50

 Adequate knee bender with fluid 
hip flexibility. Taylor does a great 
job of sitting low in his stance in or-
der to absorb and disrupt an oppo-
nent's drive towards the backfield.

 C.O.D.: 7.50

 Decent footwork allows for a quick 
change of direction and ability to 
recover onside moves and stunts.

 Explosion: 8.00

 Extremely explosive hands but 
lacks elite burst out of his stance 
and when run blocking.

 

Versatility: 8.00

 Has shown the versatility to play 
both left tackle, right tackle, and 
played on the interior early in his 
collegiate career at Florida.

 

Run Blocking: 8.42

 In-Line: 8.50

 Strong in-line and down blocker 
who thrives on combo blocks and 
getting into the second level in or-
der to seal running lanes and spring 
open big gains on the ground.

 Movement off L.O.S.: 8.00

 Good push off of the snap but can 
improve his play strength and abil-
ity when creating movement at the 
point of attack.

 Reach Block: 8.50

 Jawaan's mobility is a rarity at the 
position and one of his biggest 
strengths. He consistently beats his 
opponents in terms of body posi-

tion and is quite successful when 
getting across D-linemen's face 
in order to execute proper reach 
blocking technique.

 Pull & Block Outside: 7.50

 More than athletic enough to pull 
across the line and lead block. 
Highly accurate when targeting a 
defender after turning up field.

 Adjust In Space: 8.50

 Outstanding open field blocker 
who's best suited in a zone block-
ing scheme. With such a massive 
wingspan and quick feet, defenders 
struggle to get around his blocking 
radius.

 Use of Hands: 9.50

 Hands down the strongest hands 
in the draft. It's nearly impossible 
for defenders to break his grip once 
engaged, he routinely showcases 
accurate inside hand placement and 
sound upper body mechanics.
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Pass Blocking: 8.21

 Quick Set: 7.75

 Jawaan's quick set ability has room 
for improvement and speed rushers 
with elite get off tended to give him 
some trouble at the CFB level.

 Protect Corner: 8.00

 Against Kentucky's stud edge 
rusher Josh Allen, Taylor showed 
that even when given up the speed 
advantage, he was able to recover 
and win his 1-on-1's with solid 
footwork and hand placement that 
kept Allen from turning the corner.

 Footwork / Redirect & Slide: 
7.50

 Smooth footwork and a strong 
fluid kickslide allows for Taylor to 
dominate the edge. His ability to 
mirror his opponents feet and keep 
himself squared to his opponent 
impedes their path to the QB and 
forces them to restart their push. 
That said, he's shown flashes of wild 
inconsistency and lets his feet get 
away from him at times.

 Anchor / Reset Ability: 8.50

 With strength, length and form, 
Taylor hardly gives up a yard to 
bull rushers, and does a terrific job 
of stonewalling his opponent dead 
in their tracks. Considered a body 
catcher and doesn't deliver the blow 
when pass blocking.

 Handle Games/Stunts: 8.00

 Taylor does a great job of keeping 
his head on a swivel and recogniz-
ing defensive schemes, stunts, and 
blitzes. Redirects well and shows no 

signs of wasted motion on film.

 Hands / Punch: 9.50

 If he gets his hands on an defen-
sive lineman, it's typically all she 
wrote and players severely struggle 
to disengage. With his insane grip 
strength and a solid but lengthy 
frame, Taylor uses a well time 
power punch to disrupt rushers 
momentum and stop them dead in 
their tracks.

 

Competitiveness: 8.33

 Toughness: 9.00

 Undeniably tough, both physical-
ly and mentally. Played through 
minor injuries and never missed 
a game throughout his collegiate 
career.

 Consistency / Motor: 8.00

 Never lacking of effort or takes a 
play off but in terms of technique, 
especially lower body mechanics, 
he could certainly improve. Taylor 
is a high motor athlete with a mas-
sive gas tank.

 Production: 8.00

 Hardly ever gave up a pressure, 
much less a sack at his three years 
as a Florida Gator. Dominates as a 
run blocker and often took multiple 
defenders out in a single play.

 

Intelligence: 8.17

 Instincts: 8.00

 Has a natural ability to sense 

stunts, blitzes, and delays from the 
right tackle position.

 Learn/Retain: 8.50

 Cerebral, high football IQ, student 
of the game type. Improved all 
three years at Florida and can con-
tinue to grow at the next level.

 Teamwork: 8.00

 Excellent combo blocker who is 
constantly assisting his guard and 
does a great job in terms of com-
municating with his fellow linemen.

 

STRENGTHS:
 
Jawaan Taylor is one of those play-
ers who’s as football smart as he is 
physically gifted. His blitz pick up 
and recognition is something you 
notice as soon as you put the film 
on. The RT knows where to be, 
when to be there, and who he's re-
sponsible for at all times. He does a 
great job of assisting his right guard 
when double teaming but is quick 
to transfer his focus onto incom-
ing blitzers and linebackers in the 
second level when needed. His tape 
is littered with two for one combo 
blocks where he'll seal the line be-
fore peeling off to attack downfield. 
Taylor’s capable of adjusting in 
space and squaring up defenders in 
the open field. The tackle is athlet-
ic enough to pull complete across 
the line, as well as lead the way on 
screen plays.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 Taylor is not one of those guys 
who'll win with pure power or 
technique, he’s a blend of the two 

and will need to improve in both 
aspects once playing in the National 
Football League. He struggles to get 
movement off of the line of scrim-
mage and lacks explosiveness at 
the point of attack. Simply put, he 
needs to get stronger but that can 
be said for a majority of lineman 
coming out of college. He’s rarely 
pushed back but also rarely drives 
his opponent off the line of scrim-
mage. Improving his upper body 
strength, as well as smoothing out 

his footwork and kick slide will be 
crucial in order to excel when fac-
ing upper echelon of pass rushers.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Jawaan Taylor will likely go within 
the top 20 of the 2019 NFL Draft. 
And as long as he continues to 
grow, he has the potential to start 
year one and become a long term 

staple on the right side of any of-
fensive line. His physical attributes 
combined with his mental prepa-
ration are currently driving him up 
everyone's draft board and some 
may have him as 2019's best tackle 
prospect over Jonah Williams and 
Rodney Cajuste. He's more of a 
technician than Cajuste and possess 
the measurables and arm length 
that will hinder Williams draft 
stock.
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Athleticism: 8.16

 Q.A.B.: 8.20

 Jacobs is an electric playmak-
er with extremely quick feet and 
lateral agility constantly displaying 
a lethal jump cut to bounce the 
ball outside. With a low center of 
gravity and a strong lower body 
he exhibits outstanding contact 
balance, often capable of regaining 
his feet if tripped up and dragging 
opponents on his back to pick up 
extra yardage. Strong runner with 
excellent movement ability.

 Flexibility: 8.30

 Displays excellent flexibility with 
bent knees and low pads to punish 
defenders in contact. Will look for 
contact with low pads and runs 
with excellent pad level in the open 
field. Can fully extend to make 
difficult catches out of the backfield.

 C.O.D.: 8.10

 Has shown an excellent ability to 
plant his foot in the ground and cut 

up field quickly past a defenders 
face. Utilizes an excellent jump cut 
to bounce the ball. Showcases good 
stop-start ability, with the talent to 
explode back up to full speed in-
stantly. Changing direction doesn't 
impact speed and is very fluid.

 Explosion: 8.50

 Very explosive runner who will 
burst out of his stance and charge 
the line of scrimmage looking to 
dominate defenders in the hole. 
Possesses a second gear to burst in 
the open field leaving defenders in 
his wake. Will look to punish tack-
lers in contact, capable of exploding 
through his pads.

 Top End Speed: 7.70

 Has the speed to breakaway in the 
open field and outrun the second-
ary. If given sunlight he will burst 
through the crease and exploit the 
hole. He has big play ability when-
ever he touches the ball. Will get 
caught from behind on angle tack-
les downfield. Displays the speed to 
get the corner and turn upfield.

 Ball In Hands: 8.26

 Vision 8.80

 Displays the best vision in the 
class, capable of finding holes in 
traffic and bursting through small 
spaces quickly. Outstanding ability 
to find a crease away from the play 
side, often bouncing the ball and 
exploding through the opening. He 
will not often run into a clogged 
hole.

 Cutting Ability: 9.10

 Displays exceptional cutting ability 
in the backfield, often finding open-
ings in the line to burst through. 
Will cut upfield when bouncing 
the ball to the sideline to abuse 
over-pursuers. Excellent awareness 
combined with a strong lower body 
and good movement skills make 
him lethal when cutting up field.

 Elusiveness: 7.00

 Has the ability to shake defenders 
in the open field, displaying the 
quickness to avoid tacklers. Would 

rather dominate in contact and 
run through a defender than avoid 
them.

 Yards After Contact: 8.10

 A powerful runner who will often 
carry defenders on his back before 
hitting the turf. He looks to physi-
cally punish defenders as a bruising 
back displaying the finesse needs 
to shake arm tackles and the power 
needed to bully defenders with his 
shoulder. On multiple snaps, he has 
stood strong in a pile prior to the 
yard to gain and pushed multiple 
defenders downfield to pick up the 
first down.

 Ball Security: 8.30

 Does not have a problem with 
fumbling on limited touches. Holds 
the ball high and tight with an eagle 
claw grip on every play. Will grip 
the ball with two arms in goal-line 
situations. Smart with ball protec-
tion.

 

Receiving: 6.78

 Hands: 6.60

 He has soft hands to reel balls 
thrown away from his frame. Can 
make difficult catches out of the 
backfield and has been a reliable 
checkdown option throughout his 
career. Will occasionally lose con-
centration and run up field before 
securing the ball. Short arms make 
it hard to extend for the ball.

 Route Running: 6.30

 Excellent movement ability and 
speed to gain separation out of 
the backfield. Has the ability to 

learn how to effectively run routes 
at the next level. Was never re-
quired to learn a full route tree 
and didn't play out of the slot or 
on the boundary very often. used 
as a checkdown receiver running 
screens, arrows and out routes.

 Ability In Space: 7.50

 Very good in space capable of 
avoiding contact and frequently 
picking up yards after the catch in 
the screen game. Will often look to 
punish defenders rather than avoid 
them. Can find open space in the 
defense and cut into the lane with 
relative ease.

 Ability to Separate: 6.70

 Displays the quick feet, body con-
trol and speed to gain separation 
on linebackers out of the backfield. 
Not required to run an excessive 
route tree, but has the capability 
and talent to learn. Mismatch.

 

Blocking: 6.33

 Lead Blocking: 6.30

 He's a solid blocker who can occu-
py defenders and delay their ability 
to attack the ball. Very physical 
athlete who can drive players out of 
the play. Extremely competitive and 
will run down the field to block for 
receivers or other runners.

 Blocking In Space: 5.80

 His ability to block in space can 
vary. His height and length don't 
help, but his technique and power 
give him the ability to fight and 
drive players away from the ball. 
Can overextend and miss blocks in 

space.

 Pass Blocking: 6.50

 Shows solid technique and excel-
lent power to hold his ground in 
pass protection. Still has room for 
growth. He can be relied on for 
third down attempts.

 Situational Awareness: 6.70

 Shows the awareness to find free 
runners from across the formation 
and slide in front of the quarter-
back in order to pick up the block. 
He knows who to block on any 
given play and doesn't get confused 
by delayed blitzes or stunts.

 

Competitiveness: 8.08

 Toughness: 8.50

 One of the toughest players in the 
class. He looks to dominate defend-
ers in contact on every play bully-
ing them with strong and explo-
sive pads. He has played through 
injuries in the past. He has a strong 
built upper-body and exceptionally 
strong legs that help him push piles 
and keep his feet.

 Production: 6.30

 Extremely explosive playmaker 
who can create out of nothing. 
Criminally underutilized in a 
crowded backfield at Alabama. 
Excellent production on limited 
touches. Will Get penalized for lack 
of opportunity. Only one 100 yard 
rushing performance in career. Was 
used to drain the clock and put the 
finishing touches on wins in the 
fourth quarter.
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 Consistency/Motor: 8.50

 Possesses a high motor who will 
turn out hard yards in piles. Con-
sistently outworks teammates and 
opponents. Strong runner who will 
play through the whistle on every 
snap, never taking a play off.

 Teamwork: 9.00

 He is a team leader with extraordi-
nary Character traits. Very humble 
and hard working who has worked 
for everything he has accomplished. 
Very well rounded individual who 
puts his team first.

 

Intelligence: 7.87

 Instincts: 7.60

 Great instincts in the hole. He 
frequently finds open space to 
run through. Excellent vision and 
awareness to know where he is on 
the field at all times. Good ability to 
find free rushers in pass protection 
to keep his quarterback clean.

 Learn/Retain: 7.50

 He is a reliable player in each phase 
of the game and possesses an excel-
lent understanding for his roles in 
each game. Will need to learn a full 
route tree to help on passing downs 
in today's NFL.

 Versatility: 8.50

 He is a strong runner who is 
reliable in every area of the field 
including on goal-line situations. 
Has the ability to protect the pass-
er on 3rd downs, while showing 
the talent to catch the ball out of 
the backfield. He always strives to 

do what he can to help the team. 
He is a foundational special teams 
player and will contribute early as a 
returner and core special teamer at 
the next level.

 

STRENGTHS:
 Jacobs his a powerful runner who 
is not afraid to dominate defenders 
in contact. He has excellent vision 
at the line of scrimmage and can 
utilize a vicious jump-cut to break 
into the crease and explode to the 
next level. He runs with excellent 
keane bend and pad level to win 
consistently in contact and barrel 
forward for extra yards. He pos-
sesses a strong lower body and 
the determination and balance to 
stay on his feet and turn out tough 
yards in a crowd. With excep-
tional athleticism, quick feet and 
outstanding lateral agility, he can 
frequently make the first defender 
miss in the backfield and break into 
the open space using his speed to 
get the corner and work upfield 
down the sideline. Jacobs vision 
and elite movement ability make 
him a nightmare to track down in 
the backfield. Although he has the 
elusiveness to avoid contact, he 
relishes the opportunity to bully 
defenders and run through them 
with his pads. He has the home-run 
speed and big play ability to break a 
game open any time he touches the 
ball. Displays the versatility to catch 
the ball out of the backfield and the 
technique required to pass block 
on 3rd-down attempts. Reliable as 
a player and leader with the work 
ethic desired in elite prospects.

 

WEAKNESSES: 

 Josh Jacobs was terribly underuti-
lized during his tenure at Alabama. 
He has had one game of 20 car-
ries in his career and averaged 6.2 
attempts per game throughout his 
career. His durability has been a 
concern throughout his career, and 
without a sizeable workload, it has 
yet to be seen if Jacobs can handle 
a featured back role in the NFL. He 
has accrued just one game eclipsing 
100 rushing yards and was never 
named as the starting back in Ba-
ma's offense. Jacob's has sustained 
numerous injuries throughout his 
career in Crimson Tide's offense. 
He has endured multiple ham-
string, and ankle injuries requiring 
surgery to heal a broken bone at the 
end of his sophomore season. He 
was never tasked with running a 
full route tree and will need to learn 
how to run crisp routes at the next 
level. Reliable, but not the greatest 
pass blocker. Can improve in this 
area.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Jacobs is a hard runner with a nose 
for the big play. He shows the versa-
tility to run over defenders or make 
them miss in the open field, while 
possessing the ability to catch balls 
out of the backfield. He is reliable 
in pass protection. He possesses the 
talent to become a dominant three-
down workhorse at the next level. 
His usage in Alabama's offense is 
concerning. Having only carried 
the ball 20 times once in his career 
and producing one game of 100 
yards doesn't sit well with most. He 
hasn't shown the durability to be 
a workhorse back at the next level 
when considering his career work-
load or injury history. Although he 
possesses the talent their are con-

cerns with his overall impact as a 
3-down back. However, his talent, 
vision, power, quick feet, lateral 

agility and versatility make up for 
all the concerns he could possibly 
have. Jacobs is a future star at the 

next level and is worth a first round 
selection. His character traits and 
leadership ability are bonuses.
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Athleticism: 7.68

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 7.60

 Very athletic prospect with great 
quickness, burst and the ability to 
drive through contact and cross the 
blockers face working back inside 
to collapse the pocket. Displays 
very good speed and the talent 
to beat lineman with pure speed 
moves and a flurry of pass rush 
gimmicks. Good change of direc-
tion helps him complete his spin 
move in traffic working both inside 
and outside.

 Flexibility: 8.60

 Possesses exceptional flexibility 
and a unique bend. He isn't the 
best hip bender in contact often 
taking wider angles as a result and 
getting shoved up the arc increas-
ing the time it takes to break the 
pocket and close in on the ball. Has 
showcased an outstanding ability 
to dip under tackles and run un-
derneath contact with favorable 
angles. He has the ability drop his 
inside shoulder and tilt the edge 

in order to finish. When his only 
responsibility is in pass rush his 
pressures vastly increase, as he will 
often lineup in a wide-9 alignment 
with his hips and feet already in the 
direction of the pocket.

 Explosiveness: 7.60

 Displays great burst upfield that 
has helped in speed rush sets and 
breaking the top of the arc. He has 
an excellent and quick first step 
allowing him to break launch off 
the line, but isn't overly long and 
won't eat up a ton of ground off of 
solely firing out. Isn't as explosive 
laterally, as some would like. he is a 
speed rusher who succeeds through 
his speed, quickness and burst.

 Playing Speed: 7.60

 Plays fast and attacks the ball with 
aggression. He will fight on every 
play and can chase down ball carri-
ers from behind. Will beat talks to 
the edge and can run down a line 
to meet the back at the boundary. 
Great speed for an edge defender, 
and his ability to utilize his speed to 
break the arc or work back inside is 

well documented.

 Coordination: 7.00

 Very athletic prospect who will 
keep his feet in traffic and will 
rarely get tripped up. Can get lost 
in run defense and doesn't always 
know where the ball is with block-
ers in his face.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 7.56

 Initial Quickness: 7.70

 He displays a very quick release 
off the line of scrimmage and can 
explode out of a two, three or four 
point stance to put pressure on the 
tackle, while getting into his steps 
quickly. He is the best out of a four 
point stance when he can focus 
on driving off the ball and attack 
the pocket, but his size and play 
strength may limit his ability to put 
his hands in the dirt. He is a fluid 
athlete and can glide off the LOS.

 

Use of Hands: 8.00

 Shows highly developed hands and 
a deep understanding for timing 
and placement. He utilizes his 
length to gain separation keeping 
his frame clean and has displayed a 
wide variety of shedding techniques 
to continue his pursuit of the ball 
knocking the blockers hands away.

 Leverage: 6.60

 Fires out with good pad level to 
beat the tackle and bend at the 
top of the arc. can tend to get high 
losing his pad level once contacted 
and needs to do extra hand fighting 
to break free.

 Pass Rush Moves: 7.80

 Repeatedly showcases various 
counters in order to effectively rush 
the passer. His speed rush, inside 
spin, swim and rip/club moves all 
impact his ability as a pass rusher. 
He can attack different lineman 
with different moves to keep them 
guessing, while utilizing his speed 
and athleticism to win at the arc. 
He lacks fundamental play strength 
and struggles to transition speed to 
power. Understands how to limit 
offensive lineman recovery and 
exploit poor positioning.

 Finish Ability: 7.70

 He is a fundamental and techni-
cally sound tackler with long arms 
to wrap and twist ball carrier to the 
ground. Routinely placing his head 
on the ball and forcing backs to the 
ground. He is not a physical tackler 
capable of making bone rattling 
hits, but his ball skills are sensa-
tional and he attacks the ball in 
every opportunity he gets. Forced 6 

fumbles over the last two seasons. 
Can turn hip speed into explosive 
pads in contact.

 

Competitiveness: 7.23

 Toughness: 6.10

 Poor play strength makes it diffi-
cult to disengage from blockers and 
win in the run game. Struggles with 
awareness in traffic once enveloped 
by a lineman. Not a power player, 
but he never backs down showing 
desired physicality and toughness 
each game.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.50

 He plays hard through the whistle 
and is relentless in pass pursuit. 
Can be found 10+ yards down field 
attempting to make a play on the 
ball carrier. Will give up on the play 
if run to the opposite sideline.

 Production: 8.10

 Excellent production as the 
backbone of the FSU defense. He 
has been dominant off the edge 
throughout his career becoming 
an impact player during his true 
freshman season.

 

Against The Run: 6.73

 Play with Leverage: 6.90

 Has enough length and bend to 
drop his hips and hold his ground 
at the point of attack, but once he 
sets up there he becomes content 
to hold his ground failing to at-
tack the ball and will ultimately be 
eliminated from the play. Plays with 

good length and great hand usage 
to knock blockers hands away and 
flow to the ball. Can set the edge 
and play strong with discipline, but 
can occasionally get knocked up-
field over pursuing past his lane.

 Stack and Shed: 6.30

 Can struggle to get off blocks when 
he allows the lineman to get his 
hands locked inside his chest. His 
speed helps him set the edge, but he 
can't always find the ball in rushing 
situations and will become content 
to hold his ground rather than find 
the ball and attack.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 7.20

 He has the ability to slash gaps 
getting off the ball fast. When he 
hesitates, lineman tend to get their 
hands on his frame knocking from 
his intended path.

 Run at Him: 6.60

 Limited play strength make it diffi-
cult to beat engaged blockers every 
down. He is strong enough and 
pays with enough leverage to set 
the edge and attack the ball when 
he can find it in a crowd. Long arms 
give him a plus tackling radius to 
catch the back down the line. Speed 
and athleticism make it difficult 
for ball carriers to beat him to the 
boundary.

 Run Away: 5.90

 Will often give up on a play when 
the ball is run to the opposite side-
line. Can be found jogging at an an-
gle in pursuit. Has shown the motor 
to pursue runners deep downfield.
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Tackling/Hitting: 7.50

 Possesses a large tackling radius 
due to his length, and he has show-
cased the ability to bring runners 
down outside his frame. Can play 
through blocks and will latch onto 
ball carriers dragging them to the 
turf when he can't get his shoul-
der into them. Not a big hitter and 
won't create the "WOW" hit. A fun-
damental and technical tackler who 
will generate good power through 
his hips. Targets the ball beautifully 
and will create forced fumbles on 
ball carriers with lackluster protec-
tion.

 

Intelligence: 8.23

 Instincts: 8.60

 Outstanding instincts when rush-
ing the passer. His vision as a pass 
rusher is among the best in the 
class, as he can find the ball and 
attack from anywhere on the field. 
Displays exceptional mental pro-
cessing mid play as a well trained 
edge rusher who knows what to 
look for to expose deficiencies in 
his opponents sets. He can con-
sistently attack without letting up. 
Relentless in pass pursuit. Needs to 
develop as a run defender. His play 
recognition against the run can im-
prove and he is still learning what 
to do in unblocked situations.

 Learn/Retain: 7.80

 Very smart and refined edge rusher 
with various pass rush moves to 
beat lineman in different areas of 
the pass rush. Very high football IQ 
who knows how to attack the ball 
using good technique.

 Teamwork: 8.30

 He is a team leader who motivates 
players in practice and bring energy 
to the team. Humbled on the play-
ing field and in the media.

 STRENGTHS:
 Burns is an explosive athlete with 
excellent flexibility, speed and 
quickness. With good footwork and 
active hands he does a good job 
of clearing his pads and working 
upfield to bend at the arc with loose 
hips and ankles capable of bend-
ing underneath contact to attack 
the ball. He knows how to use his 
feet to set up pass rush moves and 
work opponents off their sets in 
order to gain an angle to the pock-
et. Displays very good burst and 
an excellent first step out of his 
two, three and four point stance 
to reach the top of the arc and put 
the tacke on his heels. Better out of 
the four point stance in a wide-9 
alignment with his body already 
positioned toward the pocket. Has 
showcased highly developed hands 
displaying a deep understanding for 
placement and timing, while using 
his length to separate and keep his 
chest clean. Has a wide variety of 
pass rush moves often winning with 
his speed rush, inside spin, swim, 
and rip/club move at the top of the 
arc. Possessing a large tackle radius 
he has shown outstanding range 
and good fundamental technique 
as a tackler who can target the ball 
and force fumbles consistently. He 
has exceptional mental processing 
as a pass rusher and his vision is 
maong the best in the class. He 
is a well trained edge rusher who 
knows how to expose deficiencies 
in the opponent's set. A relentless 
athlete who will not give up pursuit 

until the whistle blows. A team 
leader.

 WEAKNESSES: 
 He needs to add bulk to his frame 
lacking fundamental play strength 
to hold his ground. He lacks pow-
er and won't win with physicality. 
Could benefit from gaining weight 
to round out his skill set. He strug-
gles to to transition speed to power 
and won't win with force. A finesse 
rusher who can get bodied when 
he allows the opponent to engage 
his chest. Can stall in contact and 
struggles in run support. He strug-
gles to get off blocks and can get 
run out of the play. Mental process-
ing waynes in run support often 
losing the ball in traffic becoming 
content to hold his ground rather 
than fight for seperation.

 BIG PICTURE: 
Brian Burns is a refined pass rusher 
with a plethora of ways to win. He 
is a speed rusher with active hands 
and a diverse rush plan that keeps 
the opponent guessing. He can beat 
tackles inside or out taking advan-
tage of what opponents give him 
by utilizing his outstanding vision 
and mental processing in play. He 
is a well rounded pass rusher who 
demonstrates elite flexibility and 
bend to win at the top of the arc. He 
struggles in contact and will need 
to gain more fundamental play 
strength to become a well rounded 
overall player. He lacks bulk and 
weight to consistently contribute as 
a run defender. His overall athletic 
and speed traits combined with his 
instincts and variety make him a 
first round prospect who can come 
in and contribute as a pass rush 
specialist immediately.
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Athleticism: 7.00

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 6.90

 Good quickness and burst off the 
line. Has the ability to put his foot 
in the ground and cross the block-
ers face turning inside and attack-
ing the ball. Solid balance utilizing 
a wide and strong base with long 
arms to keep the lineman away 
from his body. Struggles to get off 
the line when asked to do a stunt 
moving inside. Seems awkward 
when asked to move down the line.

 Flexibility: 6.70

 Good flexibility and knee bend 
keeps his pad level down. Needs to 
work on his bend ability, as he often 
can get taken out of the play taking 
longer paths than needed.

 Explosiveness: 7.80

 Possesses great burst off the line 
with excellent quick twitch ability. 
Can fire out of stance with hand in 
the dirt. Can often be found in a 
sprinter stance when asked to rush 

the passer attacking the ball.

 Playing Speed: 7.20

 Good play speed allows him to 
track down the ball and force sacks 
or tackles for loss. Can chase down 
ball carriers from behind and is re-
lentless in pass rush or chase mode.

 Coordination: 6.40

 Occasionally will get overpowered 
by lineman allowing them to get 
their hands into his body despite 
length. Needs to add fundamental 
strength and work on his overall 
instincts when attacking the ball. 
Can get chipped out of the play too 
often in pass rush when he gives 
them access to his frame.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 6.92

 Initial Quickness: 8.30

 The first aspect noticed when 
watching Ferrell. Excellent move-
ment off the line of scrimmage. Ex-
plosive quick twitch muscle when 

moving out of three and four point 
stances. Utilizes a powerful first 
step and excellent pad level to beat 
lineman to the point of attack.

 Use of Hands: 5.40

 Marginal use of hands allows 
tackles to engage his body creating 
a difficulty to disengage and attack 
the pocket. Needs to develop a 
deeper arsenal of hand moves out-
side of his straight arm and rip.

 Leverage: 7.10

 Good pad level and length allow 
him to gain leverage early in a fight. 
His quickness of the line helps to 
put lineman in a bind early in the 
pass rush sequence. Will struggle to 
disengage when linemen are al-
lowed to work into his body.

 Pass Rush Moves: 6.50

 Doesn't possess pass rush moves 
outside of his straight arm, bull 
rush and rip maneuvers. Has at-
tempted to utilize ineffective swim 
and spin moves, but often gets 
wiped out of the play. Bull rush is 

lethal, and he can run over de-
fenders displaying the transition of 
speed to power.

 Finish Ability: 7.30

 Has a knack for closing on the 
quarterback and pressuring him 
up in the pocket. He is a daunting 
and powerful edge rusher with the 
ability to smother ball carriers. Will 
often over pursue mobile quar-
terbacks and allow a lane for the 
passer to move into and scramble 
out of. Has let to many opportuni-
ties slip through his fingers.

 

Competitiveness: 8.07

Toughness: 8.20

 A tough defender with the power 
and size to bring any ball carrier to 
the ground. Has dealt with minor 
injuries and has had the toughness 
to play through the dinges and 
bruises. Undeniable play strength.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.70

 High motor defender with a re-
lentless persona. Never lets up and 
will attack the ball until the whistle. 
Will attempt to catch ball carriers 
upfield.

 Production: 8.30

 One of the best edge defenders 
at the collegiate level. He is one of 
the most productive and dominant 
forces along Clemson's All-Ameri-
can defensive line.

 

Against The Run: 6.90

 Play with Leverage: 6.20

 He has the ability to utilize his 
length to keep the offensive tack-
le at arms length and use his eyes 
to find the ball and make plays. 
He often will let lineman get their 
hands on his chest when working 
down the line and can get caught 
standing up losing his pad level and 
positioning.

 Stack and Shed: 7.40

 Solid at using his length and 
power to break away from contact, 
he needs to work on his ability to 
break through contact and attack 
the edge meeting the ball carrier 
at or behind the line. Utilizes a rip 
move to move past lineman and 
disengage from contact. Good play 
strength.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 6.70

 With a quick first step and great 
reaction time, he can explode 
through the gap and disrupt the 
play in the backfield. When asked 
to stunt and move down the line 
before engaging with contact, his 
trigger becomes hesitant and less 
fluid allowing the tackle or guard to 
engage first.

 Run at Him: 7.10

 Good length, reaction and burst 
allow him to meet ball carriers 
behind the line. Has a tendency to 
over run the play.

 Run Away: 6.30

 His motor will keep him going to 
track down ball carriers running 
away from his side of the field. 
Often will get swept out of the play 

when working across field.

 Tackling/Hitting: 7.70

 A powerful tackler with the size 
and strength to take down any size 
ball carrier. Needs to remain disci-
plined and protect the edge rather 
than over run the play.

 

Intelligence: 7.53

 Instincts: 6.60

 Can read the play and attack the 
ball carrier. Mental processing and 
play recognition needs to increase.

 Learn/Retain: 7.50

 A smart football player with the 
size and speed to play anywhere 
along the line. Has the versatility 
to play inside or outside. Needs to 
develop more pass rushing moves 
and stay in his lane setting the edge 
rather than leaving his assignment 
and breaking into the line leaving a 
cut back lane open.

 Teamwork: 8.50

 A team player and defensive leader 
who is more quiet than outspoken. 
Will do anything asked of him to 
help the team succeed.

 

STRENGTHS:
 Ferrell is a long rangy pass rusher 
with outstanding quickness, pow-
er and strength. He possesses the 
athleticism and size to be a game 
breaker along the edge. He is a 
nimble athlete with plus quickness 
and an excellent first step. Displays 
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excellent burst exploding out of 
his four point stance and racing up 
field using his length to keep the 
lineman away from his frame and 
then planting his foot to work back 
inside crossing the face of the tack-
le. Possesses the flexibility to bend 
the corner and keep leverage while 
working to the quarterback. A 
strong presence in the passing game 
and force along the line capable of 
wreaking havoc in the backfield 
collapsing the pocket with a combi-
nation of quickness and power and 
defending the edge attacking the 
ball carrier and forcing them inside. 
Utilizes his length and a rip move 
to stack and shed the offensive 
lineman and work towards the ball. 
He is adept at holding the point of 
attack and releasing to attack the 
ball carrier using his size and power 
to force the runner to the ground. 
A versatile defensive lineman with 

the strength to play inside and the 
quickness to dominate the edge.

 

WEAKNESSES: 
 Struggles to disengage tackles when 
allowed into his frame, and will 
occasionally overrun the ball taking 
himself out of the play. Needs to 
utilze his arm extension earlier in 
his pass rush set in order to keep 
lineman off his chest. Fails to use 
his hands and will need to learn 
how to punch and rip in order to 
beat lineman and shed quickly. 
Needs to develop a deeper arse-
nal of pass rush moves and relies 
heavily on his length to win in one 
on one battles. Will stumble and get 
caught when asked to stunt bend-
ing inside out of his stance. Needs 
to become more fluid, working on 
his drop step when working down 

the line of scrimmage. Without 
hand usage, he has trouble keeping 
his leverage in the run game often 
allowing the lineman to get their 
hands on his body forcing him to 
stand up losing technique and pow-
er within his stance.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 With excellent size, length, pow-
er and strength, Ferrell has the 
potential to be a three down edge 
rusher at the next level working as a 
consistent "wide 9" pass rusher who 
has the ability to set the edge and 
dominate the ground game. He is 
a raw athlete with the ability, talent 
and potential to continue to grow 
in all aspects of the game. Ferrell 
could develop into a double-digit 
sack player at the next level.

Athleticism: 7.90

 Q.A.B. 8.00 

 Quicker than fast but an impres-
sively athletic big man. His foot-
work, agility, and balance should be 
considered some of his best physi-
cal traits.

 Flexibility 8.25

 Jonah's knee bend and hip flexibil-
ity are showcased play after play. In 
terms of technique, he's certainly 
the most consistent linemen in the 
2019 NFL Draft and will religiously 
drop his base/pad level, get low, and 
wins the leverage battle.

 C.O.D. 7.50

 Rarely ever takes a false step when 
blocking. With extremely fluid 
movement and lower body me-
chanics, Williams is quickly able to 
redirect and recover against stunts 
and inside moves with ease.

 Explosion 7.75 

Explosive when moving forward 

in run blocking but hardly ever 
engages or initiates contact when 
pass blocking. Needs to transfer his 
power and aggression into his pass 
blocking game.

 Versatility 8.00

 Accels in both the run and pass, 
and could easily make the move 
inside is asked or required to do so.

 

Run Blocking: 8.67

 In-Line 8.50

 Flashes some true power when 
down blocking and sealing rush-
ing lanes. Typically wins the initial 
body positioning battle and gener-
ates power and push with this lower 
body and trunks for legs.

 Movement off L.O.S. 8.50

 Williams is a serious pile mover 
and dominates at the point of at-
tack. Often driving DT's or DE's 5+ 
yards off of the line of scrimmage.

 Reach Block 8.50 

Athletic enough to consistently get 
his head across a D-lineman in or-
der to cut him off and seal running 
lanes due to his quick feet and burst 
out of his stance.

 Pull & Block Outside 9.00

 The big man is more than athletic 
enough to pull from the left tackle 
position across the line of scrim-
mage, locate his blocking assign-
ment with ease, and spring open 
massive running lanes.

 Adjust In Space 9.00

 Great open field blocker. His me-
chanics and athleticism help with 
redirecting and adjusting at the last 
moment. Does enough to disrupt 
players path to the ball carrier but 
doesn't attempt to punish his oppo-
nents or drive them to the dirt.

 Use of Hands 8.50

 Strong mits make it hard for de-
fenders to disengage once he's 
gained inside leverage but his short 
arms hinder him against the elites 
who have the reach advantage over 
him.
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Pass Blocking: 8.67 

 Quick Set 8.50

 Excellent pop off the snap of the 
ball, Williams was hardly ever 
beaten off the line and consistently 
drops his hips and quick sets with 
proper technique.

 Protect Corner 8.00

 His ability to mirror his opponent 
is arguably the best amongst the 
draft class. He does a great job of 
matching pass rushers step for step 
and never gives up body position-
ing.

 Footwork / Redirect & Slide 
9.00

 Quick but smooth footwork and 
reflex allow him to recovery and 
redirect on a dime. Strong kick 
slide keeps pass rushers in check off 
the edge.

 Anchor / Reset Ability 9.00

 Often gives up a bit of space to 
absorb rushers momentum but is 
rarely pushed off his base or driv-
en backwards. Williams is widely 
considered a body catcher type of 
left tackle.

 Handle Games/Stunts 9.00

 Does a tremendous job at recog-
nizing and picking up stunts and 
blitz in a split second. Jonah has 
great vision and keeps his head on 
a swivel in order to track delays and 
transfers blocking responsibilities 
like a pro.

 

Hands / Punch 8.50

 Good hand fighter with an un-
derutilized powerful punch but the 
prototypical reach that limits him 
verse athletic and lengthy defensive 
ends.

 

Competitiveness 8.33

 Toughness 7.50

 Although Williams should be 
considered physically tough, his 
playing style could be defined as 
somewhat soft or finesse. He wins 
with technique, not aggression, or 
toughness.

 Consistency / Motor 8.50

 High motor ultra-athlete who never 
takes a play off or shows signs of 
slowing down. Jonah puts out the 
same effort and efficiency from the 
1st to the 4th quarter.

 Production 9.00

 Highly productive as a left tackle 
and could find success across all 
five positions on the offensive line. 
Rarely allowed a pressure, much 
less a sack (Minus CFB National 
Championship).

 

Intelligence 8.83

 Instincts 8.50

 Has eyes in the back of his head 
and often makes blocks he has no 
business being apart of. 

 Learn/Retain 9.00

 Jonah is a high football IQ, lover of 
the game type, who can diagnose 
defenses with the best of them.

 Teamwork 9.00

Accels at combo blocks and double 
teams with his guard or tight end. 
He's a leader amongst men and 
loved by his teammates both on 
and off the field.

 

STRENGTHS
His technique is so clean, from the 
footwork, to the knee bend, to his 
kick slide and redirect, you couldn't 
ask for much more in terms of 
form from a twenty-one-year-old 
in terms of proper form. Jonah was 
rarely ever pushed back and when 
he was, he was quick to recover 
and halt defenders dead in their 
tracks. His biggest attribute may be 
his football IQ and ability to rec-
ognize blitzes and stunts. Williams 
game tape refused to point out any 
instance of him blowing or missing 
any blocking assignments. In terms 
of teamwork, whether it’s a run or 
a pass, he does a tremendous job of 
assisting the left guard and peel-
ing off the double team to handle 
delayed blitzes or get to the second 
level.

 

WEAKNESSES
Rarely does he initiate contact 
when pass blocking and often 
receives punishment instead of 
dishing it out. His lack of length 
and arm reach have drawn some 
red flags for those who are adamant 
about measurable and could force 
him to slide inside. When he is 
beat, it was typically against some-

one who was able to control the 
distance with a longer reach. He’s 
susceptible to the bull rush when 
he loses the leverage battle and 
allows edge rushers to win the hand 
placement. If he can get his arms 
inside the chest of his opponent, 
he’s practically undefeated, but due 
to the fact he is never the aggressor, 
it’s difficult to consistently win the 
hand fight every play.

 

BIG PICTURE
Jonah should be the first lineman 
off of the board, and will have a 
solid NFL career ahead of him. 
The offensive tackle just needs to 
be meaner and more aggressive 
on the field. The sound technique 

Williams possesses doesn't give 
the same room to grow in terms of 
overall potential as some of these 
more physically gifted offensive 
linemen such as Jawaan Taylor but 
the talent is there and shouldn't be 
overlooked by any means. Jonah is 
a day one starter, a potential 10-
year plug-n-play prospect, and has 
the chance to be a Pro Bowl caliber 
player by year two in the league.
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Athleticism: 7.54

 Q.A.B.: 7.90

 Great athlete with outstanding 
balance and lateral agility with the 
ability to break arm tackles and 
avoid defenders in space. More 
fluid with outstanding body control 
than quick in space.

 Flexibility: 7.40

 Very good flexibility with the 
capability to go after the ball at its 
highest point. Has the talent to 
reach down for shoestring catches 
while diving to the turf. Runs with 
poor pad level and can struggle to 
lower pads in contact.

 C.O.D.: 7.50

Possesses outstanding body control 
and powerful legs. Can stop and 
start with ease changing direction 
in a flash. Has the ability to plant 
his foot and work upfield crossing 
the face of a defender.

 

Explosion: 7.30

 Extremely fluid athlete who has 
demonstrated a quick and powerful 
first step with little wasted motion 
while demonstrating impressive 
burst for his size. Not especially ex-
plosive out of his stance, but has a 
tendency to burst out of his breaks.

 Deep Speed: 7.60

 Possesses long strides with surpris-
ing speed for his size. Plays with 
a high game speed. Can run past 
defenders when engaged in press 
coverage and turn on a second gear 
after gaining a step on the defensive 
back. Will not consistently outrun 
defensive backs in the open field 
and can get brought down from 
behind.

 

Without Ball: 7.74

 Quicks Off LOS: 8.30

 Excellent first step with little 
wasted motion. Can burst out of his 
stance utilizing his plant leg to push 

off giving him momentum.

 Release VS Jam: 8.60

 Utilizes a head fake inside in order 
to stall the defensive back and has 
consistently displayed the ability to 
use his hands swatting the defend-
ers away. Rarely allows the defen-
sive back to engage. Can catch a 
corner off guard and runs by them 
for an opportunity at a long ball 
down field.

 Route Running: 6.90

 Wins routes early with impressive 
footwork and hands usage out of 
his release. Can manipulate defend-
ers in his route stem establishing 
leverage and selling his breaks. Not 
tasked with running an overly com-
plex or impressive route tree.

 Separation: 7.20

 Good separation ability when uti-
lizing change in speed and quality 
breaks. Has the ability to out run 
the defender on the boundary and 
knows how to use his big body to 
his advantage boxing out corners 
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and safeties with his frame.

 Blocking: 7.70

 He's a physical blocker who loves 
to bully defenders downfield. Never 
lets opposing players off easy and 
will fight to take them out of the 
play.

 With Ball In Hands: 7.50

 Hands: 7.50

 Strong hands capable of catching 
fast balls in heavy traffic. He can 
make full extension catches down 
the sideline and reel in poorly 
thrown balls high or low and away. 
Has occasionally struggled with 
mental drops.

 Yard After Contact: 7.70

 Big physical athlete who will power 
through arm tackles or cloth grabs. 
Strong body with the capability to 
carry a pile on his back. Fails to 
lower his pads and fight through 
strong tackles with solid technique.

 Ability in Space: 7.30
 
Frequently will make the first body 
miss in space. Strong screen re-
ceiver with physicality and finesse 
capable of moving through defend-
ers to get to the sideline. Has some 
trouble weaving around defenders 
due to his size.

 Ball Security: 7.50

 Runs with the ball tucked away and 
hasn't had many issues with ball 
protection. Rarely puts the ball on 
the ground after securing the catch.

 Competitiveness: 7.37

 Toughness: 8.00

 Big, strong and physical athlete 
with the power, speed and play 
strength to play at an elite level 
in the NFL. Has desired size for a 
receiver who knows how to power 
through defenders to make difficult 
catches while boxing them out of 
the frame. Has been able to play 
through minor injuries, but suf-
fered a neck injury that ended his 
2018 campaign.

 Production: 6.60

 Wasn't the most productive re-
ceiver in the class, but the system 
and quarterback were reasons his 
production was lacking. Dominant 
receiver when on the field capable 
of bullying defenders in all facets 
of the game. Ended his career with 
just 67 receptions for 1228 yards 
and 14 TDs in 21 games. Redzone 
threat. Was on a strong pace in his 
senior season prior to injury.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.50

 Consistent and will go after every 
ball. Physical blocker who will play 
every snap to the whistle and won't 
allow his assignment to make a play 
on the ball. Can give up on balls 
thrown above his head while work-
ing across the middle or back to the 
ball. Can get ahead of himself and 
run before securing the ball.

 Intelligence: 7.40

 Instincts: 8.10

Has the mental processing to know 

when to improvise for his scram-
bling quarterback and fight back to 
the ball becoming the "defender" 
when necessary. Strong at the point 
of attack and can locate the ball in 
traffic. High football IQ.

 Learn/Retain: 7.30

 Smart receiver who understands 
route concepts and how to manip-
ulate defenders within his route 
stem. Hasn't been tasked with run-
ning an expansive route tree.

 Position Versatility: 6.80

 He is a big bodied receiver who 
will primarily play on the outside, 
but has the capability, body control 
and footwork to play the slot.

 

STRENGTHS:
 He is a rare athlete with immense 
size and great overall athleticism 
providing him the ability to win 
in all areas of the field. He has an 
excellent release displaying little 
wasted motion and easily defeats 
press coverage utilizing head fakes 
active hands to gain initial sepa-
ration and surprising deep speed 
catching defenders off guard. Pos-
sesses long strides and the talent to 
manipulate defenders in his route 
stem establishing leverage and sell-
ing his breaks. Has shown potential 
as a route runner. Possessing big 
and strong hands, he can pull down 
fast balls in heavy traffic across the 
middle of the field or reel in over-
thrown balls down the sideline with 
a full body extension. His flexibility 
allows him to make acrobatic catch-
es on poorly thrown balls thrown 
outside his frame. He is a doozy to 
take down in the open field avoid-

ing defenders in space and running 
through tacklers gaining extra 
yards often falling forward utilizing 
his length. In the run game, he is a 
bully blocker capable of eliminating 
defenders from the play.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 Ole Miss has done him no favors by 
limiting him to straight line routes 
down the field and closing off the 
route tree throughout his develop-
ment. He has limited experience as 
a route runner and is a raw receiv-
er in general who still has a lot to 
learn. Lacks elite explosiveness and 
isn't going to record the best times. 

Will get caught from behind in the 
open field and lacks the footwork 
to be a dominant route runner. Still 
has a lot to learn regarding speed 
variation, and hip breakdown. Will 
be limited to the outside with little 
versatility available.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 D.K. Metcalf is a big bodied athel-
tcic receiver who has the ability to 
win in all areas of the field utilizing 
his speed, quickness, size, power 
and body control. He brings a rare 
physical skill set and has show-
cased dynamic playmaking ability 
throughout his career. Although 

inexperienced, he has a lot of room 
to grow and develop at the next 
level. He will need to learn a full 
route tree, and grow as a route run-
ner developing more consistency 
in his movements and as a finisher 
gaining separation and catching 
the ball. His size and talent create 
a mismatch in each level against 
quick and small or big and less 
athletic defensive backs. He has the 
potential to become a premiere re-
ceiver at the next level and still has 
talent left untapped. Depending on 
individual workouts and his health, 
he could be one of the first receivers 
taken off the board. His injury his-
tory and recent neck surgery could 
make him slide in the draft.
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Athleticism: 7.72

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 7.60

 Extremely fluid in space and 
changes direction with ease. Fits 
into a scheme that drops its OLBs 
into coverage occasionally. His lat-
eral agility is a huge asset in setting 
the edge and making tackles.

 Flexibility: 7.30

 Shows great flexibility in the hips 
and lower body as he bends around 
the edge, easily can use his flexibili-
ty to get around tackles.

 Explosiveness: 8.40

 Incredibly explosive off the jump 
and flies off the line immediately.

 Playing Speed: 7.80

 Flies around the field and does 
not stop, is as fast as many RBs and 
some DBs.

 Coordination: 7.50

 Shows fantastic use of his balance 
around the edge by using length to 
fend off longer tackles, and will not 
get knocked around easily even by 
power blocks.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 7.12

 Initial Quickness: 8.00

 Elite first step that might be the 
best in the class. Times the snap 
with ease and his explosiveness 
wins him some reps straight off the 
line.

 Use of Hands: 5.90

 Has a great length, but is still de-
veloping hand usage. Fails to have 
effective hand counters once bitten 
off his initial step.

 Leverage: 7.90

 Plays low with good pad height. 
Utilizes his pad level to get around 
the edge and rag doll tackles that 
cannot match his length.

 Pass Rush Moves: 6.20

 Has an absolutely lethal spin move 
and good cross-chop-rip combi-
nation, but fails to create enough 
separation with his hands. Com-
bined with lack of counters, he can 
be occasionally stonewalled.

 Finish Ability: 7.60

 Never stops until the whistle is 
blown and has the talent and men-
tal awareness to strip the QB when 
he gets around the edge. Finishes 
plays as well as any EDGE prospect 
this year, as he stays aggressive 
from snap to whistle.

 

Competitiveness: 7.00

 Toughness: 8.20

 Has consistently battled top tackles 
with aggressiveness equal to theirs, 
and has played through a left shoul-
der injury that inhibited his ability 
to rush, but was still productive.

 

Consistency/Motor: 6.70

 Endless motor that doesn't stop 
until the whistle is blown. Has great 
splashes of plays, but needs to be far 
more consistent is his production.

 Production: 6.10

 Lack of consistent pressure is an 
issue. Sometimes seemingly ghosts 
around the field and then shows up 
much later. Elite splash play pro-
duction, but inconsistent.

 

Against The Run: 7.43

 Play with Leverage: 7.30

 Always plays low enough to hold 
his gap. Drives his blocker back to 
redirect and blow up plays consis-
tently. Once he wins leverage, he 
never loses it. Seldom ever plays 
high.

 Stack and Shed: 8.00

 Has the strength to stack up block-
ers at the point of attack and easily 
sheds with a rip move. Slows down 
runners with free arm as he holds 
the edge. Uses his length to grab 
runners around the edge and tackle 
them.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 7.10

 Smart at using his leverage to move 
inside to shoot gaps on power runs, 
and can shed and fly to the outside 
on stretches and other outside run 
concepts.

 Run at Him: 7.50

 Uses his strength to win the edge 

easily and then shed. Accomplishes 
the gist of his assignment and does 
not let big plays to his side.
 
Run Away: 7.30

 His motor and speed allow him 
to go across the field and make 
the tackle. Impressive range for an 
EDGE prospect, and his hustle is 
never questioned.

 Tackling/Hitting: 7.40

 Wraps up and seldom missed 
tackles. Will lay the boom if he has 
a clear shot, but careful enough to 
not get called for targeting.

 

Intelligence: 7.93

 Instincts: 7.80

 Processes easily and flies off the 
snap due to it. Can read the play 
and uses his instincts to flow back 
inside or attack the edge.

 Learn/Retain: 8.00

 Has grown tremendously as a pass 
rusher in his years, and is already 
improving on his hands. Extremely 
coachable and improvable player.

 Teamwork: 8.00

 The ultimate team player, Polite is 
a leader and clearly uplifts his team. 
If his teammate is down, he is the 
first one to pick them up. Balancing 
force on the sideline that allows 
him to be a veteran-like presence.

 

STRENGTHS:

 Polite's first step is ridiculously 
quick and he has some of the best 
speed-to-power exchange among 
the EDGE class. That first step 
combined with his explosiveness 
and bend allows him to get sacks 
rather easily. However, he is also a 
great processor and has moves to 
win inside or outside with his spin 
and cross-chop, which has been 
proven to be lethal. He is fluid and 
can drop back into coverage and is 
fantastic in space. His run defense 
should never be questioned, as his 
motor and strength highlight his 
ability to make splash plays and set 
the edge. Just about as polished as 
you can get for a pass rusher com-
ing out of college, and he will have 
an immediate impact on a team 
with his ability to force turnovers, 
much like Harold Landry has with 
the Titans.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 Marginal weaknesses, but hands 
need improve drastically, as his 
hand counters are just not there. He 
is far too reliant on his first step due 
to his lack of counters, and without 
improving it, he will be nothing 
more than average. His consistency 
has to improve straight away, as 
there are too many delays between 
splash plays.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Polite is an elite EDGE prospect 
who will be a top 20 pick in this 
year's upcoming draft. His com-
bination of speed-to-power and 
turning that into bend is a key trait 
that scouts look for in elite EDGE 
prospects. His run defense leaves 
nothing to be desired and he will be 
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best served as 3-4 OLB rather than 
a 4-3 DE. His fluidity also allows 
scheme versatility, however, as he 
can be slotted into the off-ball with 

good instincts and blazing speed. 
His hands go right with his con-
sistency as his biggest weaknesses 
and they could hold him back if 

they do not improve, but given his 
improvement arc, it is likely that he 
will. His intangibles only make him 
a more intriguing prospect, as he is 
a natural born leader.

Athleticism: 8.10

 Q.A.B.: 8.50

 A short burst athlete who's very 
light on his feet. The tackle's combi-
nation of length and agility are not 
common, especially in this draft 
class.

 Flexibility: 8.50

 For 6'5" he sits very low in his 
stance and drops his hips well. Ca-
juste has rare flexibility for his size.

 C.O.D.: 8.00

 He has happy feet that never stop 
moving and allow him to quickly 
redirect with small choppy steps.

 Explosion: 7.50

 Yodny possesses great burst off the 
snap when coming out of his stance 
and packs power behind his long 
arms.

 Versatility: 8.00

 Overall a very well rounded line-

man who does not have any par-
ticular weakness or strength to his 
game.

 Run Blocking: 8.00

 In-Line: 8.00

 What little run blocking film Ca-
juste has at West Virginia showed 
an aggressive mauler who's stron-
gest at the point of attack and wins 
with size and length. Looks to 
punish when down blocking.

 Movement off L.O.S.: 7.50

 Must win off of the snap to gain 
momentum. Could improve his 
ability to drive his opponents back-
wards instead of locking them in 
place.

 Reach Block: 8.00

 Yodny's speed out of his stance 
helps him get across his opponents 
face and seal the line but tends 
to over extend at times due to his 
aggressive style of play.

 Pull & Block Outside: 7.50

 Pulls across the line and turns 
upfield looking to deliver a blow. 
Great effort in the second level.

 Adjust In Space: 8.00

 Cajuste's quick feet help him adjust 
his blocking trajectory and he uses 
his massive reach to at least get a 
hand on his target.

 Use of Hands: 9.00

 Accurate heavy hitter who derails 
opponents with his first punch. 
Once Yodny has engaged there's no 
breaking out of his grip.

 

Pass Blocking: 8.53

 Quick Set: 8.50

 Shows pop out of his stance and 
uses his natural size to dominate 
defenders, shielding them from 
a path to the ball. Quick feet and 
outstanding movement ability help 
him get into his set quickly.
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 Protect Corner: 8.00

 He's so big that his size and length 
alone easily detour edge rushers 
around the pocket and out of the 
play.

 Footwork / Redirect & Slide: 
8.50

 Yodny uses a big first kick step 
to quickly cut off and square up 
his opponent. When redirecting 
the tackle is able to shift his body 
weight effortlessly.

 Anchor / Reset Ability: 9.00

 His ability to drop his hips along 
with the reach helps absorb oppo-
nents power and dictate the dis-
tance battle in order to anchor and 
stonewall opponents.

 Handle Games/Stunts: 8.50

 Cajuste's dominates oncommers 
from all angles. His wingspan cov-
ers a lot of ground and he's consis-
tently surveying the left side of the 
line even when engaged.

 Hands / Punch: 8.70

 Outstanding punching power, 
insane reach, and tremendous grip 
strength but he can be inaccurate 
and wild at times with his tech-
nique.

 

Competitiveness: 8.07

 Toughness: 8.50

 For an OT, he's sprappy, tough as 
nails, and mean as can be! Yodny 
plays as if he's in a dog fight every 

single snap, fighting through the 
whistle, and looking to manhandle 
the other team. His style of play can 
certainly wear on DE's come the 
4th quarter.

 Consistency / Motor: 7.20

 Shown no signs of slowing down 
and should be considered a high 
motor player. His technique goes 
right out the window at times when 
becoming overly aggressive.

 Production: 8.50

 Great production at left tackle for 
West Virginia protecting Will Grier. 
Grier had a clean pocket to throw 
from throughout his final season 
and Yodny Cajuste was a large part 
of that.

 

Intelligence: 8.00

 Instincts: 7.50

 Solid feel for where his guard, 
quarterback and running back are 
when blocking. Senses the rush and 
adjusts without having to process 
info. His overly aggressive nature 
should be considered a weakness in 
his game. He tends to let his emo-
tions get the best of him and looses 
both focus and technique.

 Learn/Retain: 8.50

 A gifted athlete who's been taught 
proper technique and absorbs 
knowledge. Adjusted from film 
room to field from year to year.

 Teamwork: 8.00

 Excellent combo blocker who has 
great spacial awareness and often 

assists his guard with a simple 
punch before peeling off to the next 
rusher.

 

STRENGTHS:
 Cajuste's has an aggressive style of 
play and isn't afraid to deliver, he 
initiates contact instead of absorb-
ing it. The West Virginia left tackle 
likes to engage with defensive line-
man instantly off of the snap and 
doesn't allow his opponent a chance 
to win the leverage or distance bat-
tle. His size and length pair with his 
low base and ability to bend at the 
knee, make it hard for defenders to 
disrupt his center of gravity. Once 
engaged, Cajuste’s strong grip and 
hand fighting skills take over and 
rarely does he give D-lineman a 
second chance to make a play. Yod-
ny’s pass blocking starts with his 
quick set and active feet; he hardly 
ever takes a false step and is very 
smooth when shifting his weight in 
order to redirect. In the run game, 
#55 is a devastating down block-
er who does a great job at sealing 
up run lanes and has often shown 
he’s agile enough to block multiple 
defenders in a single play.

 WEAKNESSES:
 Yodny has shown the occasional 
whiff and has his inconsistencies. 
Due to his aggressive approach and 
constant effort to initiate contact, 
he has a habit of putting his head 
down and missing his target. It’s a 
rarity but when Cajuste was beaten, 
it was almost always with faints and 
speed rush moves. Over-anticipa-
tion being the main factor; the left 
tackle would sometimes jump the 
corner to then lose to an inside 
move or vice versa.

BIG PICTURE: 
 

There’s just too many good traits to 
list but like all prospects, he still has 
plenty of room to grow once in the 

NFL. Yodny Cajuste is a great blend 
of prototypical size, aggression, ath-
leticism and clean mechanics but 
consistency is key. If he can correct 
the occasional lapse of judgement, 
mental error, or false movement, 
Yodny has Pro Bowl potential 
written all over him. He's a day one 

starter with correctable flaws and 
a large ceiling. It's hard to imagine 
Yodny not going somewhere inside 
the first round and being the sec-
ond or third tackle off the board.
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Athleticism: 9.36

 Q.A.B.: 9.50

 Exceptional athletic ability, both 
as a football, and baseball prospect. 
Was selected in the first round of 
the MLB draft, at pick number 9. 
Came out of high school as a 5-star 
consensus recruit from mulitple 
outlets, riding the wave of momen-
tum of being Mr. Texas Football 
Player of the Year, and National 
Player of the Year from multiple 
outlets. Was the first player ever to 
be selected to play in the Under Ar-
mour All-American games as both 
a baseball and football player. Lat-
eral agility and speed is mind-blow-
ing. Can make defenders look silly 
in one on one situations. Compact, 
and thick build, even though he 
lacks great height. Arm talent and 
accuracy are exceptional for a play-
er that hasn't been able to focus full 
time on one sport.

 Flexibility: 9.20

 Exceptional open field ability, and 
fluidity to be able to cut, and elude 
defenders in space, or within the 

confines of the pocket. Has loose 
joints, and slipperiness to be able to 
slip would be tacklers.

 C.O.D.: 9.30

 Lateral agility is exceptional, and 
can make as many plays horizon-
tally as he does going vertically up 
field. He uses his cutting ability to 
cut on a dime, then explode to top 
speed in an instant.

 Explosiveness/Speed: 9.50

 Quick twitch athlete, that has 
exceptional long speed to not only 
scramble for first downs, but take it 
the distance. Runs with tremendous 
balance throughout the process of 
making a cut, and will maintain 
his speed, which makes it hard for 
defenders to stay with him.

 Pocket Mobility/Avoid Pres-
sure: 9.30

 Has outstanding functional mobili-
ty within the confines of the pocket, 
and can climb the pocket or slide 
laterally to find a throwing lane, but 
at times will become jittery when 

facing a ton of pressure. At that 
point he snaps back to becoming 
an athlete in the open field, and will 
try and scramble away from pres-
sure.

 

Passing Skills: 8.96

 Quick Release/Mechanics: 
9.00

 Clean 3/4 release. Snaps throws off 
in an instant with very little hesi-
tation, and can deliver passes from 
any platform with tremendous 
accuracy. Ball simply explodes out 
of his hand. Displayed exceptional 
throwing mechanics while throw-
ing on the move, and accuracy nev-
er waned. Is a wizard on ball fakes, 
and at times the defense has no clue 
where the ball is at.

 Delivery: 8.40

 Delivery is quick, and efficient. 
Ball explodes out of his hand with 
tremendous velocity, and touch. 
Delivery will get a little elongated 
when he has a clean pocket, and 
a ton of time to go through his 

progressions. Almost looks like 
he overanalyzes what it will take 
to get ball to where he wants, and 
will wind up like you did when you 
were out at recess.

 Short Accuracy: 9.00

 Outstanding accuracy in the short 
windows when throwing close to 
the LOS. Will put the ball on the 
WR, to allow him the best chance 
of maximizing RAC. Showed an 
ability to loft throws up, and over 
RB's bleeding out as an outlet re-
ceiver.

 Intermediate Accuracy: 9.20

 Excels at throwing deep outs, and 
post patterns. Throws with excep-
tional anticipation, and velocity to 
be able to fit into small windows. 
Can be absolutely unstoppable 
when he gets into a rhythm, and 
throws with timing.

 Deep Accuracy: 9.50

 I believe he has the best deep 
ball placement, and touch in the 
entire 2019 draft class. Continu-
ally showed the ability to drop his 
passes in a bucket, at distances of 
40+ yards.

 Big Play Ability: 9.70

 An absolute highlight reel on the 
field. Whether it is by land or by 
air, he is a defensive coordinators 
worst nightmare. Especially dan-
gerous with the proliferation of the 
RPO, because he can either hand 
the ball off to his RB, or he can 
tuck and run with his exceptional 
athleticism, and elusiveness. Deadly 
at throwing off play action of the 
RPO, and consistently was able to 

throw deep completions off of it.

 Avoid Errors/Mistakes: 8.00

 Does a great job of keeping the ball 
out of harm's way, but at times will 
show a gunslinger's mentality, and 
trust his receivers and arm talent 
more than what he comprehends of 
the coverage scheme. At times will 
carry the football in arm closest 
to the pursuit, which could lead to 
fumbles.

 Arm Strength: 9.30

 Exceptional arm talent, and can 
make every throw necessary of a 
franchise caliber QB. More impres-
sive his raw arm talent is his ability 
to throw from multiple arm angles, 
and his ability to throw off platform 
with exceptional accuracy.

 Footwork: 8.50

 Excellent grasp of what it takes 
to deliver the ball with accuracy 
from the ground up, but will need 
to refine his footwork at the NFL. 
At times will throw completely flat 
footed, or will not set feet in the di-
rection of the throw, which he can 
get away with because of his arm 
talent, and baseball background. 
Gets good depth in his drops, 
maintains great balance, transfers 
weight, and drive ball through 
when he does get the opportunity 
to do so. Only ran plays from under 
center in goal line or victory for-
mation, and will need to gain more 
experience in that aspect, but has 
the work ethic to do so.

 

Competitiveness: 8.63

 Toughness: 8.20

Gritty, and tough player, that is 
willing to sacrifice his body if nec-
essary on designed QB runs. Smart 
player though that understands 
how to protect himself, and pre-
serve his health with a very distinct 
slide move that you can tell he has 
refined with years of playing on a 
baseball diamond.

 Intangibles/Leadership: 9.70

 Coaches and players alike laud-
ed his poise, ability to elevate the 
level of players around him, and 
leadership. Has a quiet, and laid-
back personality with a cut throat 
sense of competitiveness. Clutch 
performer, who always seems to 
be calm when the lights shine the 
brightest. Showed his mettle as a 
leader at a young age as well, by 
leading his high school football 
teams to a 43-0 record with him 
at the helm, that included three 
straight state championships for his 
team out of Allan, TX.

 Poise In Pocket: 7.90

 Great spatial awareness within the 
confines of the pocket, and has a 
sixth sense for pressure crashing in 
on him off the edge. With his mo-
bility, he will make overaggressive 
defenses pay. Has an outstanding 
vision, and ability to keep his eyes 
downfield when un duress. but at 
times though he would chuck, and 
duck with blitzers coming straight 
at his face, and would choose 
self-preservation, rather than 
standing tall and taking a crushing 
blow.

 Consistency / Motor: 8.50

 No questioning his heart, and 
effort when out on the field, or in 
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his preparation in the film room 
leading up to gameday. Cerebral, 
and tireless worker that loves the 
process, and what it takes to refine 
all the small intricacies of his craft.

 Production: 8.20

 A one-year wonder when you are 
talking about production, but what 
a one year it was. He is the only 
player in CFB history to average 
over 300 yards passing, and 60 
yards rushing in a season. Those 
statistics led him to filling up the 
trophy case by being named the 
Heisman Trophy Winner, Davey 
O'Brien QB of the Year, AP Player 
of the Year, finalist for Maxwell 
Award, Walter Camp Player of the 
Year Award, Manning Award, and 
Earl Campbell Tyler Rose Award, as 
well as being named Big 12 Offen-
sive Player of the Year, First-Team 
All-Big 12 QB, and was voted as the 
Most Outstanding Player in the Big 
12 Championship game. 28 career 
games played in, but only has 16 
games of starting experience.

 Improvisational Ability: 9.30

 Is a wizard when the play breaks 
down. Seems to be able to either 
out run or slither past defenders 
that have an angle on him. He can 
be absolutely unstoppable in the 
open-field, but also shows the abili-
ty to evade, and elude pass rushers, 
and keep his eyes downfield, where 
he will unleash a deep pass that 
breaks the hearts of the defense that 
think they have him contained.

 

Intelligence: 8.78

 Instincts: 9.10

 Has the innate feel for when he 
needs to break the pocket, and use 
his legs to create big plays. Has 
a tremendous feel in the passing 
game, and will cycle through his 
progressions until he finds an ade-
quate target.

 Blitz/Coverage Recognition: 
8.80

 Excellent pre-snap communicator, 
and was able to relay when he needs 
to audible out of play or even re-
align blocking assignments. Shows 
the rare ability as a young player to 
manipulate the safety on the back 
end, by looking them off in the op-
posite direction of where he knows 
he wants to go with the ball.

 Decision Making: 8.50

 Outstanding accuracy, paired with 
his preparation leads him to be 
able to find openings in matchups 
to exploit. Also shows a veteran's 
presence by throwing ball away 
when he knows there is nothing 
open. Generally, is a very careful 
with the ball, but at times he will let 
his gunslinger mentality takeover, 
because of the confidence he has in 
those around him, and will try to 
force passes to his receivers.

 Learn/Retain: 8.7

 Outstanding ability to absorb, and 
retain knowledge. Balanced his 
time between baseball, and football 
his entire life, and it is tremendous-
ly impressive that he is this refined 
as a QB with only committing half 
his time to the craft. Transferred 
from Texas Tech to Oklahoma, 
and mastered a very detailed, and 
varied offense to almost a mastery 
level.

STRENGTHS:
 Ridiculously talented two-sport 
athlete, that has every ingredient 
you look for in a franchise caliber 
QB. Arm talent is off the charts, 
and can make any throw necessary, 
as well as the rare ability to throw 
off platform, and on the move with-
out having his accuracy wane. Can 
throw from multiple arm angles, 
which enhances his ability to find 
throwing lanes with his less than 
ideal height. Outstanding leader 
out on the field, showing poise, 
calm in big moments, and an ability 
to lift the play of those around 
him. Is able to sit back in pocket, 
cycle through his progressions, 
and select the correct matchup to 
exploit. Showed the rare ability to 
manipulate defensive backs with his 
eyes to the opposite side of the field 
where he wants to deliver the pass. 
A highlight reel when he scrambles 
outside of the pocket, and shows off 
his elite lateral agility, and excep-
tional long speed (reported 4.38-40 
time) to break off big gains.

 WEAKNESSES:
 Very few flaws in his game. Height 
is his biggest drawback, as he only 
stands at 5'10." Which is not as 
much of a deterrent as previously 
thought of, because of the prolifera-
tion of NGOs and the utilization of 
QB's athleticism, and creative offen-
sive coordinators can find throwing 
lanes for him in the NFL. Will need 
to continually refine his footwork. 
He will tend to throw passes off 
balanced with no weight transfer 
occassionally failing to point in the 
direction of where he is passing. 
Needs to be better aware of which 
arm is carrying the ball when he 
decides to scramble because he car-

ries it in the arm closest to pursuit 
leading to added opportunity for 
turnovers. At times, he panics when 
pressure is up in his face, and will 
need to gain more confidence at 
being able to stand tall and deliver 
when he is facing a big hit. Needs 
to keep his gunslinging mentality 
in check, and throw the ball away 
when there is no play to be had.

 

BIG PICTURE:

 Kyler Murray is a standout athlete 
that is a blue-chip talent in two 
sports: baseball and football. He 
was a first round pick in the 2018 
MLB Draft by the Oakland A's with 
the 9th selection, but I believe he 
would be better served to enter 
the 2019 NFL Draft, because I see 
him squarely in consideration for 
becoming the #1 overall selection, 
and definitely as a first round pick 
due to his athleticism and passing 
prowess. He ha been mentored 
throughout his life by his father, 

Kevin, who was a standout QB of 
his own at Texas A&M in the late 
1980's. His refinement is amaz-
ing for a two sport athlete. He has 
one of the highest upsides in this 
draft class and would be a true 
game-changing presence at the QB 
position for the next decade in the 
league. He is a hard player to find 
one comparison for, and the best 
way to describe his game is by hav-
ing Russell Wilson's passing prow-
ess, and escapability, with Michael 
Vick's athleticism.
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Athleticism: 7.92

 Q.A.B.: 7.90

 A great athlete especially when 
considering his large frame. He 
consistently displays elite lateral 
quickness and short area burst 
aiding him in the open field making 
defenders miss and look foolish. 
He has excellent balance and solid 
lateral agility making him a night-
mare to bring down in the open 
field standing at 6'4" 220 pounds. 
Possessing excellent balance and 
size, he is tough to bring down with 
initial contact.

 Flexibility: 8.30

 Excellent flexibility capable of 
adjusting to the ball in air and 
torquing his body to make difficult 
catches on poorly thrown balls. He 
does an excellent job lowering his 
pad level in contact as a runner and 
blocker.

 C.O.D.: 8.50
 
Displays excellent stop-start ability 
with the talent to plant his foot and 

change direction cutting up field 
or flipping field completely. He is a 
fluid athlete and plays with a sud-
denness to gain separation from the 
defender. Can move slower when 
attempting to move laterally.

 Explosion: 7.30

 He is extremely explosive with 
the ball in his hands continuously 
creating big plays throughout each 
game. He is a threat to score from 
anywhere on the field. He is more 
fluid out of his release and in routes 
rather than showing an explosive 
nature. A smooth mover with burst 
instead of straight line explosion.

 Deep Speed: 7.60

 Has shown immense build-up 
speed with the ability to out run the 
secondary once he reaches his top 
gear. Can get behind the secondary 
on vertical routes and is dangerous 
with the ball in his hands when in 
the open field on a straight sprint to 
the endzone. Will get caught from 
behind through angle tackling, as 
he isn't a burner. Startling accelera-
tion out of the catch point.

 Without Ball: 6.72

 Quicks Off LOS: 6.00

 Displays an awkward stance that 
uses more than 75% of his body 
weight on his plant leg. Slow off 
the snap and occasionally mis-
steps creating added motion on his 
release. Rarely uses release moves 
to beat defensive backs and doesn't 
use his overall athletic ability to get 
off the line. Relies to heavily on hes-
itation moves and won't win with 
just burst and quickness.

 Release VS Jam: 6.70

 Infrequently recruits his hands 
to beat the defender and keep his 
chest clean from contact. Will take 
wide angles rather than engage to 
avoid the corner in press and will 
rely on his burst to beat the defend-
er. Struggles to stay on a line. When 
he uses his hands he can become a 
bully eating up cushion or leaving 
a press defender behind with long 
strides and determination to get to 
the catch point.

 

Route Running: 6.30

 Isn't overly quick and relies too 
heavily on hesitation moves to gain 
separation. He fails to use his hands 
in the contact window in short 
breaking routes and can struggle 
to gain separation in the short 
areas of the field. Needs to work on 
breaking down his hips and varying 
route speed in order to keep the 
defender guessing. Not very sudden 
and won't fool many corners. Phys-
ical route runner who will attempt 
to run the defender off the line. Has 
shown glimpses of effective tech-
nique and can utilize his stop-start 
ability to win when working back to 
the ball. Understands spacing well 
as a route runner and uses deep 
threat to his advantage on interme-
diate breaks. Will aim for leverag by 
utilizing hup movement to generate 
throwing windows accordingly. 
Can snap in and out of his break 
with good body control.

 Separation: 7.00

 Shows good separation ability in 
the intermediate and deep areas 
of the field. Can use his accelera-
tion and long strides to gain a step 
when working on defensive backs 
with cushion capable of eating 5-10 
yards in an instant. Relies heavily 
in frame to pull in contested catch-
es when he fails to gain adequate 
space.

 Blocking: 7.60

 A physical blocker who relishes 
in all contact throughout game. 
He will attempt to dominate at 
the point of attack. Doesn't always 
show the best effort and hasn't 
shown the necessary awareness 
to find free defenders in scramble 

plays.

 With Ball In Hands: 
7.78

 Hands: 8.00

 His hand strength is terrific ca-
pable of plucking fast balls out of 
the air away from his frame. He 
has showcased the talent to reel in 
poorly thrown balls and go after the 
ball at its highest point. Has refined 
his technique to shield defenders 
from the ball rarely losing contested 
catch battles and often reeling in 
fifty-fifty balls down the sideline. A 
reliable pass catcher who will con-
sistently make big plays down field 
and in the red zone.

 Yard After Contact: 7.40

 A strong and physical runner 
who will lower his shoulder and 
run through contact with his size, 
weight and leg rive behind him. 
Not afraid of contact and will 
always fight for added yardage. 
Strong at the point of attack.

 Ability in Space: 7.70

 Electric in the open field con-
sistently making defenders miss 
and providing big play after big 
play. Always a threat to score from 
anywhere on the field. With great 
speed, excellent quickness, size and 
field awareness he is a handful to 
bring down in the open field.

 Ball Security: 8.00

 Will always secure the ball with 
two hands in traffic and does not 
have a fumble issue. Very secure 
with the ball.

Competitiveness: 7.63

 Toughness: 8.00

 An extremely tough athlete with 
the size and play strength to dom-
inate defenders at the point of 
attack. He is a physical player who 
loves contact and will fight through 
the whistle on every play.

 Production: 8.20

 He has been one of the best receiv-
ers at the collegiate level over the 
past two season accruing over 1000 
yards and 8 TDS in each campaign. 
He will improve any offense at the 
next level as a downfield and red 
zone threat.

 Consistency/Motor: 6.70

 He has a high motor that keeps 
him playing through a whistle. 
Will always fight for extra yardage 
and will attempt to bully defenders 
in blocks. Guilty of giving up on 
routes and running at 80% speed.

 

Intelligence: 7.63

 Instincts: 7.80

 Possesses great instincts with the 
ability to find the ball in traffic 
and attack the ball at the point of 
attack. He Will power down his legs 
to get both feet in bounds on the 
sideline and has already developed 
into a dominant fifty-fifty jump ball 
receiver capable of finding the ball 
and shielding the defender in the 
air.

 Learn/Retain: 8.10
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 Has an extremely high football IQ 
with excellent mental processing 
and an ability to read defenses and 
find the soft spot in zone coverage 
to sit in. Has run a full route tree, 
but will need to work on his tech-
nique to be utilized in each part of 
the field at the next level.

 Position Versatility: 7.00

 He has the speed and slipperiness 
to be used as a massive slot receiver, 
but he is a prototypical X receiv-
er with the size, athleticism and 
strength to consistently win on the 
boundary. He will be a handful for 
smaller defensive backs.

 STRENGTHS:
 He is a big-bodied receiver with a 
muscular frame and excellent play 
strength. He possesses very good 
overall athleticism consistently 
showcasing elite lateral agility and 
plus short area quickness in small 
spaces. When his hands get in-
volved on a release he can escape 
from press without any hiccups. He 
is a long strider with good build-
up speed who understands spacing 
well and can use his vertical threat 
to keep defenders honest when low-
ering his hips to break in on inter-
mediate routes. He has the ability to 
snap in and out of his breaks with 
good body control often creating 
separation and clean throwing 
windows. He is an outstanding 
downfield threat with an impressive 
jump ball ability. He continuously 
attacks the ball at its highest point 
and has strong hands away from 
his frame displaying a large catch 
radius. He has an impressive un-
derstanding of timing and leverage 
regularly breaking to the ball at that 
last moment and keeping his frame 

in between the ball and defender to 
decrease the chance of deflections. 
He tracks the ball extremely well 
in each area of the field and can 
pluck high velocity throws out of 
the air twisting his body to make 
tough catches seem routine. His 
aggressive play style and physicality 
are displayed in the blocking game 
where he looks to dominate oppo-
nents taking them out of the play.

 WEAKNESSES: 
 His release needs work. He utilizes 
and awkward stance that puts a 
larger percent of his body weight 
on his plant leg creating an off bal-
anced structure. He is often delayed 
off the snap and will stutter step in 
order to drive forward delaying his 
release. He will infrequently use his 
hands to beat press coverage often 
failing to keep his chest plate clean 
in the contact window often leading 
to an altered path in his stem. He 
will frequently take wide angles giv-
ing leverage to the defender in press 
relying on his burst to win the edge 
while he gets worked off his line. 
Relies heavily on hesitation moves 
and struggles to win with his quick-
ness alone. He needs to learn how 
to use his hands to generate sepa-
ration within the contact window 
on short breaking routes to win in 
the short areas of the field. He will 
often fail to work his entire frame 
into a break and won't recover to 
get his QB a full body to target. 
Won't play through the whistle and 
can give up on certain routes.

 BIG PICTURE: 
 Harry is a prototypical X receiver 
who understands how to use his 
size to succeed in each area of the 
game. He is a physical athlete who 

will attack the ball and win in con-
tested catch battles. Harry will need 
to learn better technique to create a 
smooth release off the line and bet-
ter defeat press coverage. He under-
stands leverage and utilizes a good 
ability to gain separation with his 
route running ability and size. He 
will be a highly valued deep threat 
and red-zone target at the next 
level. He will require some time to 
develop at the next level and refine 
specific parts of his game, but he 
has dominant traits and the talent 
to succeed.

Athleticism: 7.22

 Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 7.25

 Very quick in small space and does 
a great job at moving his body lat-
erally around the field.

 Flexibility: 7.15

 He does a good job at getting under 
blocker's pads and keeping his bal-
ance to fight them off.

 Deep Speed: 6.50

 He does lose his speed the deeper 
routes go which allows separation 
to occur on him.

 Explosion: 7.85

 He has the ability to fly up the field 
to fill gaps or disrupt plays. Excels 
in the box with it.

 Coordination: 7.35

 He keeps his balance and showed 
he can use pass rush moves to get 
after the quarterback.

Coverage Ability: 7.48

 Man Press: 7.45

 He can come up to the receiver and 
mirror his body so he can cover 
them in short distances.

 Man Off: 7.00

 He will keep his man in front as 
long as he can so he doesn't lose 
him in deeper routes.

 Zone: 7.85

 He does a great job at controlling 
his zone and understands where he 
is responsible to cover.

 Hand Fighting: 7.15

 He doesn't back down from anyone 
and will make it difficult on his 
man to make the catch.

 Hips/Turn Ability: 7.95

 His lateral movement is impressive 
and he is fluid when turning his 
hips to run with his man.

Play Making: 6.92

 Closing Quickness: 7.50

 Quickness in small space is out-
standing but can struggle if there is 
a lot of space to close.

 Ball skills: 6.25

 Not much of a playmaker. He looks 
to make sure the play is ended with 
a tackle over PD/INT.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 7.00

 He does a solid job at putting 
himself in position to be around his 
man when the throw is made.

Run Support: 7.63

 Quickness Upfield: 7.65

 He can fly up the field and close 
gaps quickly. He can breeze past big 
and slow lineman.
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Fight Through Blocks: 7.25

 He doesn't back down and will put 
up an effort to get through anyone 
that is looking to block him.

 Tackling: 8.00

 He is a sure tackler and brings 
players down with ease. Love how 
he breaks down to tackle.

 

Competitiveness: 7.87

 Toughness: 7.85

 He gives his best every play re-
gardless of his limitations. He isn't 
afraid of anyone on the field.

 Production: 7.75

 39 games. 168 tackles (103 solo), 
8.5 tackles for loss, 6 sacks, 7 int, 6 
PD, 3 FR, 2 FF

 Consistency/Motor: 8.00

 He brings it every game, looks to 
finish plays if he is near by, and 
doesn't lay back on hits.

 

Intelligence: 7.55

 Instincts: 7.50

 He does a good job at reading play-
er's bodies and understanding how 
to react to them.

 Learn/Retain: 7.65

 Understands his role and what it 
takes to get the job done. He looks 
in position constantly.

 Teamwork: 7.50

 Good communicator. He gets any 
pre snap adjustments across the 
secondary in on time.

 STRENGTHS:
 He is a player that understands 
what it takes to get his job done. He 
is effective in coverage because in 
man he can line up across his man, 
flip his hips, and mirror his body 
with the receiver. His lateral move-
ment allows him to move across the 
field with ease as he trails their hips. 
His initial quickness in small space 
allows him to control his area in 
zone coverage. It also helps him in 
run support or when sent on well-
timed blitzes. He has great tackling 
form and rarely misses a tackle.

 WEAKNESSES:
 He isn't the most athletic safety so 
he could be dependent on which 
scheme he is drafted for. He does 
struggle with the deep ball as he 
can struggle keeping his speed up 
the longer that routes continue to 
stretch. He isn't much of a play-
maker as he looks to make sure he 
is going to make the tackle over 
attempting to get in a passing lane 
for a deflection or interception. I do 
have my worries that the next level 
speed could be too much if he gets 
lost in space too much. He needs to 
be used to his abilities.

 BIG PICTURE:
 Rapp has the potential to be a 
starter at the next level because of 
his instincts and ability to help con-
trol small spaces on the field. He 
can play press or off man coverage, 

he does a great job at flipping his 
hips or moving his body laterally so 
he can mimic the route his man is 
running. In zone he uses his speed 
to his advantage as he can explode 
in the direction, he wants to go 
make a tackle. His tackling is im-
pressive as he will break down, gets 
wide, explodes his body through 
the ball carrier to wrap them up 
and bring them to the ground. He 
rarely gives up any broken tackles 
and can be depended on to bring 
the runner down in the open field. 
I do believe he could be scheme 
dependent as he is more effective in 
the box over playing deep as a safe-
ty. A team that drafts him should be 
looking for a safety that can help in 
run support, be sent on blitzes, man 
coverage, and short to intermedi-
ate zone coverages. As a rookie, he 
can come in and fill that role on a 
defense. He is a get the job done 
type of a player. He will go out and 
do what it takes to help his team 
win. He doesn't have a high ceiling 
as a player but if he can continue to 
develop and finds the right fit then 
by his third season, he could be a 
Pro Bowler. He can be a long-term 
solution for a team's secondary and 
a key leader for their defensive unit.

Athleticism: 7.52

 Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 7.65

 He has the ability to stop on a dime 
and change his direction with ease. 
Moves around easy.

 Flexibility: 7.45

 He is able to twist his body into 
position to make a play on the ball. 
Stretches body out.

 Deep Speed: 7.25

 He plays the deep balls well and can 
track them down. I do have worries 
about speedsters.

 Explosion: 7.75

 He explodes up into a gap or even 
bring it on to a blocker. He can 
make up small space quick.

 Coordination: 7.50

 He does a great job at keeping his 
eyes on the ball while making an 
attempt for the pick.

Coverage Ability: 7.52

 Man Press: 7.25

 He has past experience playing CB 
and can play in the slot. He doesn't 
allow easy releases.

 Man Off: 7.25

 He keeps his man in front of him 
with his smooth back peddling 
then he will react to the throw.

 Zone: 7.85

 He has quality range ability which 
allows him to sit back and track 
down balls in deep zone.

 Hand Fighting: 7.75

 He showed that he won't give up 
until the play is dead and knocked 
out balls that were catches.

 Hips/Turn Ability: 7.50

 He is fluid when he drops back 
into his coverage then flipping his 
hips to run with his man.

Play Making: 7.55

 Closing Quickness: 7.85

 He makes up small space quickly 
and has sideline-to-sideline cover 
ability with his speed.

 Ball skills: 7.95

 He can be a playmaker at the next 
level because of his ability to track 
down balls for picks.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 6.85

 He does struggle at times and can 
misread plays. He takes himself out 
with bad angles.

 Run Support: 7.53

 Quickness Upfield: 7.85

 He flys up the field to fill gaps 
or will take on a blocker to help 
bounce runs or end them.

Fight Through Blocks: 7.75
 
He's a fighter and understands how 
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to take on blocks so he can disrupt 
run plays or screens.

 Tackling: 7.00

 He does a good job at wrapping up 
and bringing his guy down. Needs 
to break down more.

 

Competitiveness: 7.75

 Toughness: 7.75

 Even with his size he isn't afraid to 
battle with the biggest guy on the 
field. He is a scrapper.

 Production: 7.85

 41 games, 226 tackles (148 solo), 31 
PD, 10 interceptions, 0.5 sacks, 3 
FF, 2 FR

 Consistency/Motor: 7.65

 Regardless of the score he was giv-
ing the same effort throughout all 4 
quarters.

 Intelligence: 7.55

 Instincts: 7.35

 He does have a knack for under-
standing how to get his body in 
position for an interception.

 Learn/Retain: 7.45

 He appears to understand his role 
and what is expected of him. He 
gets in position.

 Teamwork: 7.85

 He continues to fight for his team 

while being blown out. He will go 
in for gang tackles.

 STRENGTHS:
 He can be a versatile safety at the 
next level as he can play as a deep 
range player, up in the box, and can 
line up in the slot for man cover-
age. He is a fighter and will look to 
make a play on the ball until the 
play is over. He will knock balls out 
after the catch is made and has tre-
mendous ball skills as he tracks the 
ball with his eyes then puts himself 
in position to grab it. He brings 
it against blockers, he will get up 
under their pads, and shed them to 
help disrupt runs or screen plays.

 WEAKNESSES: 
 
Even though he isn't afraid to hit 
anyone, including lineman, his size 
might be a concern for some teams 
at the next level. There is a small 
concern with how he plays if his 
body can handle it with bigger and 
stronger players in the NFL. He 
does need to work on his tackling 
form as he has a tendency of not 
breaking down and can leave his 
feet too early which results in bro-
ken tackles. He also can take bad 
angles on runners or to close space 
on a receiver. He takes himself out 
of plays because of it.

 BIG PICTURE:
 Adderley offers a team a safety that 
has plenty of game experience and 
value as a player because of his abil-
ity to be used all over in a defensive 
scheme. He is better suited to play 
as a deep range safety because he 
is strong at sitting back and read-
ing the quarterback then using his 

quality sideline-to-sideline range 
which allows him to get into pass-
ing lanes. He is effective inside the 
box because he can smoothly glide 
himself into position to help fills 
gaps or take on blockers to end the 
run or bounce it into a different 
direction. He does have experi-
ence playing cornerback and his 
team would line him up in the slot. 
While I think he should be more of 
a deep safety, a defensive coordina-
tor can use him as a weapon in his 
unit. He doesn't give up any effort, 
regardless if his team is blown out 
or they are kicking a team's butt. If 
he can add a little more size while 
keeping his speed, then he can be 
an impact player at the next level 
because of his playmaking ability. 
His ball skills will help him succeed 
in the NFL as teams are starting to 
look create more turnovers over 
stops in today's passing league. As 
a rookie he can come in and start 
for a unit. Even if he doesn't have 
a designated position, as I said, he 
can be a weapon and should see 
plenty of opportunities during his 
first season. He can be an All-Pro 
player by his third season if he can 
have a fast translation to the NFL.

Athleticism: 7.33

 Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 7.50

 He is pretty fluid at turning his 
body at the LOS to mirror the 
receivers body to match their route 
running.

 Flexibility: 7.50

 He keeps a nice bend which allows 
him to move smoothly so he is able 
to tail the receiver's hips.

 Deep Speed: 6.25

 Struggles with speedy receivers on 
9 routes as he opens his hips too 
much so they can breeze by.

 Explosion: 7.65

 His explosion is great when he is 
reacting to a throw. He can close 
space quickly to make a play.

 Coordination: 7.75

 He does a good job at keeping his 
body up when battling with the re-

ceiver to disrupt the catch attempt.

 Coverage Ability: 7.65

 Man Press: 7.00

 Doesn't look to jam and gives up an 
easy release. He does a solid job at 
mirroring the receiver's moves.

 Man Off: 8.00

 He excels at sitting back and read-
ing the quarterback's eyes. He 
reacts well to the routes being ran.

 Zone: 7.85

 He keeps everything in front of 
him and doesn't jump at the first 
man. Loves to read the quarterback.

 Hand Fighting: 7.75

 He is a fighter, uses his length to his 
advantage to go up and lodge the 
ball out of the receivers hands.

 Hips/Turn Ability: 7.65

 Very smooth at flipping his hips 
and turning to run with his man. It 
allows him not to jam like he does.

 

Play Making: 7.77

 Closing Quickness: 7.90

 Makes up lost ground quickly to 
make a play on the ball. He is a dis-
rupter and is around at all times.

 Ball skills: 7.75

 Finds himself in position to break 
up passes most of the time. Fights 
until the play is over with receiver.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 7.65

 Very solid at mirroring the receiv-
er's bodies. He reacts well when he 
can sit back and watch the QB.

 Run Support: 6.72

 Quickness Upfield: 7.15

 He has the ability to fly up the field 
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and make the tackle but doesn't 
always use it to his advantage.

 Fight Through Blocks: 6.75

 He uses his length to jam the re-
ceiver so he can shed for the tackle. 
Stronger players have their way.

 Tackling: 6.25

 He has his moments he will looks 
to make a pop but his technique 
needs major work for the next level.

 

Competitiveness: 7.17

 Toughness: 7.00

 Has his moments where he won't 
back down but also shows leniency 
on some opportunities on plays.

 Production: 7.50

 36 games, 116 tackles (83 solo), 4 
tackles for loss, 1 sack, 7 intercep-
tions, 23 PD, 1 FR, 2 FF

 Consistency/Motor: 7.00

 He likes to play until the whistle. 
He doesn't let up much in coverage. 
Just has some off plays at times.

 

Intelligence: 7.67

 Instincts: 7.85

 He does an amazing job at reacting 
to plays developing while reading 
the quarterback to play the ball.

 Learn/Retain: 7.50

 He looks ready for most routes his 

man will attempt to run on him. He 
knows what to expect.

Teamwork: 7.65

 He works with his teammates on 
the field and communicates assign-
ments so the secondary is ready.

 

STRENGTHS:
 He can be effective in man or zone 
coverage. He shows the ability to 
mirror the receiver when in man 
coverage and can flip his hips, so he 
can run side by side with his man. 
He seems to be very comfortable 
when he sits back and can react 
to the quarterback. He reads their 
eyes very well which allows him 
to explode to get the deflection or 
interception. He uses the sideline to 
his advantage and keeps his body 
between his man and the quar-
terback while trying to guide his 
man out of bounds in coverage. He 
appears to have some length to him 
despite his size and will use his long 
arms to fight with receivers to jab 
the ball out to force the drop.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 He hardly looks to jam his man at 
the line of scrimmage. He allows 
an easy release which does allow 
efficient route runners to get open. 
Speedsters can be a problem be-
cause they can breeze by him and 
take the top off a defense if he 
doesn't have safety help. His tack-
ling does need a lot of work. He 
tends to come in too high, looks 
to tackle with only his shoulders, 
doesn't break down or look to wrap 
up. He also can overrun the ball 
carrier which allows them to make 

one easy cut to get by him. He had 
some moments where he looks like 
he pulled back on opportunities 
when he could make a tackle.

 

 BIG PICTURE:
He can come in as a starter from 
Day 1 for a team. He has the ath-
leticism to play at the next level 
and could help be a boost to a team 
with a weak cornerback group. 
He appears to have a good under-
standing of route trees and what to 
expect from the man he is lining 
up across. He can tail receiver's 
hips in man coverage which al-
lows him to always be around to 
make a play on the ball. He excels 
when he can sit back and read the 
quarterback's eyes which shows his 
reaction speed when he breaks up 
balls. He will be hit and miss with 
his run support skills. He shows 
the ability to fight through blocks, 
close space up field, and will look 
to lay the boom. But he also will get 
blocked easily by stronger receiv-
ers, doesn't use his speed to his 
advantage as much as I would like, 
and his tackling form needs major 
improvement. As I have alluded to, 
one of my favorite things about him 
is how he mirrors the receivers and 
reads their bodies well, so he can 
stick on them. As a rookie he can 
come in as a defensive unit's CB2 
which will allow him to develop 
as his first season progresses. Elite 
receivers could be a problem during 
year one as he can struggle with 
the best route runners if he doesn't 
work on jamming them at the line 
of scrimmage. By his third season, 
if he not only develops, but he can 
grow his confidence then he should 
be able to be a man that his coach 

won't mind lining up across the 
opposing team's best receiver. If he 
finds the right defensive fit that will 

allow his skill set to flourish, then 
he can be a key part of a team's 
defense for a long time.
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Athleticism: 7.04

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 6.50

 Possesses solid quickness off the 
line with a powerful first step and 
the body control to rip and bend 
in order to enclose on the quarter-
back. Rarely loses his balance in 
the trenches. Struggles to change 
direction and regain top speed once 
stopped. Straight line acceleration 
isn't a strong point.

 Flexibility: 6.90

 Has good flexibility at the point of 
attack and utilizes great technique 
in initial contact. Struggles to keep 
his pad level low when fighting on 
the edge or inside and often stands 
up giving away leverage.

 Explosiveness: 7.00

 A good burst off the line and the 
ability to blend his speed to power 
make him a nightmare to block in 
the trenches. Isn't especially explo-
sive or smooth coming off the edge. 
Utilizes a solid first step, his length 
and power to win after get off.

Playing Speed: 6.60

 Not the fastest player on the field 
and can't be expected to chase 
down runners in the open field. 
Quicker than one may expect for 
his 6'4" 280 pound frame.

 Coordination: 8.20

 Excellent coordination. He displays 
great contact balance and often 
uses his length to push lineman 
backwards. Effective straight arm 
provides him with leverage to beat 
bigger bodies or better athletes.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 6.54

 Initial Quickness: 7.30

 Displays a unique blend of pow-
er, speed and strength capable of 
bursting out of his four point stance 
with a quick first step off the line of 
scrimmage.

 Use of Hands: 6.10

 He needs to use his hands better, as 

he solely utilizes his length to win 
in contact. Needs to develop more 
hand moves to win at the point of 
attack in close quarters.

 Leverage: 6.80

 Has good initial leverage firing off 
the snap. Tends to stand up when 
he fails to break through immedi-
ately losing leverage in the process. 
Lengths helps him win at the point 
of attack often using his long arm to 
rip past tackles on the edge.

 Pass Rush Moves: 6.40

 Needs to develop a deeper reper-
toire of pass rush moves. Wins with 
his length and blend of speed and 
power, but rarely uses his hands in 
contact failing to separate in the 
trenches.

 Finish Ability: 6.10

 Has been a productive edge and 
interior rusher throughout his ca-
reer at Michigan. Needs to become 
more aggressive and will need to 
improve as a finisher. Has to many 
close encounters with the quarter-
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back, but couldn't bring them down 
to the ground behind the line.

 

Competitiveness: 8.20

 Toughness: 8.10

 An extremely tough player with 
excellent power and and a phys-
ical demeanor. He loves contact 
and has the power to push back 
lineman and stuff power backs. He 
has suffered injuries throughout 
his tenure at Michigan and the AC 
Joint sprain has kept him out an 
extended period of time. He Has 
battled through injuries and played 
with dents and bruises.

 Consistency/Motor: 8.50

 A relentless player who never stops 
until the play is whistled dead. Will 
always see him battling and chasing 
runners down the line. Needs to 
become a better finisher and gain 
more strength at the point of attack.

 Production: 8.00

 One of the most dominant defen-
sive ends in college football. He is 
the heart and soul of Michigan and 
their best player on the defensive 
side of the ball.

 

Against The Run: 7.72

 Play with Leverage: 7.20

 Uses his length to keep tackles off 
his body with a good combination 
knee bend and a solid stance. He 
has the ability to ride a block and 
and power through to seal the edge 
or chase down runners. Does an 

excellent job of engaging and sur-
veying in run defense.

 Stack and Shed: 8.60

 The best part of his game is in run 
defense, as he has the ability to uti-
lize his strength and power to stack 
single blocks and set the edge. Can 
get ragdolled and held up against 
double teams.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 8.20

 A quick first step and fluid move-
ment combine with a solid burst 
out of his four point stance in the 
trenches. An excellent rusher when 
tasked with delayed stunts and a 
very good run defender capable of 
plugging the inside.

 Run at Him: 7.30

 He knows how to set the edge and 
burst past a block to make hits 
in the backfield. Often lets backs 
reach outside where his pursuit and 
angles aid him. Doesn't have the 
speed to catch runner once they get 
the edge.

 Run Away: 7.60

 He is at his best in chase mode 
down the line. Uses good angles 
to stop a runner from breaking 
the corner and his relentless mo-
tor keeps him moving upfield in 
pursuit.

 Tackling/Hitting: 7.40

 A very good tackler with the power 
to drive through contact. Needs 
to work on finishing, as he doesn't 
always get the necessary strength 
behind his pads.

 Intelligence: 7.83

 Instincts: 7.00

 Has good instincts with the aware-
ness to survey the field and find the 
ball. Will need to work on finishing, 
as he can get lost in the contact of 
the block and run past or miss the 
quarterback.

 Learn/Retain: 8.20

 A versatile defensive lineman that 
has the power and quickness to be 
a hand in the ground 4-3 defensive 
tackle, and has the athletic ability 
to be a solid edge defender stand-
ing up at linebacker. He is a smart 
athlete with the knowledge to play 
all over a defensive line in multiple 
sets, packages and schemes who 
has been utilized heavily in stunts 
throughout his career.

 Teamwork: 8.30

 A team player with the commit-
ment and motro to do whatever is 
asked of him. He is a leader on the 
defense and hard worker that wants 
to do everything to help his team 
succeed.

 

STRENGTHS:
Gary has a unique blend of size, 
power and speed with the athlet-
icism needed to bend the edge or 
burst through gaps coming out 
of his 4-point stance. He has the 
ability to convert speed to power on 
the edge while rushing the passer. 
From the snap, he has the talent to 
burst out of his stance utilizing a 
quick first step and solid technique 
while taking advantage of his length 
to lock out tackles with his inside 

arm before breaking, crossing their 
face, and winning inside. He has 
flashed the ability to bend the edge 
with impressive footwork when 
considering his size. Against the 
run, he has show the ability to use 
his length to engage in contact and 
survey the field finding the ball and 
reacting. He has the power to stack 
single blocks and set the edge. He 
is at his best in chase mode often 
taking good angles to make a hit at 
or behind the line.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 He doesn't possess the speed 
wanted for an edge rusher and can't 
catch runners from behind once 
they catch the edge. More fluid 
rather than explosive and doesn't 
possess a quick twitch off the line 
to blow by interior lineman. Play 
strength is adequate and he will get 
caught and lost in contact against 
maulers and double teams. Needs 
to develop a deeper repertoire of 
pass rush moves and continue to 
grow as a pass rusher who con-
tinuously utilizes his power and 
hands to break off contact from 
tackles and interior lineman. Has 
to become a consistent finisher, 
as he lets too many opportunities 
slip through his grasp. Often runs 
straight into blocks and struggles 
to disengage when he fails to make 
initial contact extending his arms in 
the process. Often late to read and 
react and can be pinned by edge 
blockers as a result. Struggles to get 
off blocks and will run past the ball 
taking himself out of the play. He is 
a raw athlete who will need to grow 
in numerous areas to be a three 
down presence at the next level.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Gary is a talented player with three 
down upside who hasn't begun to 
tap into his potential. His style of 
play fits into every system, but he 
may be best tuned to play as a 3-4 
defensive end or a 4-3 defensive 
tackle, rather than coming off the 
edge, but his versatility will provide 
a chess piece for all defensive co-

ordinators to play him all over the 
line. He has all the tools to progress 
his game and dominate as a three 
down defensive lineman. His size, 
power, speed and versatility make 
him a top prospect in the 2019 
NFL Draft class, but he will need to 
refine his game in pass rush, move-
ment, get-off and play strength 
at the point of attack. He has the 
potential to be game changer at the 
next level.
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Athleticism: 6.92

 Q.A.B.: 7.40

 Very good athleticism to be able 
to fit on blocks at the second level. 
Has solid length and a strong and 
bulky build. He has great strength 
and power when able to run block 
or when he anchors. Hands are 
strong and can jolt defenders with a 
strong punch.

 Flexibility: 6.20

 Agile blocker out in space even 
if he is inconsistent at targeting 
defenders at the second level. 
Blocks with very good balance and 
power when anchored, but at he 
will struggle when asked to go up 
against pass rushers with a great 
burst of speed because he will lunge 
out of his stance or try and beat 
them to a spot which leaves him 
open to inside moves.

 C.O.D.: 7.00

 Smooth mover in short spaces. 
Shows a very effective 45 set where 
he will jump set and anchor. With 

his strength and power he is a mon-
ster when able to short trap and 
lead block.

 Explosion: 7.20

 As a down blocker he can simply 
obliterate DL and collapse one side 
of LOS. Has vice-like strength in his 
hands and when he gets ahold on a 
defender hold on cause you will go 
for a ride.

 Versatility: 6.80

 Has experience playing LG and 
RT. Was really coming on in 2016 
before a broken leg ended his 
season, but then got a chance to fill 
in for player who got injured at LG 
in 2017. He dropped weight and 
transitioned to RT in 2018 where 
he was solid, but as a OG he could 
be dominant.

 

Run Blocking: 7.35

 In-Line: 7.50

 When tasked with blocking in 
conjunction with his teammates 

he can collapse the edge of LOS on 
down blocks or bully defenders on 
double teams. Showed the ability to 
lockout arms and steer defenders to 
open up rushing lanes.

 Movement off L.O.S.: 7.70

 Consistently was able to gain a 
push off the LOS with his leg drive 
and power. His initial punch can 
shock defenders backwards then 
once he gets his hands on you the 
play is over.

 Reach Block: 7.10

 Has the short area quickness to 
range out and get to blocks on the 
edge, but he needs to stay under 
control or he will get off balance 
and fall off block or miss his target-
ed defender.

 Pull & Block Outside: 7.40

 Great short area puller who is a 
scary sight for any defender trying 
to go mano-e-mano with him. He 
struggles at times locating defend-
ers though and will either fall off 
the block because he is unbalanced 

or will simply dive at a defender 
trying to get a piece of them.

 Adjust In Space: 7.20

 Has light feet to be able to change 
directions well for such a big-bod-
ied power minded OL. Has solid 
fluidity to be able to flow and fit on 
blocks.

 Use of Hands: 7.20

 Power in initial punch can at times 
be difference making. He fights off 
defender's hands with good pace 
and tempo.

 

Pass Blocking: 6.97

 Quick Set: 7.20

 Showed the ability to quick set and 
anchor with a good success rate 
due to his strength and hand usage. 
When he is able to sit down in his 
stance it is hard for defenders to 
move him off his spot.

 Protect Corner: 6.70

 When playing out at RT when he 
was facing a pass rusher with great 
burst of speed, he would simply 
either try to beat them to a spot 
or try to match foot quickness 
with them which leaves him waist 
bending and off balance. With him 
trying to match up out wide he 
opens himself up to inside moves 
for which he has no counter power 
step as a OT.

 Footwork / Redirect & Slide: 
6.60

 Nimble feet for a big man and 

shows mirroring ability, but when 
asked to be able to shut down inside 
moves he will struggle because he 
cannot gain any strength to power 
step back inside.

 Anchor / Reset Ability: 7.00

 Dominant OL when he is able to 
sit down in his stance with his hand 
strength and powerful build. Is able 
to shuffle and reset adequately in 
short spaces, but when tasked with 
reach blocking out wide he strug-
gles.

 Handle Games/Stunts: 7.10

 Very intelligent OL and would call 
out the blitzes he would see pre-
snap to his teammates. Great at 
seamlessly passing off assignments 
with OL who he played beside for 
awhile.

 Hands / Punch: 7.20

 Strong impact when his initial 
punch lands, can even stifle defend-
ers back. Hand usage is consistent 
and intense throughout the dura-
tion of the play.

 Competitiveness: 6.97

 Toughness: 7.00

 Gritty and tough OL who worked 
back from a badly broken leg. Will 
go blow to blow with powerful DL 
all game and never lose intensity.

 Consistency / Motor: 7.10

 Great effort in his play, always 
seeks to bury or pancake his assign-
ment in run blocking, and takes 
pride with being able to shut down 

pass rushers.

 Production: 6.80

 Only one year of great production. 
He was a standout performer on 
an OL unit that won the Joe Moore 
Award for top OL in college foot-
ball, he also was named a First-
team All-Big 12 by coaches, and an 
AP Third-Team All-American in 
2018.

 

Intelligence: 7.20

 Instincts: 7.20

 Has a very good feel for stunts and 
games DL like to play on him, and 
will communicate what he sees pre-
snap. Will adjust and try to find a 
way to limit damage a pass rusher 
who he knows will give him fits by 
adjusting his quick sets or how he 
tries to attack them.

 Learn/Retain: 7.10

 Very smart player who can pick 
up on keys from defenders trying 
to mask their pursuit, and has the 
understanding of how to play both 
as an OT or an IOL.

 Teamwork: 7.30

 As a standout performer among 
college football's best OL they 
worked seamlessly in conjunction 
when there were different assign-
ments and stunts that the defensive 
coordinator would try to use to 
exploit them.
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STRENGTHS:
 Big, burly OL who has experience 
playing at LG or at RT, and can sim-
ply overwhelm small statured play-
ers. He has heavy hands and nimble 
feet to be able to slide and protect 
his QB or bulldoze open rushing 
lanes. Terrific short area puller and 
is a second level defender's worse 
nightmare if he has a head of steam. 
As an in-line down blocker he can 
simply collapse one side of the LOS. 
Plays in conjunction with his fellow 
OL well and doesn't take any plays 
off.

 

WEAKNESSES: 
He has shorter than ideal length 
and it was evident on some plays 
against DL with longer arms who 
were able to engage and steer him 
out of the play. He also struggles to 
match up with pass rushers with 
great burst of speed off the edge 
because he simply does not have 
the athleticism to match theirs. He 
will either try to beat them to a spot 
or try and mirror their movement 
which gets him off balance by waist 
being which opens himself up for 
inside moves, for which he has no 
power step to counter with. For as 
scary of a player he looks on short 
trap pulls he struggles to consis-
tently target players at the second 
level and can fall off blocks or dive 
at would be defenders.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Cody Ford is a massively built and 
power OL who had a great final 
season in Oklahoma as a part of the 
College Football's best OL. He has 

experience playing at RT and LG, 
and I believe he could get by as a 
RT, but could be utterly dominant 
as OG. I see him getting consider-

ation in the first round and should 
definitely be off the board by the 
mid second round at the latest.

Athleticism: 7.91

 Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 7.95

 He is pretty smooth in the open 
field with his ability to move his 
body around with ease.

 Flexibility: 8.15

 He does a great job at extending his 
body and reaching out to get in the 
passing lanes.

 Deep Speed: 7.85

 He has tremendous range and can 
make up a lot of ground if there is 
separation.

 Explosion: 7.85

 He explodes up the field and closes 
space quickly. He has the ability to 
shut plays down quick.

 Coordination: 7.75

 He stays on his feet and rarely gets 
knocked off balance. Gets in posi-
tion to make a play.

 Coverage Ability: 7.90

 Man Press: 7.15

 He has the ability to come up and 
press his man but is more effective 
with space in front of him.

 Man Off: 7.50

 He does a good job at keeping his 
man in front until its time to flip 
and run. He can stick hips.

 Zone: 8.50

 He excels in zone. He can sit back 
in the middle of the field and make 
a play anywhere.

 Hand Fighting: 7.85

 He always looks to break up a 
pass anytime he is in position. He 
doesn't make it easy.

 Hips/Turn Ability: 8.50

 His fluidity of dropping back 
into coverage is impressive. Very 
smooth at flipping his hips.

 Play Making: 7.77

 Closing Quickness: 8.50

 His ability to close down space is 
outstanding. He can make up A 
LOT of ground on the ball.

 Ball skills: 8.15

 He is a ballhawk. He can sit back 
and track it down to break up the 
pass or an interception.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 6.65

 He does struggle reading plays and 
can fall for play actions. He does 
give up big plays.

 

Run Support: 7.15

 Quickness Upfield: 7.85

 He explodes up the field and can 
be a disruptor to runs or screens. 
He can fly to the ball.

 
Fight Through Blocks: 6.85
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He will put up a fight. He loses and 
wins against blocks but doesn't get 
driven back easily.

 Tackling: 6.75

 He isn't afraid to lay a hit. His tech-
nique does need work though, he 
gives up broken tackles.

 

Competitiveness: 7.67

 Toughness: 7.65

 He is a fighter. He doesn't give up 
easy catches. He will come lay the 
boom if he can.

 Production: 7.50

 29 games, 112 tackles (69 solo), 4.5 
tackles for loss, 3 interceptions, 7 
PD, 1 FR, 3 FF

 Consistency/Motor: 7.85

 He consistency uses his athleticism 
to his advantage to fly all over the 
field to make plays.

 

Intelligence: 7.13

 Instincts: 7.00

 He will take bad angles when tar-
geting the runner which results in a 
missed tackle on him.

 Learn/Retain: 6.65

 Whether it is mental processing or 
being unprepared, he does struggle 
diagnosing plays.

 Teamwork: 7.75

 He brings his best every game and 
he takes bad plays to heart. He 
fights for his team.

 STRENGTHS:
 His athleticism allows him to come 
in and compete at the next level 
from day one. He can drop back 
into coverage and cover the entire 
field in front of him because of 
his speed. He flies up the field and 
make up any space to try to get into 
passing lanes. His initial quickness 
allows him to be a part of disrupt-
ing runs or screens. He can be a 
ballhawk in a defense because of 
how he can sit back and track a ball 
down for a deflection or an inter-
ception. He can be playmaker.

 WEAKNESSES:
 He does misread plays which 
can result in chunk plays or even 
the offense taking the top off the 
defense for a touchdown. He will 
need more coaching up at diag-
nosing plays whether that is from 
the film room and/or on the field. 
His tackling technique needs some 
work. He loves to drop his head and 
lead with his shoulder. He doesn't 
break down and look to wrap up 
the runner. Too many broken tack-
les on him and backs at the next 
level won't be an easier for him. He 
needs more attention to the details.

 BIG PICTURE:
 Thompson has the potential to be 
an All-Pro safety at the next lev-
el because of his athleticism and 
ability to put himself in position 
to make a play every single snap. 
He is better served in a defensive 
scheme that requires a safety to sit 

back in coverage and react to where 
the quarterback is looking to go 
with the ball. He has outstanding 
range that allows him to close space 
very quick which makes no throw 
safe against him. His quickness 
allows him to be a threat against the 
run but if he doesn't work on his 
tackling then he could be liable to 
giving up some chunk runs. Teams 
will need to determine for the cause 
of why he appears to have moments 
where he can misdiagnose a play 
which can be detrimental to his 
team since he is responsible for 
covering the back end. If he can 
work on the mental part while de-
veloping as a player is why I believe 
he has a high ceiling at the next 
level. As a rookie he should be able 
to come in as a starter and make 
an impact because of his coverage 
ability. If teams allow him to be 
the player, he is and don't ask him 
to be a player he isn't (Ex. Playing 
him in the box) then he should do 
just fine during his first season. If 
he can further his development as 
a professional, then by his third 
season he could reach his ceiling 
as one of the best safeties in the 
league. He should at least be able to 
be a part of a team's secondary for a 
long time.

Athleticism: 8.00

Q.A.B.: 8.00

 He possesses a great combination 
of size, speed, agility, fluidity, and 
power to his game that makes it 
hard for defenders to contain him 
as a blocker or as a pass catcher. He 
has a big catching radius and soft 
hands to go up and make catches 
at is apex. Strong hands to latch 
on while blocking and will push 
defenders off the ball with great leg 
drive.

 Flexibility: 8.00

 Showed the ability to contort his 
body to off target throws as well as 
slip by defenders trying to jam him 
off the LOS. Was a terrific blocker 
out in space or as a lead blocker in 
his ability to flow and fit on defend-
ers at the second level. Gets low in 
his blocks and can drive defenders 
backwards.

 C.O.D.: 8.00

 Smooth moving TE that at times 
looks like a WR due to his fluidity 

and ability to get in an out of his 
routes without gearing down. Can 
cut and break defenders ankles in 
the open field and will bull over 
defenders if given the chance.

 Explosion: 8.00

 Has explosive short area quickness 
and can separate from LBs with 
ease. He also has the speed and ver-
tical jumping ability to be a mon-
ster down the seam that few safeties 
can contain.

 Deep Speed: 8.00

 Has great speed to be a seam 
stretching presence. Is too fast for 
LBs and is too big for safeties to 
cover so he has a chance to be a 
mismatch nightmare at the next 
level.

 

Receiving Skills: 7.92

 Quicks Off LOS: 7.50

 Very good quickness off the LOS 
that will put defenders on their 
heels due to his combination of 

size, speed, and strength.

 Route Running: 8.00

 Showed the ability to run a wide 
variety of routes out of a pro-style 
system. He also was utilized out of 
multiple position which enhanc-
es his ability to be a mismatch on 
defenders.

 Separation: 8.10

 Can get separation in a multi-
tude of ways. He can get physical 
with smaller statured DBs, can use 
quickness in and out of his breaks, 
or can simple slip past defenders 
with elusiveness to present his 
number to his passer.

 Hands: 8.10

 Soft and sure hands, that he uses 
to consistently uses to pluck passes 
away from his frame. Excellent grip 
strength when tasked with mak-
ing combative catches, and has a 
certain heaviness to them when he 
grasps defenders while run block-
ing.
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Yards After Contact: 8.00

 Will beat you after the catch one of 
two ways: by force or by speed. He 
will lower a shoulder and run over 
you with a mean spirited leg drive 
or he simply will run by you with 
speed and quickness.

 Ball Security: 7.80

 Was generally sound at tucking the 
ball out of harm's way and did not 
fumble in any of the games viewed.

 

Blocking: 7.92

 In-Line Runs: 8.10

 Is a player who can collapse the 
edge as a run blocker in-line. He 
initiates contact, runs feet on 
contact, and will rag doll defenders 
with his heavy hands. He also is 
keenly aware of how to use posi-
tioning and angle blocking to his 
advantage to shield pursuit away 
from rushing lanes.

 Motion Runs: 8.00

 With his terrific lateral agility, the 
coaches at Iowa used him a ton as 
a move TE, as well as a lead FB on 
iso blocks. Showed a real prowess 
to be able to flow, and fit on defend-
ers in space. Is adept at keeping his 
eyes up, and targeting a defender to 
initiate. He is able to ragdoll second 
level defenders due to size, and 
strength advantage.

 Blocking In Space: 8.10

 He is an excellent in space block-
er due to his fluidity and athlet-
icism, what gives him the ability 
to dominate at the second level 

is his strength and understand-
ing of blocking fundamentals. He 
anticipates rushing lanes as a lead 
blocker or out in space and will use 
angle and positional blocks to his 
advantage.

 Pass Blocking: 7.30

 He was occasionally asked to stay 
in on passing downs and showed 
light feet, shuffling ability to mirror 
pass rushers, and strong hands to 
initiate contact and control defend-
ers. He did have a hard time being 
able to stick with pass rushers with 
a great burst and bend around the 
edge.

 Situational Awareness: 8.10

 A championship style playing 
demeanor, he will seek to finish 
blocks and on multiple occasions 
he came up with clutch blocks to 
spring big gains. He also consis-
tently maintained his block for the 
duration of the play and through 
the whistle, which would draw the 
ire of some defenders.

 

Competitiveness: 7.40

 Toughness: 8.00

 Terrific playing demeanor that 
shows in his willingness to scrap 
with bigger bodied DL as a blocker, 
and also shows the ability to run 
physically after the catch.

 Production: 6.10

 Only had one season of great 
production, and his other season 
he saw action he had adequate 
production in a rushing offense. He 
does however own the single-sea-

son record of receiving TD's by a 
TE with 7 last year.

 Consistency / Motor: 8.10

 Excellent motor and effort 
throughout a game. He does not 
get lazy in his blocking efforts and 
seeks to finish his blocks.

 

Intelligence: 8.13

 Instincts: 8.20

 Has a terrific feel for how to get 
open whether in zone or man, and 
how to use his size or speed to his 
advantage. As a blocker he under-
stands when to get physical and 
drive block, positional block, or 
angle defenders away from rushing 
lanes.

 Learn/Retain: 8.00

 High football IQ, and showed a 
prowess for not only being able to 
play multiple positions, but excel at 
them and all their responsibilities.

 Versatility: 8.20

 Excellent positional versatility, 
with playing time coming from: in-
line TE, move TE, FB, slot WR, and 
even being asked to split outside at 
WR.

 STRENGTHS:
 Smith Jr. has all the ingredients 
that you want in a highly suc-
cessful combination TE. He has 
great athleticism, size, and physi-
cal playing demeanor that shines 
though not only as a pass catcher, 
but especially in the run blocking 

game. He has a firm grasp on what 
it takes to open up rushing lanes as 
a drive blocker, a positional blocker, 
or by using angle blocking. He is a 
physical mismatch as a pass catcher 
due to his quickness in and out of 
his breaks and fluidity in the open 
field. He has the ability to leave de-
fenders grasping at open air while 
he sprints for long gains. Strong 
and reliable hand catcher who con-
sistently showed the ability to pluck 
passes away from his frame.

 WEAKNESSES:
 Was a powerful run blocker at the 
college level but will need to con-
tinue to add strength so that he can 
rag doll defenders at the next level 
the same way he did while at Ala-
bama. As a pass protector he strug-
gled to stay in front of and block 
pass rushers with a great burst and 
bend which could lead to his QB 
seeing pressure from his side of the 
LOS. Only had one year of great 
production while at Alabama but 
that could be more of a product of 
coming from a program that values 
a rushing attack more than a vaunt-
ed passing offense.
 

BIG PICTURE: 
Irv Smith Jr. is a highly athletic pass 
catcher who loves to bury defend-
ers as a run blocker. He is an early 
entrant to this draft and is squarely 
in the discussion to be one of the 
first TE's to come off the board 
in this year's class. I see a host of 
teams showing interest in him 
such as: Saints, Patriots, Dolphins, 
Packers, Lions, Cardinals, Broncos, 
and Bills. His playing style reminds 
me a lot of Vance McDonald and 
should be off the board in rounds 1 
or 2.
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Athleticism: 8.40

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 9.00

 Wilkins is a true freak athlete who 
moves more like a 220 lb RB or DB 
than a 300+ lb defensive tackle. 
He's as agile and quick footed as 
they come for a man his size but 
also strong enough to handle play-
ing in the interior.

 Flexibility: 8.00

 Above average knee bend and hip 
flexibility that allows him to turn 
the corner on a dime when rushing 
from the edge.

 Explosiveness: 8.00

 Decent pop out of his stance but 
doesn't have elite explosiveness to 
blow by lineman off the snap.

 Playing Speed: 8.50

 Insanely quick/fast for his size. On 
film Wilkins flew around the field 
like a mad man, chasing down ball 
carriers and making plays most 
defensive tackles would have no 

business making.

 Coordination: 8.50

 Very fluid hip movement with 
great body control. Christian 
possesses very good balance and a 
strong base that allows him to make 
2nd and 3rd effort plays with his 
athleticism.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 7.80

 Initial Quickness: 7.50

 Compared to the rest of his game, 
his first step out of both a 3-point 
and 2-point stance is slightly slug-
gish and the DT often requires a 
few steps to build momentum.

 Use of Hands: 7.50

 Strong upper body and good pop 
to his swipe, rip and, punch move 
but could improve the accuracy of 
his hand placement.

 Leverage: 8.00

 Wilkins plays with a strong base 
and very low center of gravity for 
a 6'4" DT that allows him to plow 
through double teams and hardly 
ever get pushed off the line.

 Pass Rush Moves: 7.00

 Limited in his pass rushing repe-
teur and often relies on his strength 
and athleticism to get the job down. 
Christians bullrush is deadly if giv-
en any space to generate power and 
his lateral speed and bend allow for 
a nasty outside move when stunting 
or rushing from the edge.

 Finish Ability: 9.00

 With only 16 total sacks in four 
years at Clemson, his impact goes 
far deeper than the stats may show. 
Eating up double teams to let team-
mates Clelin Ferrell and Dexter 
lawrence feast on 1-on-1's.

 

Competitiveness: 8.33

 Toughness: 8.50

 The Clemson product is tough 

as nails and has no major injury 
history.

 Consistency/Motor: 9.00

 Wilkins gas tank is as large as he 
is! The big man can flies around the 
ball at full speed from start to finish 
on a consistent basis.

 Production: 7.50

 Far more productive as a run stop-
per than a sack artist but his impact 
can't be quantified by the numbers.

 

Against The Run: 8.08

 Play with Leverage: 8.50

 Rarely ever pushed off of the line 
of scrimmage! Wilkins is a pow-
erhouse who plays low and does a 
tremendous job of driving blockers 
into the backfield.

 Stack and Shed: 8.00

 Is better at slipping blocks than 
shedding them but uses his violent 
hands to disengage and displace 
offensive linemen.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 7.50

 Although his first step isn't insane-
ly fast, he often can split double 
teams and shoot the gap with a 
combination of speed, power, and 
athleticism.

 Run at Him: 8.00

 Holds his ground well and eats up 
lead blockers with the best of 'em. 
Wilkins is either plugging up the 
running lane or blowing up the play 

in the backfield.

 Run Away: 9.00

 Arguably the most athletic defen-
sive tackle in the draft, Christain's 
tape is littered with highlights 
of him making plays opposite of 
where he lined up on the field.

 Tackling/Hitting: 7.50

 Wilkins brings "hit stick" like pow-
er with every tackle he makes but 
would benefit from taking better 
angles and squaring up ball carriers 
in order to be more accurate at the 
point of attack.

 

Intelligence: 8.00

 Instincts: 7.50

 Christian shows natural football 
instincts but his aggressive full 
throttle playing style can lead to 
biting on play fakes and misdirec-
tions.

 Learn/Retain: 8.00

 Has the smarts and versatility to 
play every position across the de-
fensive line and can be thrown into 
the offense in goalline situations.

 Teamwork: 8.50

 Loved by his fellow players and was 
unquestionably the heart and soul 
of a star studded D-line. Wilkins 
was often Clemson's unsung hero 
doing the dirty work in the interior 
and allowing his teammates to get 
after the ball.

 

STRENGTHS:
 The Clemson DT's physical gifts are 
undoubtedly his biggest attribute 
and will likely be the reason he gets 
drafted early. Christian Wilkins 
is a wrecking machine against the 
run and eats up double team's in 
the middle as a pass rusher. With 
a strong base, powerful bullrush, 
and great lateral movement, his 
versatility can not be ignored. Once 
Wilkins has gained momentum he's 
nearly impossible to halt and does 
a great job at redirecting on a dime 
when needed.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 For a four year player at a power 
house like Clemson, his technique 
is still a little raw, but should not 
be considered a cause for concern. 
Although Christian is 6'4" and over 
300 lbs, his frame lacks the proto-
typical arm length and has strug-
gled at times when rushing the edge 
against the longer offensive tackles. 
He’s inconsistent with his hands 
and disappears at times throughout 
games. Again, coaches will likely 
look at his skill set and see a freak 
athlete that can only get better if 
he’s able to continue to add to his 
multitude of weapons.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Wilkins will be drafted simply 
because of his insanely high ceil-
ing and athletic ability. Defensive 
coordinators salivate at the idea 
of adding such a raw physical 
specimen to their team. If molded 
correctly, the draft prospect has the 
potential to be one of the best run 
defenders and overall D-linemen 
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in the league. He's versatile enough 
to play all five positions in both 
a 3-4 and 4-3 scheme but is best 

suited for the three or five tech. 
Whichever team decides to take 
the Clemson star will be getting on 

of the draft's most physically gifted 
players, who plays with passion, 
aggression, and relentlessness.

Athleticism: 7.75
 
Q.A.B. 7.25

Garrett has tremendous playing 
balance and rarely hits the floor 
unless it's pancaking a D-lineman 
but lacks elite athleticism.

 Flexibility 6.50

Good knee bend and decent pad 
level allows him to often gain inside 
leverage against his opponents.

 C.O.D. 7.50

His feet can get away from him 
at times but he does a great job at 
redirecting and shifting momentum 
to pick up blitzers and when combo 
blocking.

 

Explosion 9.00

 Versatility 8.50

Played guard and center at N.C. 
State and excels in both run block-
ing and pass protection. Garrett is 

best suited to play in a power run 
style offense but would find similar 
success in a zone blocking scheme. 
There isn't much Bradbury can't do!

 

Run Blocking: 8.63 

 In-Line 8.50

Punishing in-line and down block-
er, who consistently delivers the 
blow. His strength is on display 
each and every snap.

 Movement off L.O.S. 9.25

Garrett possesses great functional 
power in both his upper and lower 
body. Often driving his opponent 
5+ yards off the line of scrimmage 
with both leverage technique and 
brute force.

 Reach Block 9.00

Quick and agile enough to get his 
hat and body in position to cut 
off and seal run lanes. His lever-
age technique is near flawless and 
understands using a players own 
momentum against them.

 Pull & Block Outside 8.25

Bradbury is a wrecking ball if able 
to gain any speed when pulling 
across the line of scrimmage. He's 
an outstanding lead blocker and 
puts the fear of god into defenders 
who have to take him head on.

 Adjust In Space 8.25

Takes accurate and intelligent 
angles when blocking in the sec-
ond level. Agile enough to redirect 
momentum last second to pick up 
a block and always seems to know 
the location of the defender he's 
responsible for. Garrett's highlight 
reel is full of impressive combo 
blocks in which he'll assist a guard, 
pancake the DT, and instantly peel 
off to attack a LB.

 Use of Hands 8.50

Excellent hand placement, strong 
mits, and a hell of a powerful punch 
that often displaces a defenders mo-
mentum. Once Garrett has gained 
inside, it's all she wrote for any DT.
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Pass Blocking: 8.13

 Quick Set 7.50

Decent speed out of his stance but 
was at times vulnerable to guys 
with elite get off and a quicker 1st 
step but often recovered with brute 
strength.

 Protect Corner 8.00

Against outside moves or when 
picking up blitzes, Garrett does an 
exceptional job at forcing a rusher 
completely out of the pocket and 
play all together.

 Footwork / Redirect & Slide 
7.00

His feet can at times get out from 
underneath him when in pass 
protection but he moves well later-
ally and his happy feet never stop 
working.

 Anchor / Reset Ability 8.75

His low center of gravity, wide 
base, and elite strength allow him 
to stonewall players who are often, 
bigger, stronger, and more athletic.

 Handle Games/Stunts 9.00

Always alert and aware of stunts, 
blitzes, and delays. Has eyes in the 
back of his head and often peeled 
off one block to pick up another.

 Hands / Punch 8.50

Strong powerful puncher with 
great inside placement that often 
displaces his opponent and halts all 
momentum.

 Competitiveness 8.67

 Toughness 9.50

Toughest (both physically & men-
tally), meanest, nastiest guy on the 
field at all times. Rarely missed a 
snap from 16'-18'.

 Consistency / Motor 8.50

Bradbury is often the hardest work-
ing man on the field play in and 
play out! High motor athlete with 
elite endurance for a 300 pounder.

 Production 8.00 

Was a key factor in N.C. State's 
offensive production. A key con-
tributor in the run game who was 
often solely responsible for spring-
ing open big runs with devastating 
blocks in the second level.

 

Intelligence 8.75

 Instincts 9.00

Insanely instinctual, Bradbury has 
eyes in the back of his head and 
senses pressure he can't see like a 
QB. On several occasions, he would 
peel off a double team and pick up 
a delay, stunt, or blitz that wasn't 
even in his peripheral.

 Learn/Retain 9.00

Two time Earle Edwards Award 
winner for highest GPA on his 
team. Very football smart!

 Teamwork 8.25

Excellent at assisting either of his 
guards and often both in a single 

play when freed up. Such a pres-
ence in the middle of the line, DT's 
are forced to continuously shoot 
the 3-gap and avoid Bradbury at all 
costs.

 

STRENGTHS 
Garrett Bradbury is a physically 
dominant prospect that will bring 
tenacity to any offensive line. His 
run blocking tech is NFL caliber. 
Winning the leverage and the body 
positioning battle is his bread and 
butter. Bradbury is tremendous 
combo blocker and consistently 
manhandles multiple defenders in a 
single play. In the passing game, he 
stonewalls defenders with ease and 
anchors with the best of 'em.

 

WEAKNESSES
The N.C. State center isn't perfect 
by any means, but his strengths 
constantly overshadow his weak-
nesses and flaws. His footwork 
when pass blocking can be sloppy 
and inconsistent but recovers with 
pure power and athleticism. His 1st 
step and quick set isn't the greatest 
and when beaten, it was typically 
by players with elite quickness and 
burst. Better run blocker than pass 
blocker. Somewhat stubby frame 
hinders him against lengthy DT's 
and has to rely on his tech to over-
come the disadvantage.

 

BIG PICTURE
Garrett Bradbury is certainly not 
at the level of a Quenton Nelson by 
any means but his violent playing 
style, demeanor, Football IQ/In-

stincts, and intensity are very sim-
ilar to that of the first year All-Pro. 
The Wolf Pack prospect is a day one 
plug-N-play starter at both cen-

ter or guard, who could use some 
refinement in terms of lower body 
mechanics but is already polished 
in all other aspects of playing as an 

interior linemen. Garrett Bradbury 
is a top 25 prospect, the best center 
to come out of the draft in years 
and a first round lock.
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Athleticism: 8.06

 Q.A.B.: 8.30

 Undeniable athleticism and agility 
capable of accelerating to full speed 
immediately. Excellent lateral and 
straight line quickness allow him 
to burst through holes. Possess-
es outstanding stop-start ability 
displaying the talent to stop on a 
dime change direction and explode 
back to full speed while reversing 
field. Has good contact balance and 
rarely hits the turf from first con-
tact. Has shown the innate ability 
to throw his hand in the turf while 
stumbling and push himself back to 
his feet regaining his balance in the 
open field.

 Flexibility: 7.90

 Shows great flexibility displaying 
good knee bend and low pad level 
in contact. Rarely runs straight up 
and can trainition speed to power 
through his pads.

 C.O.D.: 9.10

 His greatest trait as a football play-

er consistently demonstrating the 
ability to plant his foot and explode 
upfield. Can stop on a dime and 
reverse field crossing defenders 
faces utilizing exceptional lateral 
agility moving sideline-to-sideline 
in a hurry.

 Explosion: 8.00

 Explosive nature and powerful 
lower body provide the ability to 
burst through creases in the line 
and split defenders in the second 
level. Extremely fluid athlete reach-
ing the hole quickly while using 
a nice jumpcut to get back inside 
for cut-back lanes. Can explode 
through contact and shed weak 
tackles.

 Top End Speed: 7.00

 Not a burner capable of firing by 
defenders in an instant. Possesses 
home-run speed with the ability 
to reach the sideline and turn the 
corner. He is a big play waiting to 
happen. He will get caught from be-
hind in a straight sprint and fails to 
open up his stride in the open field. 
Can be caught Dilly-Dallying

With Ball In Hands: 7.90

 Vision: 7.00

 Very decisive runner with a solid 
amount of patience to allow holes 
to develop. Often finds cutback 
lanes to jump through when the de-
signed hole is plugged. Utilizing his 
agility and change of direction, he 
can fire through small creases. Can 
be found to dance for too long in 
the backfield losing yardage in the 
process. Will occasionally bounce 
the ball outside when it's not neces-
sary to do so.

 Cutting Ability: 8.60

 Displays excellent cut back ability 
often reversing field and consistent-
ly making defenders miss. He tends 
to use a head fake to slow defenders 
gaining separation in the process. 
When bottled up, he tends to rely 
on a spin, and while occasionally 
utilizing it to escape would be tack-
lers, he has also lost yardage too. 
He has excellent lateral quickness 
and can change direction in a hurry 
letting defenders over pursue before 
exploding upfield.

Elusiveness: 9.00

 He is one of the most elusive backs 
at the collegiate level in recent 
memory routinely making multiple 
defenders miss weekly. He rarely 
goes down from first contact and 
can consistently avoid contact in 
the open field. Broke the collegiate 
record for missed tackles forced in 
2017.

 Yards After Contact: 7.90

 He is a dangerous runner who 
looks to punish defenders when 
in contact. Can transition speed 
to power and with a low center 
of gravity and strong legs has the 
power to break through tackles and 
run over defenders. He has great 
contact balance and can stick his 
hand in the dirt to keep his balance. 
Consistently falls forward and will 
rarely get tackled by the first de-
fender.

 Ball Security: 7.00

 He has good ball protection tak-
ing care of the ball in contact and 
wrapping it with two arms in close 
quarters. Has only fumbled twice in 
630 career touches.

 

Receiving: 6.70

 Hands: 6.40

 Displays solid soft hands with the 
ability to catch the ball away from 
his body. Can catch the ball in 
traffic and didn't drop many op-
portunities. Needs to attack the ball 
rather than letting it come to him. 
Has a tendency to turn upfield pre-
maturely before securing the ball.

 Route Running: 6.00

 Is a fluid athlete with good hips 
and excellent movement ability. He 
hasn't been asked to run complex 
routes throughout his collegiate ca-
reer, but has the traits to run solid 
routes out of the backfield at the 
next level. Will need to earn a full 
route tree.

 Ability In Space: 8.10

 Excellent in space with the consis-
tent ability to make defenders miss 
with the ball in his hands. A threat 
to score on any play and from 
anywhere on the field. Lethal in the 
screen game.

 Ability to Separate: 6.30

 Has the short area quickness and 
lateral agility to run away from 
coverage. Will need to work on his 
breaks, and speed change in routes 
to consistently separate from athlet-
ic linebackers and safeties.

 

Blocking: 5.85

 Lead Blocking: 5.20

 Not asked to lead block at Iowa 
State. Is known to be a willing 
blocker capable of getting in the 
way of defenders with good tech-
nique and a solid base. Small frame 
would make it difficult to hold 
blocks throughout a play.

 Blocking In Space: 5.50

 Has shown the capability to block 
in space and engage consistently. 
Doesn't show the ability to sustain 
blocks.

 Pass Blocking: 6.20

 Solid in pass protection displaying 
good technique with low pads and 
bent knees. He is a willing blocker 
who can stop the free rusher in his 
tracks.

 Situational Awareness: 6.50

 Knows who to block on any given 
play and can pick up blitz packages. 
Has the mental processing to diag-
nose the free rusher.

 

Competitiveness: 7.00

 Toughness: 7.20

 He is a tough runner who can win 
in the open field or with power and 
contact. He has played through 
injuries and been successful on hurt 
ankles. He plays hard each play and 
is a competitor. His contact first 
running style could lead to more 
durability issues.

 Production: 6.80

 Very productive runner and a 
threat to score whenever he touch-
es the ball. A big play weapon 
from anywhere on the field. Minor 
injuries throughout his career have 
impacted his overall production 
and availability. Often dances in the 
backfield accruing runs for loss.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.50

 He is very consistent, creating big 
plays from nothing and generating 
chunk yards. Plays hard throughout 
a contest and will fight for every 
yard on each play.
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Teamwork: 6.50

 He is a leader on offense, but often 
lets his emotions get the better of 
him. He was suspended for a half 
against Texas after getting into a 
fist fight during the Baylor game, in 
which, he was ejected.

 

Intelligence: 7.80

 Instincts: 7.90

 Possesses excellent instincts that 
allow him to survey the field and 
find creases to run through. Will 
often generate chunk plays from 
nothing and can create on his own.

 Learn/Retain: 7.90

 A smart player who learned Iowa 
State's offensive system quickly. He 
knows blocking assignments and is 
a versatile dual threat back that can 
run a variety of routes out of the 
backfield. Will need to learn to run 
more complex routes at the next 
level and how to block from the 
inside out against free rushers.

 Versatility: 7.60

 He is a versatile back with the 
capability to run the ball in any 
system. He is an aggressive runner 
with the power to run between the 
tackles and the speed to break the 
edge in a zone running scheme. 
Possesses solid hands to catch the 
ball in the backfield and the will-
ingness to support in pass protec-
tion.

 

STRENGTHS:

 A strong and athletic runner with 
big play ability, lateral agility, short 
area quickness and an innate abil-
ity to change directions without 
losing speed. He has the build, play 
strength and talent to handle a lead 
back role carrying the load for a 
team at the next level utilizing his 
explosion to burst through creases 
in the line and a nasty jumpcut to 
break back inside. Routinely makes 
multiple defenders miss and rare-
ly goes down from first contact 
constantly avoiding defenders in 
the open field. Possesses great stop-
start ability capable of stopping 
on a dime and exploding back to 
full speed in an instant blowing by 
defenders in space. With the abil-
ity to lower his shoulder to power 
through contact, he can transition 
speed to power, while displaying 
good contact balance with the tal-
ent to plant his hand in the ground 
regaining his momentum to stay on 
his feet. He is a threat any time he 
touches the ball showing the versa-
tility to be a dangerous receiver out 
of the backfield. With soft hands he 
can reel in poorly thrown balls and 
is a capable pass blocker with good 
technique.

 WEAKNESSES: 
 

Suffers an occasional lapse in vi-
sion taking the ball outside rather 
than through the line causing him 
to dance in the backfield losing 
yardage in the process. Has taken 
numerous runs for loss through-
out his career. Montgomery is 
not a burner capable of passing 
defenders in an instant, and will 
not outrun the speedy corners in 
the secondary. Has been known to 
drop easier thrown balls turning 

his head to quickly to move upfield 
before securing the ball. Needs to 
learn to take on the inside rusher in 
pass pro and will need to adapt to 
an wider route tree developing as 
a more reliable and versatile back 
at the next level. His contact first 
running style could lead to durabil-
ity issues.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 

Montgomery is a powerful back 
with immense athleticism traits and 
a good build capable of punishing 
defenders in contact. Possesses 
great elusiveness in the open field 
and excellent contact balance rarely 
hitting the turf from the first de-
fender. An electric athlete with big 
play ability whenever he touches 
the ball. Can make himself small to 
fit through creases in the line, but 
will occasionally attempt to bounce 
the ball outside dancing in the 
backfield losing yardage in the pro-
cess. Isn't a burner who will blow 
by defenders in an instant who will 
get run-down by speedy corners 
once behind the secondary. Possess 
the reliability and willingness to 
be an effective pass blocker at the 
next level and will need to become 
more aware in finding free rusers 
in crowds. Has soft hands capable 
of making tough catches occasion-
ally dropping the ball attempting 
to turn upfield prematurely. Has 
the size, power and talent to be a 
3-down back at the next level who 
will make a team extremely happy 
at the tail end of the first round or 
early on the second day. Could time 
faster than film suggests.
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Athleticism: 7.18

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 7.25

 He uses his agility to his advantage 
by squeezing into tight spot to help 
fill gaps and stuff the run.

 Flexibility: 7.75

 He has the ability to bend around 
lineman when sent on a blitz to get 
pressure on the quarterback.

 Explosiveness: 7.30

 He is very explosive up the field. 
He can cover space in a jiffy with 
his speed and fill gaps quickly.

 Playing Speed: 7.50

 He is constantly on the move, he 
can chase down the runner from 
across the field to end the play.

 Coordination: 7.00

 He keeps his balance when getting 
knocked around strong lineman. 
Keeps eyes up when shuffling.

Position Versatility: 6.25

 He is more of an inside linebacker 
built to help support against the 
run but can rush the quarterback.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 7.38

 Initial Quickness: 7.75

 He can burst out of his stance to 
get to his assignment. This allows 
him to get pressure when blitzing.

Rush with Leverage: 6.75

 He will get under the lineman's 
to get a bull rush going but can be 
stood up be very strong lineman.

 Pass Rush Moves: 7.15

 He can bull rush, bend around 
lineman, has limited hand moves, 
and can speed past lineman.

 Pressure Consistency: 7.85

 Majority of the time he is either 
getting to the quarterback or dis-

rupting the pocket to get pressure.

 

Coverage: 6.88
 
Pass Drops: 7.25

 He can drop back into his assign-
ment quickly but can get lost in 
open space or if he has to play man.

 Coverage Awareness: 7.00

 He is good at reacting to where the 
ball is being thrown so he can make 
the tackle or pass deflection.

 M/M Coverage: 6.25

 He struggles at turning his hips to 
run with the receiver which leads to 
them getting an easy catch.

 Zone Coverage: 7.00

 More effective in zone as he can sit 
back and react to the ball. Gives up 
too much space sometimes.
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Against The Run: 7.33
 
Play with Leverage: 7.15

 He will get up under the lineman's 
pads to hold his stance or penetrate 
the gap to help stuff the run.

 Stack and Shed: 7.00

 He does a great job at locking onto 
the lineman but can struggle at 
shedding to make the tackle.

 Run at Him: 7.65

 He is really great at exploding 
through the gaps to close the lane 
to help stuff the run. Very effective.

 Runs Away: 7.50

 Really impressed with his ability to 
take the correct angles and hustle 
ability to make the tackle.

 Tackling/Hitting: 7.35

 He will bring the boom. He wants 
to run right through the ball carri-
er. He does need to wrap up more.

 

Competitiveness: 7.25

 Toughness: 7.25

 He fights every play, keeps on 
pushing, hustler, and based on the 
tape, he looks like a leader.

 Production: 6.75

 There was an overall production 
fall off from his previous season. I 
would of liked to see improvement.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.75

 He does consistently bring his best 
on every play and will play until the 
whistle. High motor player.

 

Intelligence: 7.33

 Instincts: 7.35

 He reacts well to the ball and can 
read the ball carrier's body so he 
can close space to make a tackle.

 Learn/Retain: 7.25

 Based on the tape he appears to un-
derstand his role, assignment, and 
where he needs to be presnap.

 Concentration: 7.40

 He keeps his eyes on the ball and 
quarterback's eyes to react to at-
tempt to make a play on the ball.

 

STRENGTHS:
 He could come in and be an imme-
diate contributor to a team's rush 
defense. He is an explosive athlete 
that can fill gaps immediately and 
penetrate the backfield to help snuff 
out the run. He does a great job at 
reading the ball carrier and up-
standing what angle he should take 
to make the tackle. He is a hustler 
and can run down the rusher from 
across the field. He is effective when 
sent on blitzes, he can bend around 
lineman, and close on the quarter-
back to force the sack. He could be 
a cog in a defense that needs this 
type of player.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 He does lack strength at times 
when trying to battle with a stron-
ger lineman. He can get stood 
up on pass rushes and get driven 
back on runs. If he doesn't want to 
fight for the leverage, he will try to 
bend around the lineman with his 
speed which will take him out of 
plays and open lanes for the back. 
He struggles in pass coverage as 
he doesn't flip his hips well to run 
with the receiver. It takes one cut 
for a receiver to get open and he 
tends to hold on to them which will 
result in a penalty more often at the 
next level. He also can give up too 
much space in zone coverage which 
results in chunk plays.

 

BIG PICTURE:
 
He can come in and be a starter 
on a team's defense if he can be 
used to the type of linebacker that 
his talents allow him to be. He can 
come in and be a thumper for their 
unit it. He will look to blow up run 
plays, stuff gaps, and will bring the 
wood if the opportunity is there. 
His initial quickness also helps him 
when he is rushing the quarterback 
as he can brush by lineman, can 
bend around tackles, and can get 
a good bull rush at times. He can 
be a liability in pass coverage as he 
will struggle to cover most running 
backs and tight ends. If he doesn't 
fix his habit of grabbing on to the 
receiver when they make cuts, then 
he could wrack up penalties at the 
next level. A team is getting a player 
that may have his limits in certain 
areas, but he is a hustler, constant-
ly keeps his feet moving, and can 
chase down the ball carrier from 

across the field. If does develop his 
pass coverage skills, then he could 
be a Pro Bowler by his third season. 

He has the potential to be a long-
term contributor and be a cog for a 
defense.
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Athleticism: 6.56

 Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 6.40

 Solid overall athlete with good foot 
quickness and an ability to work 
upfield fast. His tight base limits 
his lateral movement and tight and 
narrow hips delay his ability to 
open up and cut in any direction.

 Flexibility: 6.00

 His flexibility is limited and he can 
struggle to disengage at the top of 
the arc failing to bend and getting 
ridden past the ball. Can't bend 
through contact. Will often get high 
in contact giving leverage to the 
blocker. Needs to stay low and pow-
er through the block combining it 
with his anchor at the line of scrim-
mage. Struggles to get small in gaps 
and won't utilize low pad level.

 Explosiveness: 7.30

 Displays very good burst and a 
quick first step that can eat up a lot 
of ground instantly. Often will gen-
erate good push out of his stance 
pushing the lineman back on their 

heels and winning with his length. 
Very quick off the line when his 
hands is in the dirt, but can strug-
gle to be dynamic working out of a 
two point stance. Often will stand 
straight up rather than driving 
forward.

 Playing Speed: 6.50

 Doesn't play with a fast menatlity 
and glides through the play. Doesn't 
possess great straight line speed to 
catch ball carriers from behind and 
won't immediately get to the top of 
the arc in pass rush sets.

 Coordination: 6.60

Can get tripped up and will some-
times lose his feet. Can struggle in 
traffic, and won't always disengage 
before he is already run past the 
QB.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 7.28

 Initial Quickness: 7.60

 Very quick off the line with the 
ability to gain chunk yards right off 

his stance putting the tackle on his 
heels. Much more fluid and com-
fortable out of a three point stance 
where he can explode through the 
chest of a lineman from the jump. 
Will tend to delay his release from 
the line when working as a stand up 
edge defender losing his burst and 
immediate push off the line.

 Use of Hands: 8.60

 His hands work tirelessly to set in 
the chest of blockers in order to 
gain leverage with his length before 
clubbing down or ripping through 
the body to change into a pursuit 
role. He times his punches well 
and has the play strength to kock 
off hands to keep his chest clean. 
Showcases a beautiful club and rip 
move at the top of the arc in order 
to disengage the blocker and close 
in on the quarterback.

 Leverage: 6.60

 Can lose leverage off the snap by 
losing displine and standing up 
with poor pad level often allow-
ing hands to get pressed inside his 
pads. His length helps to defeat 
blocks and hand usage allows him 

to disengage effectively. Strong and 
sturdy base allows him to stand his 
ground and monitor the play in run 
defense.

 Pass Rush Moves: 6.10

 Doesn't have a large arsenal of 
pass rush moves and mainly relies 
on his length and play strength to 
win. Can generate a strong push in 
bull rush scenarios. Best counters 
include a push and pull combina-
tion, rip and club, and power rush. 
His explosiveness benefits the linear 
bull rush when attempting to coll-
pase the pocket. Tight hips and lack 
of movement ability hinder athelet-
ic and timed pass rush moves. He 
will often take wide angles to the 
corner and round the edge rather 
than fully bending and beating 
tackles at the arc.

 Finish Ability: 7.50

 Massive wing span and quality play 
strength allow him to take down 
ball carriers with relative ease. If he 
is in reach with good positioning, 
he will rarely miss the play. Can 
occasionally get run past the ball 
and his seocnd effort isn't anything 
to go crazy about. Has shown lack 
of motivation mid-play.

 

Competitiveness: 7.50

 Toughness: 6.90

 Good play strength and prototyp-
ical size make him a highly valued 
prospect entering the next level. 
Can get occupied by lineman when 
he allows them to get their hands 
into his chest; struggles to disen-
gage. Poor second effort as a pass 
rusher and will often get swallowed 

up despite his length and size. 
Excellent at setting the line and 
engulfing ball carriers who cross his 
face with his wingspan.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.50

 Plays with good consistency and 
will play strong through the whistle 
while defending the run. Begins 
play with excellent burst and effort 
and will slow down when he gets 
brushed to the side and occupied 
or if the play moves to the opposite 
side of the field. He will often run 
down ball carriers making plays 
from behind with his length. His 
tenacity and effiort will never be 
questioned.

 Production: 8.10

 One of the best edge defender in 
the country accruing 30 tackles for 
loss and 22.5 sacks throughout his 
tenure at Mississippi State. Excel-
lent production drive throughout 
his career.

 

Against The Run: 7.28

 Play with Leverage: 7.60

 He has a great anchor at the line 
of scrimmage as a power player to 
squat and hold ground. His length 
helps him keep blockers from 
locking into his frame and his hand 
usage allows him to rip and drive to 
the ball.

 Stack and Shed: 7.60

 Can get held up by long tackles 
who can engage him early in the 
set. Displays an oustanding talent 
to engage with tackles while using 
his length and wingspan to leave 

space opening up a window to duck 
through the block and challeng the 
ball carrier.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 6.00

 Struggles to get small in gaps or 
creases, and can get pinned off 
balance once he attempts to cross a 
blockers plane of vison.

 Run at Him: 8.00

 Extremely efficent when runs are 
directed toward him. Often uses 
his wingspan to engulf the runner 
and twist them to the ground. Does 
an excellent job of setting the edge 
and won't give up the corner easily. 
Will occasionaly get out run due to 
hi lack of lateral mobility forcing 
him to chase dwon the runner from 
behind.

 Run Away: 6.90

 He will always enter pursuit mode 
when the play is directed away from 
him and can make a solid amount 
of plays from hashmark-hashmark 
due to his length and deterimina-
tion.

 Tackling/Hitting: 7.60

 His wingspan is massive creating 
an extremely impressive tackle ra-
dius. Possesses the talent to consis-
tently get quarterbacks and runners 
to the ground by going outside his 
frame. He is a arm and warp up 
tackler with fundamental technique 
rather than a big hitter. Tends to 
drag and wrestle runners to the 
ground rather than making impact 
tackles. can go through offensive 
lineman to make a play on the ball. 
Would like to see him target the 
ball more in pass rush sets.
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Intelligence: 7.50

 Instincts: 8.10

 Excellent mental processing in the 
run game capable of finding the 
football quickly and reacting to the 
play. He is rarely fooled or caught 
out of position and won't over 
pursue often keeping his edge and 
proetcting the perimeter. Asa pass 
rusher he needs to attack the ball 
and use inside moves more heavily. 
Tends to work back to the pocket 
once his pass rush is shut down.

 Learn/Retain: 6.70

 He needs to develop a wider arse-
nal of pass rush moves and the abil-
ity to keep his leverage firing low 
off the ball. He is a refined defender 
with a high football IQ against both 
the run and pass. Possesses a cieling 
as a pass rusher with limiting athet-
ic traits in his movement ability.

 Teamwork: 7.70

 A team player who can be counted 
on to play hard on every snap. He 
is a leader on the field and in the 
lockler room.

 

STRENGTHS:
 A big bodied edge defender with 
exceptional length and physicality. 
He displays an excellent first step 
that eats up a lot of ground imme-
diately and can get up the arc fast. 
His hand usage is among the best 
in the class showing tireless punch-
es, rips and clubbing down to gain 
seperation from the tackle. His 
massive winspan and immense play 
strength combined with an explsive 
first step help him push tackles on 

their heels and get to the quarter-
back to finsih the play. His winspan 
allows him to drag runners to the 
turf without great positioning. 
He has a great anchor at the line 
of scrimmage in run defense. His 
length and power help him rip 
through blockers and get to the ball 
at or behind the line of scrimmage. 
He possesses excellent mental 
processing in the run game consis-
tently finding the ball and setting 
the edge. He is more of a arm and 
technique tackler than a bg hitter 
capable of engulfing runners using 
his wingspan. He possesses the 
talent to consistently go outside his 
frame and bring quarterbacks and 
runners to the ground.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 His athletcism and mobility are big 
time question marks, as he strug-
gles with overall quickness, change 
of direction and lateral mobility. He 
struggles to bend at the top of the 
arc due to tight hip movement and 
poor flexibility. He struggles to beat 
tackles on their outside hip consis-
tently and only works back inside as 
a last resort. He will often give away 
leverage due to his pad level and he 
struggles to get small in gaps often 
getting pushed off his intended 
route. His NFL impact as an edge 
rusher is capped with limitations in 
mobility. To succeed he will need to 
learn how to sell speed up the arc 
forcing the tackle into an overset 
then work back inside with physical 
hand play and timing.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
Montez Sweat will succeed as a 4-3 
defenisve end with his hand in the 

dirt at the NFL level. Sweat is a big 
and physical edge propsect who 
can win consistently at the line by 
creating seperation by attacking his 
blocks with full extension and pow-
erful punches and rips. His mobil-
ity will limit him as a defender and 
with a lack of bend his pass rush 
ability will be capped. He is a do-
miant run defender and will need 
to be kept in a linear roll with his 
hand in the dirt, as he will get lost 
in space without loose and func-
tional mobility. He has the potential 
to be a three down lineman rushing 
the passer, but his bull rush and 
physicality are what will help him 
succeed. He will need to learn how 
to work back inside more consis-
tently rather than a last resort. His 
Ceiling is capped.

Athleticism: 7.30

 Q.A.B.: 8.50

 Physically gifted and light on his 
feet, Dillard is likely the most ath-
letic tackle in the 2019 NFL Draft 
Class.

 Flexibility: 8.50

 Dillard is an excellent bender 
who's hip fluidity and knee bend is 
top notch and already on par the 
NFL's best.

 C.O.D.: 8.50

 Quick, smooth footwork allows 
him to redirect on a dime and 
stonewall inside moves.

 Explosion: 5.50

 Lacks any form of explosion or pop 
off of the offensive line.

 Versatility: 5.50

 Tremendous pass blocker but true-
ly lacks the film to prove himself as 

a run blocker.

 

Run Blocking: 6.63

 In-Line: 6.50

 His strength as a run blocker is 
hard to gauge as Washington St. ran 
the ball less than 30% of the time.

Movement off L.O.S.: 6.25
 
Non aggressive blocking style limits 
his ability to drive players off of the 
line of scrimmage.

 Reach Block: 6.00

 His athleticism should translate 
into reach block ability but again 
the film to prove it is nonexistent.

 Pull & Block Outside: 7.00

 Certainly has all the tools neces-
sary to pull across the line but tends 
to settle for disrupting a defenders 
path instead of delivering the blow.

 

Adjust In Space: 7.00

 His agility allows him to change 
target angles last second but his 
wide lengthy frame can hinder his 
ability in space.

 Use of Hands: 7.00

 His punch is soft, his hand place-
ment is often wide and inconsistent. 
He'll need to improve his ability to 
hand fight at the next level in order 
to compete with the upper escalon 
of defensive lineman.

 

Pass Blocking: 8.33

Quick Set: 8.25

 Insanely quick 1st step and drops 
into his pass set with zero wasted 
motion. Couldn't find any evidence 
of him losing off of the snap. He 
consistently kick slides with ease, 
drops his hips, and beats his oppo-
nent with body positioning.
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Protect Corner: 8.50

 Nearly undefeated off the edge due 
to his smooth lower body, length, 
wide base, and a kickslide that can 
cover a tremendous amount of 
ground in a split second.

 Footwork / Redirect & Slide: 
9.00

 Unquestionably the best lower 
body passing mechanics in his draft 
class. Dillard's footwork is that of 
a seasoned vet. His mirror ability 
shuts down any speed rush moves 
both inside and out.

 Anchor / Reset Ability: 8.50

 He may not be the strongest tackle 
on the board but Dillard's ability to 
drop his hips and pad level or "coil 
up" allows him to absorb defend-
ers momentum and neutralize any 
oncoming bull rush.

 Handle Games/Stunts: 8.00

 Recognizes, picks up, and elimi-
nates stunts and blitzes as good as 
anyone in his class but occasionally 
struggled to locate his responsibili-
ty on overloaded blitzes to his side.

 Hands / Punch: 7.75

 Good at using his length keep de-
fenders at bay but was wildly incon-
sistent in terms of placement and 
lacks any type of power behind his 
hands. His reach and strong grip 
often overshadowed those discrep-
ancies through and once Dillard got 
his mits on a defender, they weren't 
breaking free.

 

Competitiveness: 7.83

 Toughness: 7.50

 He may not necessarily play with 
a tough and aggressive style but 
Andre Dillard started 39 straight 
games in 3 years for Washington 
State.

 Consistency / Motor: 8.00

 With one of the best combine per-
formances by an offensive tackle in 
year, Dillard proved he's a hell of an 
athlete, with a high motor, and the 
film study validates that notion.

 Production: 8.00

 In his final year as a Cougar, Dil-
lard allowed just one sack on 677 
pass attempts.

 

Intelligence: 7.50

 Instincts: 7.25

 More methodical in his prepara-
tion than instinctual on the field.

 Learn/Retain: 8.25

 High football IQ "Student of the 
game" type of player who knows his 
position inside and out, but his role 
as WSU was elementary compared 
to NFL blocking schemes.

 Teamwork: 7.00

 Occasionally struggled to properly 
communicate with his guard, tight 
end, or running back when locating 
the proper blocking assignment, 
resulting in missed blocks.

STRENGTHS:
 PASS PROTECTION. He should 
be considered the draft's best pass 
blocking tackle PERIOD. Between 
his ability to mirror his opponents 
footwork, quick set, kick slide to 
the edge, and anchor against the 
bull rush; he's a plug and play 
prospect when it comes to the 
passing game. Dillard's an excep-
tional athlete, who possesses sound 
technique, good flexibility, and very 
powerful grip.

 

WEAKNESSES: 
 As great as Andre's lower body 
mechanics are, his upper half is the 
complete opposite. He consistently 
struggles with hand placement, 
lacks functional power, and his 
punch is soft to say the least. He's 
about as fitness of an offensive line-
men as it gets. He lacks any sense 
of tenacity, doesn't finish his oppo-
nents, and would prefer to be the 
body catcher type over delivering 
the blow. Dillards biggest question 
mark or red flag is his lack of run 
blocking and NFL level blocking 
concepts. The Mike Leach's "Air 
Raid" system will hinder his ability 
to quickly pick up schemes at the 
next level.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Simply put, Dillard will be drafted 
early due to his upside and over-
whelming potential. He'll be a day 
one starter but may suffer because 
of his ultra high draft stock. Andre 
may have more room for improve-
ment than any other tackle in this 
year's draft but will be drafted solely 
for the fact that his quarterback can 

trust him to protect his blindside. 
Pass protection is what the left tack-
le position is built upon, and team's 
who are desperate to keep their QB 
upright may see Dillard's current 

skill set and confidently believe 
they can mold the rest of his game. 
Overall, there's 3 to 4 tackle pros-
pects who feature a far more well 
rounded in terms of their overall 

game; yet with LT being the second 
most important offensive position, 
the former Cougar's draft stock 
could range anywhere from the top 
ten to the early second round.
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Athleticism: 6.54
 
Q.A.B.: 6.40

 Won't make anyone miss in the 
open field, but has the requisite ath-
leticism to pick up a few yards with 
his legs, move around the pocket, 
and make would-be tacklers miss. 
Also has very good balance to 
throw on the run.

 Flexibility: 6.80

 Arm has good range of motion and 
hips are pretty loose. Doesn't have 
particularly swift hips and can look 
a bit tight when throwing on the 
run, but it doesn't seem to create 
much of a problem. Can adjust arm 
angle if necessary.

 C.O.D.: 6.00

 Lacks the quickness to change 
direction when avoiding defenders 
in space and will not pick up many 
yards rushing as such. Good at 
sliding around the pocket to avoid 
defenders though.

Explosiveness/Speed: 6.20

 Probably the slowest of all the top 
QBs in the draft. Lacks acceleration 
ability and can only really use his 
legs to extend plays while rolling 
out, and even then only for a rela-
tively short period of time. Howev-
er, his arm can be very explosive if 
his deep ball accuracy improves.

 Pocket Mobility/Avoid Pres-
sure: 7.30

 Comfortable moving up in the 
pocket and sidestepping to avoid 
defenders. Keeps his eyes downfield 
at all times. When he rolls out he 
does not tend to retreat backwards 
as other QBs do, but instead stays 
parallel to the LOS.

 

Passing Skills: 7.04

 Quick Release/Mechanics: 
6.50

 Ball generally comes out in a 
straight line with a tight spiral. 

Base tends to lean on the narrow 
side, and he can occasionally throw 
off his back foot. The ball gets out 
pretty quickly, but he could shorten 
his delivery. He also holds the ball a 
bit low, could raise it a bit to speed 
up the release. Very rhythmic in his 
movements.

 Delivery: 6.40

Delivery is too long at times, which 
impacts his accuracy. Follows 
through on most of his throws, 
though on short range passes he 
sometimes uses more arm than 
body. Needs to learn to adjust 
velocity based on distance between 
himself and receiver.

 Short Accuracy: 7.80

 No problems with short accuracy. 
Ball gets there in an instant with a 
tight throw, and Haskins has lots 
of experience leading receivers 
forward on slant routes or screens. 
Has plenty of arm strength to zip 
it to a receiver even while getting 
hit. Once in a while the ball can be 
thrown too hard, making it a bit 
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more difficult for the receiver to 
catch.

 Intermediate Accuracy: 7.40

 Aside from throws that require lots 
of touch, Haskins has great accu-
racy in the intermediate game. His 
arm strength lets him get it to the 
receiver effortlessly and he does an 
impressive job of squeezing the ball 
into holes in the defense. He also 
leads the receiver well on sideline 
throws or on shallow posts. When 
dropping the ball in the breadbas-
ket Haskins is inconsistent and 
needs better control of touch.

 Deep Accuracy: 6.50

 Deep accuracy is simply inconsis-
tent. It is very often overthrown, 
seemingly a product of Haskins' 
relative inexperience with his arm. 
Tends to over-rotate his shoulder 
on deep passes; should trust that he 
has the arm strength to make the 
throw.

 Big Play Ability: 6.90

 Explosive arm offers big play po-
tential- just needs to become more 
consistent with it.

 Avoid Errors/Mistakes: 6.80

 Very conservative decision-mak-
ing, though sometimes to a fault. 
Sometimes misses a coverage and 
throws it into a precarious spot, as 
any college QB does, but got better 
as season progressed. Only threw 
8 interceptions, at least 2 of which 
were purely the fault of the receiver. 
Generally knows when to throw the 
ball away when under pressure.

 

Arm Strength: 8.40

 Excellent arm strength to hit all 
levels of the field without a prob-
lem. Can throw deep bombs far 
down the field and has outstanding 
velocity on every throw. Even off 
his back foot he can hit a route 15 
yards downfield as if his feet were 
set.

 Footwork: 6.70

 Balanced, bouncy feet

 

Competitiveness: 7.23

 Toughness: 7.80

 Has no problem standing in the 
pocket and taking a hit. Has a big 
body and is comfortable lowering 
his shoulders into defenders when 
on the run. Doesn't have an injury 
history (though he did only start 
for 1 season) and has a big body to 
help stay healthy.

 Intangibles/Leadership: 7.70

 Has an Eli Manning-esque demean-
or. Quiet yet leads by example. 
Moves his players around pre-snap 
and is clearly the one the team 
looks to. Shows competitive nature 
when he fights for extra yardage 
instead of going down. Is complete-
ly unfazed by his previous mistakes 
or the game script, which would let 
him thrive in any environment.

 Poise In Pocket: 6.70

 Very comfortable stepping up when 
under edge pressure and can side-
step pressure in the pocket. Always 
keeps his eyes up and can deliver a 
strike while being hit thanks to his 

arm strength. Could benefit from 
looking further downfield. Rushes 
his throws at times when under 
pressure and can tend to throw off 
his back foot. Becoming a quicker 
decision maker would help his ac-
curacy and poise under pressure.

 Consistency / Motor: 7.70

 Never lets his mistakes rattle him. 
Plays hard even when down, as 
evidenced by the Purdue and Penn 
State games. Runs hard when 
scrambling and always likes to 
hit. Posted very consistent weekly 
numbers and only improved as the 
season progressed.

 Production: 7.60

 Only started for one season, but 
posted huge numbers this year, 
finishing 3rd in the Heisman tro-
phy race. He did have very good 
receivers around him who excelled 
at creating yards after the catch and 
making space, but he also had a 
weak offensive line. He also did a 
very good job of getting the ball to 
his receivers in places to maximize 
their speed.

 Improvisational Ability: 5.90

 Does not have the mobility to ex-
tend plays for too long and doesn't 
always know where to go when the 
play breaks down. Seems hesitant to 
take shots, which would help open 
up opportunities when the play 
breaks down. Needs to get better at 
throwing off his base.

 

Intelligence: 7.18

 Instincts: 7.00

 Has a good feel for pressure and 
knows when he needs to get rid of 
the ball, though the actual process 
of doing so needs to get quicker. 
Anticipates receivers' routes well 
and generally has a good under-
standing of where defenders are on 
the field around him.

 Blitz/Coverage Recognition: 
7.30

 Much further along than his peers 
in this respect. Took advantage of 
blown coverages and open spac-
es, and got better at taking what 
the defense was giving him as the 
season progressed. He is very com-
fortable going through his progres-
sions, but could get better at doing 
so when the plays take longer to 
develop.

 Decision Making: 6.70

 Generally finds the open receiver, 
but settles for underneath routes 
too often. Doesn't try to force the 
ball into very tight coverage too 
much and takes off to run at ap-
propriate times. Knows when to 
throw the ball away to avoid loss of 
yardage.

 Learn/Retain: 7.70

 This is the reason Haskins I believe 
Haskins has high potential. He im-
proved dramatically each week as 
a starter, and continually improved 
his defensive reads and progres-
sions. His decision making also got 
quicker as the season went on.

 STRENGTHS:
 Despite starting for the first time 
this year, Haskins already seems to 
have the tools to become the best 

pure drop-back passer in this class. 
His greatest asset is easily his arm 
strength, as the ball can reach all 
areas of the field regardless of his 
base or delivery. His short range 
accuracy is outstanding, as he keeps 
the ball away from defenders and 
can hit targets while he’s on the 
run. He also adeptly hits targets in 
stride in the intermediate areas of 
the field. Haskins is also comfort-
able stepping up in the pocket and 
can deliver the ball while being hit. 
Beyond the arm talent, however, 
what really stands out is his ability 
to go through reads and make the 
pre-snap diagnosis. He sees blitzes 
before the play and audibles, and 
while Ohio State’s offense may be 
predicated on screen passes and 
short plays, Haskins has shown that 
he can survey the field and take 
what the defense gives him. Most 
importantly for a 1-year starter, 
Haskins showed significant im-
provement as the year went on.

 WEAKNESSES:
 Haskins' biggest need for improve-
ment is his mechanics and deliv-
ery. His throwing motion needs 
to get shorter and quicker, and he 
struggles mightily when throwing 
off his base. The Ohio State QB is 
also much more limited physically 
than the other QBs in the class. He 
doesn't have the quickness or speed 
to escape pressure, and struggles 
when he is pushed off his base. 
He can also hold on to the ball a 
split second too long when under 
pressure, which seems to be due to 
slightly delayed decision making. 
Haskins is also a very erratic deep-
ball thrower, often overthrowing, 
and the lack of touch extends to 
the intermediate game when he is 
asked to drop the ball in a receiver's 

breadbasket.

 BIG PICTURE:
 After a redshirt freshman season 
in 2016, Haskins entered 2017 as 
the backup to starter J.T. Barrett. 
He played sparingly yet effective-
ly, and became the starter for this 
season. He came in 3rd in Heisman 
Trophy voting this year, and was 
named First Team All-Big Ten, 
Graham-George Offensive Player of 
the Year, and Griese-Brees Quar-
terback of the Year. He has also 
set numerous passing records at 
Ohio State. Haskins is being highly 
touted for his 69.1% career com-
pletion percentage and his gaudy 
touchdown to interception ratio. 
There are certain areas of his game 
that need to be refined such as his 
mechanics, deep ball accuracy, and 
quick decision making, areas that 
are imperative to becoming an NFL 
passer. However, Haskins showed 
marked improvement each game 
this season, and with proper guid-
ance he can be a very good QB.
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Athleticism: 8.04

 Q.A.B.: 8.10

 Excellent athleticism, with a 
long-tapered frame, with ridicu-
lous catching radius, excellent deep 
speed, great agility, and outstand-
ing jumping ability. Knows how to 
make combative catches, and will 
shield defenders away from the ball.

 Flexibility: 7.90

 Smooth, and fluid mover in space. 
Has the short area quickness, and 
loose joints to be a terror after the 
catch. Can adjust to errant passes, 
and will catch ball away from his 
frame.

 C.O.D.: 7.90

 Great fluidity to be able to make 
as many plays laterally, as he does 
vertically down the field. Was a 
menace for second and third level 
defenders to try, and cover due to 
his immense measurables, speed, 
and strength. Was a YAC monster, 
who could turn short crossing 
routes into chunk yardage plays.

Explosion: 8.20

 Explosive vertical jump with a re-
ported over 42" vertical this spring. 
He also reportedly set new stan-
dards at Iowa Football performance 
records in the agility drill, and 10-
yard dash. He possesses explosive 
deep speed that allows him to con-
sistently beat DB's downfield. Was 
a multi-sport athlete in high school 
where he played basketball as well, 
where he obliterated a backboard 
on a fast break dunk.

 Deep Speed: 8.10

 Excellent speed to be able to 
stretch the field vertically from an 
in-line position, but also showed 
the ability to split out to WR, and 
be able to bully CB's, that could not 
match his physicality. Looks like he 
is gliding down the field with long 
strides.

 

Receiving Skills: 7.07

 Quicks Off LOS: 5.50

 Was consistently one of the last 

players off the LOS, which may 
mean that he lacks anticipation of 
the snap. What is worse is that he 
struggles to escape strong jams at 
the LOS, which throws him off his 
timing with his QB.

 Route Running: 7.70

 Ran a variety of routes in a pro-
style offense at Iowa, that is ran by 
a former NFL offensive assistant 
in Brian Ferentz who worked for 
the Patriots. Excelled at running 
crossing routes where his athlet-
icism could shine through after 
the catch, as well as vertical routes 
where he could use his ideal jump-
ing ability to make it a mismatch. 
Understands how to box out de-
fenders, and shield them away from 
the pass.

 Separation: 6.70

 Truly struggles to release from 
a strong jam at LOS. Even when 
going up against smaller DB's, they 
could inhibit his ability to separate 
off the snap. He can gain space 
in the second phase of the route, 
through his breaks in and out of the 
route, due to his fluidity, and lateral 

agility. He also showed the ability 
to win late in the process with his 
strength and stature, as well as his 
ability to high-point passes.

 Hands: 8.00

 Soft, natural hands catcher, that 
has the look of a WR with the ball 
in his hands than a TE. Strong grip 
strength to be able to secure pass 
away from his frame while taking 
big hits.

 Yards After Contact: 7.00

 Runs hard after the catch, and 
shows sufficient leg drive to be able 
to break tackles. He at times looks 
more like a finesse player, than a 
true bulldozer after the catch, and 
would rather run by the defender 
than drop a shoulder to go through 
them.

 Ball Security: 7.50

 Generally, was a very trustworthy 
in protecting the ball. Understands 
how to brace himself when big hits 
are coming.

 

Blocking: 5.88

 In-Line Runs: 5.70

 Inconsistent run blocker, who 
understands the proper run block-
ing techniques, and mechanics, but 
struggles to maintaining sufficient 
contact with defender, which allows 
them to shed him easily. He also 
lacks lower body bulk, which ne-
gates his ability to anchor and drive 
against any type of defender.

 Motion Runs: 5.90

 Used as a move TE a ton, and 
showed a knack for being able to 
flow, and fit on defenders at the 
second level, but was also very 
inconsistent in his ability to seal the 
defender once he got there. Strug-
gled to be able to stay in front of 
better athletes than him, and they 
could flash by him in an instant.

 Blocking In Space: 6.10

 Was a decent stalk blocker out in 
front of screen passes due to his 
length, and ability to eat up space in 
a hurry. These types of blocks were 
the ones he had the most success 
with due to having a distinct size, 
and strength advantage.

 Pass Blocking: 5.40

 Was not asked to drop back into 
quick sets in pass protection often, 
rather he was asked to chip, and 
release where he could make plays 
downfield as a pass catcher, where 
he excels, rather than put him 
into a position he does not have a 
chance to succeed.

 Situational Awareness: 6.30

 Was a true threat with the ball in 
his hands as a receiver at all points 
in the game, and gave sufficient 
effort when they would be passing 
the ball. However, he can at times 
give lackluster effort in the block-
ing department, which makes him 
more of a specialty player, than a 
good all-around TE. Was a con-
sistent red zone threat, that knew 
when his QB would be looking his 
way at that part of the field.

 

Competitiveness: 6.93

 Toughness: 6.50

 For as much physicality, and 
strength he has in his build, he likes 
to play the game more finesse than 
a gritty performer. Will look to use 
his athleticism to slip past defend-
ers. Will make the tough combative 
catches, by shielding the ball away 
from defenders, and can absorb big 
blows.

 Production: 7.80

 Was always at or near the top of all 
TE's in college football in YPC, and 
was a noted red zone target with 
17 career TD's on his ledger. Was 
named a Third team AP All-Amer-
ican, and a First team All-Big Ten 
selection in 2018. He was also 
named a Third team All-Big Ten 
selection in 2017 as well.

 Consistency / Motor: 6.50

 Puts forth top notch effort when 
it comes to all things considering 
the passing game, but when he is 
asked to consistently block on a 
regular basis his focus, and effort 
become lackadaisical. In 2018, he 
slowly became fazed out of full time 
snaps due to a lack of effort, inju-
ry, and the development of a more 
well-rounded TE.

 

Intelligence: 6.87

 Instincts: 6.60

 Terrific feel for how to get open, 
as well as how to get in a position 
to either score in the red zone, or 
make a play after the catch. Under-
stands blocking schemes, position-
ing, and how to angle defenders 
away from the ball, it's just that he 
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doesn't apply them often enough.

 Learn/Retain: 7.00

 Smart kid, that has experience in 
a NFL style offense, and showed a 
knack for working back to his QB. 
Also understands the difference in 
how to run routes through man, 
and zone coverages.

 Versatility: 7.00

 Played in-line some at Iowa, but he 
was used more often as a move TE, 
when it comes to pure TE posi-
tions. He was deployed in a higher 
amount of snaps in the slot, and out 
wide as a WR, which makes sense 
due to his ability as a pass catcher, 
and a lack of drive as a blocker.

 STRENGTHS:
 Outrageously talented, and athletic 
pass-catching TE, that looks more 
like a bulked up WR. Huge catching 
radius, and outstanding jumping 
ability, which lends itself to being 
able to high-point passes downfield, 
as well as being a mismatch night-
mare in the red zone. Ran routes 
out of a college system, very similar 
to a NFL offense, and is used to 
taking NFL caliber coaching. Uses 
his short area quickness, lateral 
agility, and excellent deep speed 
to be able pick up chunk yardage 
after the catch. Has the basis down 
on what it takes to succeed in the 
run blocking game, and with his 
build he should be able to make an 
impact in that facet, but will need a 
fire lit under him to do so.

 

WEAKNESSES: 

 Lacks lower body bulk, and the 
fire to want to succeed in the run 
blocking department. Looks at 
times like he isn't playing with 
maximum effort especially in the 
run department. Lacks a burst off 
the LOS, and seems to always being 
coming off the snap a second later 
than everyone else. What highlights 
that weakness is his inability to 
shed jams at the LOS, which throws 
off the timing in his routes, and 
with his QB. For having as much 
size as he does, he should bulldoze 
over defenders, but he usually takes 
the more finesse route, and tries to 
outrun or out juke defenders.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Noah Fant, was riding a hype 
wave coming into the 2018 col-
lege season, and he wasn't able to 
capitalize on it. He eventually lost 
out on playing time to a better, and 
more versatile redshirt sophomore 
that has a chance to go early in this 
year's draft as well. He still has a 
bright future though, and a ton of 
franchises would like to take him 
with a draft pick, based purely upon 
his receiving prowess and athleti-
cism. If you are a team that already 
has blocking TE's in place, he could 
be the final piece of the puzzle as 
a red zone threat, and matchup 
nightmare. His game is reminiscent 
of Bucky Hodges coming out of 
Virginia Tech, where he came into 
the season with first round hype, 
but due to an inability to develop 
his all-around game, and simply 
be rated based on his pass catching 
talents put him behind others in the 
draft class.

Athleticism: 7.55

 Q.A.B.: 7.00

 Dalton is not as athletically gifted 
as some of the other lineman in the 
draft but makes up for it with re-
lentless effort. Risner is more power 
than agility.

 Flexibility: 6.50

 Lacks elite flexibility and struggles 
to consistently bend at the knee.

 C.O.D.: 7.25

 Choppy steps and heavy feet hin-
der his ability to quickly redirect his 
momentum.

 
Explosion: 8.00

 Showcases great burst out both 
2 and 3-point stance. Utilizes his 
get off to gain inside leverage on 
opponents.

 Versatility: 9.00

 Dalton Risner can play all five 

positions" -Dalton Risner. And he 
isn't lying! If in a bind, the Kansas 
State right tackle can fill in at every 
O-line position there is.

 

Run Blocking: 7.96

 In-Line: 8.00

 Showcases his pro level leverage 
technique and body positioning 
when blocking 1-on-1, consistently 
gets his head to the correct shoul-
der on his opponent to open up 
rush lanes and move defenders.

 Movement off L.O.S.: 7.75

 His tremendous lower body 
strength is showcased more when 
anchoring than driving his oppo-
nent backwards but refuses to stop 
driving until the whistle is blown or 
the DE is in the dirt.

 Reach Block: 8.00

 His quicks out of his stance help 
to gain and win the body position-
ing battle in order to dictate where 
his defenders going. Risner is an 

excellent blend of leverage tech-
nique mixed with raw power, and 
an aggressive nature.

 Pull & Block Outside: 8.00

 Athletic enough to pull across the 
line of scrimmage. His high football 
IQ allows him to consistently track 
his blocking assignment, as well as 
what angles to take and which way 
to drive said defender.

 Adjust In Space: 8.00
 
Agile enough to change his target 
location in an instant and tends to 
dominate in the second level.

 Use of Hands: 8.00

 Once Risner's hands are in be-
tween his opponents numbers, 
he's practically undefeated. Dalton 
packs a punch but compliments his 
powerful blow with accurate place-
ment and active hands.

 

Pass Blocking: 7.75

 Quick Set: 8.25
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His quick set is arguably his biggest 
attribute to his pass blocking arse-
nal. Risner is consistent in terms of 
beating his opponent to the punch 
and delivering the blow before 
rushers are able to build momen-
tum and speed.

 Protect Corner: 6.75

 Struggles against elite speed rush-
ers due to his sloppy lower body 
mechanics that will certainly need 
some proper refinement and coach-
ing at the next level.

 Footwork / Redirect & Slide: 
6.50

 Inconsistent footwork and a ton of 
false steps on tape have definitely 
hurt his draft stock. The RT must 
improve his ability to mirror his 
opponents step for step and control 
the edge in order to unlock his true 
potential.

 Anchor / Reset Ability: 8.75

 Elite anchor ability and lower body 
strength. Risner practically never 
lost a rep to the bull rush through 
his time at Kansas State.

 Handle Games/Stunts: 8.25

 Locates blitzes and stunt packages 
with ease and does a great job of 
redirecting his attention and trans-
ferring blocking assignments mid 
play.

 Hands / Punch: 8.00

 He may not have the longest arms 
but his aggressive hands and raw 
power tend to make up for any dis-
crepancies he may possess.

 Competitiveness: 8.83
 
Toughness: 9.50

 Tough as nails, mean as hell, and 
willing to play through pain and 
injury.

 Consistency / Motor: 8.00

 Ultra high motor athlete who plays 
with an intense attitude from the 
1st to the 4th quarter. Consistently 
attempts to demoralize opponents 
by playing to/through the whistle 
and physically bullies defenders any 
chance he gets.

 Production: 9.00

 Highly productive at all three 
positions throughout his collegiate 
career. Did not surrender a single 
sack since the 2016 season and 
produces even better results as a 
run blocker.

 

Intelligence: 8.25

 Instincts: 8.25

 Very instinctual, alert tackle who 
can sense stunts and delays before 
they even happen.

 
Learn/Retain: 8.50

 True student of the game. Knows 
all five offensive lineman assign-
ment each and every play.

 Teamwork: 8.03

year team captain, who's consid-
ered a vocal leader, and stood out at 

the Senior Bowl as someone earned 
respect amongst his peers.

 

STRENGTHS:
 Dalton Risner is an aggressive 
mauler, who typically wins with 
brute strength, tenacity, and lever-
age. What he lacks in length and 
prototypical measurables, he makes 
up for with high motor and con-
trolled rage when blocking big-
ger and better athletes. The RT's 
biggest strengths are found as a 
run blocker; he is hardly ever out 
of position, consistently wins the 
leverage battle, and was often seen 
dominating D-lineman who are far 
more physically gifted. His ability 
to set his hips and anchor as a pass 
blocker against bull rushers is near-
ly unmatched compared to the rest 
of his draft class.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 The Kansas State RT possesses 
slightly below average arm length, 
his footwork can be down right 
ugly at times, and will need to 
adopt proper form in technique 
in order to live up to his potential. 
Even though Risner hadn't given up 
a single sack in his final two years 
in college, the O-line prospect has 
a ton of room to grow as a pass 
blocker. If able to clean up his lower 
body mechanics, Risner has Pro 
Bowl potential at RT, RG, and C.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Even when his form is sloppy 
and his feet are all over the place, 
Dalton still finds ways to win his 

1-on-1 battles. Whether it's by 
out working his opponents, out 
leveraging them, or simply over 
powering them; Dalton Risner gets 
the job done at a consistently high 
rate. That, along with his versatility 
and tenacity make for an O-line-
man prospect that coaches dream 
about. He's one of those players you 

want on your team but hate to play 
against. His passion for the sport 
is what will set him apart from the 
rest of the prospects in the draft 
and he's likely to win all 32 teams 
over in the interview process. All 
that said, Risner is a mid-late 1st, 
if not, early 2nd round prospect 
who'll have to prove he's not just 

a workout warrior once facing 
the elite of the elite in the NFL. If 
Risner can develop his footwork 
with proper coaching and eliminate 
the excessive false steps, the tackle/
guard/center will likely has a long 
NFL tenure ahead of him.
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Athleticism: 7.22

 Q.A.B.: 7.60

 Great athletic ability with excellent 
body control and stop start ability 
consistently displaying the talent to 
stop on a dime and change direc-
tion in a flash keeping his balance 
along the boundary and weaving 
laterally through defenders. Pos-
sesses quick feet and solid burst. 
Isn't the fastest or most agile player.

 Flexibility: 6.50

 Solid flexibility displaying essential 
knee bend and good pad height 
while running and in contact. Can 
make acrobatic catches while ma-
nipulating his body to go high or 
low for poorly thrown balls.

 C.O.D.: 8.30

 Excellent change of direction abil-
ity combined with his body control 
and stop start ability make him a 
nightmare in the open field. He can 
weave through defenders and cut 
laterally with ease. Balance along 
the sideline is exceptional.

Explosion: 6.90

 More fluid with good burst than 
straight explosion capable of firing 
through each level of the field. Has 
shown a smooth release with the 
ability to burst out of his breaks and 
up field.

 Deep Speed: 6.80

 Plays faster than his times will 
suggest. Isn't a burner by any means 
and won't consistently break the 
home-run play. Has enough speed 
to outrun the secondary and beat 
defenders for the deep ball. Will get 
caught from behind in a footrace. 
Speed on the outside is a concern.

 

Without Ball: 7.44

 Quicks Off LOS: 7.20

With very little wasted motion off 
the line, he can gain initial leverage 
on the defender and beat them in 
his stem and into the route. Has the 
ability to manipulate the body of 
defenders and use their weight and 

momentum against them in order 
to gain additional space at the top 
of the stem. Has a small false step 
that aids his acceleration, but still 
takes a half-second for release.

 Release VS Jam: 6.90

 Strong at the point of attack with 
a good release allows him to beat 
press coverage. Uses quality hand 
usage help to disengage defenders 
and beat them into the route gain-
ing a step or more at the start of 
the play. Has played the majority of 
snaps in the slot where he has got-
ten free release. Lacks the nuanced 
foot speed and overall quickness to 
frequently beat jams.

 Route Running: 8.70

One of the best route runners at the 
collegiate level capable of varying 
route speeds and breaking down 
and lowering his hips at the break-
ing point, while commiting head 
fakes and additional body move-
ment to move the defender off the 
spot creating hesitation. Has the 
capability and knowledge to run a 
full route tree at the next level.
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Separation: 7.60

 Utilizes his proficiency in route 
running combined with quick 
twitch movements, lateral agility 
and foot quickness to break away 
from defenders. Not the most verti-
cally explosive athlete, but will vary 
stride length to gain separation 
at the top of the route. Will occa-
sionally slow down after his break 
allowing defenders to close.

 Blocking: 6.80

 Physical athlete who loves contact 
and will do anything to help his 
team succeed. Strong upper body 
and lower leg drive give him the 
talent needed to engage defenders 
and get them out of the play. Will 
overextend losing leverage and al-
lowing to slip by to make a play on 
the ball carrier. Not always giving 
his full effort if an opposing player 
isn't directly in reach.

 

With Ball In Hands: 
7.23

 Hands: 7.10

 Displays big and soft hands that 
won't let many fast balls go. Can 
snatch the ball out of the air and 
tuck it away to move up field. Has 
shown a knack for hauling in balls 
in heavy traffic along the bound-
ary and in the middle of the field. 
Knows how to use his frame to 
shield defenders from the ball. 
Can make acrobatic catches com-
ing down in bounds. Possesses 
outstanding mental processing to 
know where he is on the field at all 
times typically getting two feet in. 
Struggles to reel in balls thrown 

outside his frame.

 Yard After Contact: 7.30

 Strong finisher who can lower his 
pads and power for extra yardage. 
Won't go down easily and will fall 
forward to pick up another yard.

 Ability in Space: 7.30

 Excellent in space often displaying 
the elusiveness to avoid the first 
defender and pick up additional 
yards. Tough to bring down in the 
open field as his change of direc-
tion, play strength and quickness 
make him a handful in space. Lack 
of speed allows defenders to close 
in quickly.

 Ball Security: 7.20

 Tucks the ball away immediately 
after securing the catch and rarely 
lets it hit the turf. Strong in contact 
covering the ball high and tight in 
traffic.

 

Competitiveness: 7.67

 Toughness: 7.20

 Extremely tough player capable of 
playing through dings and bruises. 
Excellent size and strength give 
him the ability to play physically 
and stay strong in contact. Hasn't 
battled major injuries and his size 
should limit durability issues.

 Production: 8.50

 Extremely productive wideout for 
Ole Miss. Has captured 2 straight 
years of 1250+ yards and has 
secured 17 TDs over the last two 
seasons. One of the best route run-

ners in college and has been a key 
contributor for his offensive system.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.30

 Very consistent with great hands 
and a motor that pushes him 
through every whistle. Rarely takes 
plays off and will run through a 
brick wall for his team.

 

Intelligence: 7.50

 Instincts: 7.40

 Understands defensive schemes 
and will sit and wait in openings 
throughout zone coverage. Can 
manipulate defenders hips to gain 
leverage and will utilize it to his 
advantage. Possesses outstanding 
mental processing displaying the 
capability of seeing the entire field 
on each play and staying within the 
boundary on tough catches.

 Learn/Retain: 7.50

 Has the knowledge and capability 
to run a full route tree with effi-
ciency and effectiveness. A stud in 
Ole Miss' system and will make the 
transition to the NFL easily. Pro 
Ready receiver.

 Position Versatility: 7.60

 Used almost exclusively as a slot at 
Ole Miss, he has the ability and tal-
ent for much more. Can be used all 
over the field as an outside threat or 
slot receiver at the next level. Talent 
coincides with short and interme-
diate routes in the middle of the 
field. Can run routes all over the 
field and isn't afraid of getting hit in 
between the hash marks.

 STRENGTHS:
 Possesses great size and athletic 
ability capable of stop on a dime 
and accelerating up to full speed in 
a flash. With a great initial release 
and little wasted motion he can 
break into his route tree effective-
ly manipulating the defender by 
utilizing a flurry of head fakes, 
stride/speed variation while break-
ing down and lowering his hips at 
the top of the route to work back to 
the ball. Can gain separation at the 
top of his route and will win with 
his proficiency in route running. 
Strong hands give him the ability 
to pluck fast balls out of the air and 
stay strong reeling in the ball within 
heavy traffic between the hash 
marks, while often keeping lever-
age and displaying the ability to 
shield defenders from the ball with 
his frame. Capable after the catch 
possessing the talent to avoid the 
first defender and power through 
weaker arm tackles often carrying 
defenders for extra yardage. Has the 
tendency to fall forward with the 
ball. Physical blocker with a high 
motor and excellent consistency. He 
will attempt to dominate a defender 
when he crosses his face driving 
him out of the play.

 WEAKNESSES: 
 Doesn't possess great explosive 
characteristics or straight line 
speed. Lacks proficient footwork 
and won't burn a defender deep 
often struggling to beat defenders 
in a foot race getting tackled from 
behind. Doesn't show the neces-
sary foot quickness or lateral agility 
needed to be a large threat with 
the ball in his hands. He has been 
almost exclusively worked out of 
the slot given free release for most 

of his career. Can struggle in press 
coverage. Won't gain separation 
from quickness alone needing to 
utilize his technique to gain a step. 
Struggles to catch balls thrown 
outside his frame. Will occasionally 
lose interest in a play and overex-
tend in blocks allowing defenders 
to break toward the ball carrier.

 BIG PICTURE: 
 His size, play strength, and tech-
nique allow him to be an elite 
weapon working out of the slot in 
the short to intermediate parts of 
the field often displaying excellent 
route running ability and great 

mental processing to diagnose the 
defense and identify where he is on 
the field. His Strong hands will help 
in traffic and in jump ball situations 
along the sideline. Lacks threaten-
ing speed and overall explosiveness 
often getting caught from behind 
in foot race. He lacks the necessary 
short area quickness to gain imme-
diate separation and could struggle 
in press, but his size and football 
IQ give him the potential to be a 
versatile weapon on the outside and 
inside. He will be an excellent "big" 
slot receiver with the capability of 
moving outside in key matchups 
similar to the utilization of Juju 
Smith-Schuster.
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Athleticism: 7.67

 Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 7.85

 His agility gives him a big advan-
tage as he moves around the field 
smoothly to make a play.

 Flexibility: 7.50

 He keeps a nice bend around block-
ers when sent on a blitz or attempt-
ing to make a tackle.

 Deep Speed: 8.00

 His speed allows him keep up with 
burners. He runs side by side and 
looks back for the ball.

 Explosion: 7.75

 His quickness allows him to fly up 
the field but he can run out of his 
feet at times.

 Coordination: 7.25

 He does a good job at keeping his 
body underneath him when he is 
getting blocked by lineman.

 Coverage Ability: 7.50

 Man Press: 7.75

 He can line up, jam the receiver 
and turn his body to run side by 
side with his man.

 Man Off: 7.50

 He is smooth when he is back ped-
dling to read his man's route then 
making an adjustment.

 Zone: 7.15

 He can fly all over the field with his 
speed. He does need more disci-
pline with his coverages.

 Hand Fighting: 7.25

 He likes to fight for the ball so it 
isn't an easy catch for the receiver. 
Makes it difficult.

 Hips/Turn Ability: 7.85

 He doesn't show any stiffness when 
he turns his body to stick on his 
man's hips.

 Play Making: 6.92

Closing Quickness: 7.75

 His athleticism allows him to close 
space in an instant and can help 
disrupt runs or screens.

 Ball skills: 7.00

 He does a good job at making an 
attempt to get in the passing lanes 
but could use work.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 6.00

 He can misread plays which can 
take him out of position due to 
poor decision making.

 Run Support: 7.12

 Quickness Upfield: 8.00

 He explode up in gaps or make up 
space to break up runs or screens. 
Impressive quickness.

 
Fight Through Blocks: 7.35

 He will battle with big lineman and 
holds his own. He tosses receivers 
to the side for a tackle.

 Tackling: 6.00

 He needs to work on his technique. 
He leaves his feet too early which 
allows broken tackles.

 Competitiveness: 7.45

 Toughness: 7.00

 He is a fighter and won't back 
down. He gets in faces and will look 
to make a hit if he can.

 Production: 7.50

 Miss. St - 25 games, 170 tackles (96 
solo), 14 TOL, 3 sacks, 2 int, 10 PD, 
1 FR, 3 FF

 Consistency/Motor: 7.85

 He keeps moving all over the field 
and looks to fly to the ball to end 
the play. High motor.

 

Intelligence: 6.92

 Instincts: 6.50

 He needs to understand how to 
control his body because he can 
take himself out of plays.

 Learn/Retain: 6.75

 He has his moments misreading 
plays. He needs more coaching up 
in film and on field.

 Teamwork: 7.50

 He will keep fighting regardless 

of the score for his team. He won't 
give up on them.

STRENGTHS:
His athleticism allows him to flow 
freely around the field and can 
explode in the direction he wants 
to go in order to make a play. He 
is versatile enough where he can 
play in the box, line up in press or 
off man coverage, and sit back in 
deep coverage to scan the field. He 
can attach to receiver's hips and 
trail them in man coverage. He is 
effective in the box versus the run 
because he can use his quickness 
to fill gaps or get around blocks. 
He can be a weapon in a defense 
because he can be used all over.

 WEAKNESSES:
 His play needs more discipline 
because he can either misread plays 
or depend on his athletic ability 
too much. He can take himself out 
of position due to poor decision 
making or just outrunning his body 
which makes it easier on the ball 
carrier to make a cut. He needs 
more work on his tackling form. He 
doesn't break down, he can leave 
his feet way too early, and leaves 
too many tacklers on the field. He 
needs a lot of refinement in his 
game otherwise he could end up 
getting lost at the next level.

 BIG PICTURE:
 Abram has a high ceiling to be a 
impact player at the next level if 
he can workout a lot of some of 
the warts in his game. He has the 
athletic ability to play all over the 
defense as he can line up in man, 
sit back in zone, play up inside the 

box, and sent in on blitz packages. 
While his athleticism allows him 
to excel he can be too dependent 
on it. He will take himself out of 
position by trying to go around 
blocks instead of through them or 
will outrun his body which doesn't 
allow him to break down before 
attempting to make the tackle. His 
man coverage was the most impres-
sive because his ability to jam in 
press, flipping his hips over easily, 
can track down speedsters, and 
will look back at the ball so he can 
make a play on it and prevent any 
pass interference calls. His biggest 
weakness can be his decision mak-
ing because he will take poor angles 
on the ball which results in missed 
tackles and can misdiagnose plays 
or routes which delays him making 
a play on the ball. As a rookie he 
can come in and play in a second-
ary because of his versatility allows 
a defensive coordinator to line him 
up as he pleases. Even if he isn't 
ready to take on a full-time role he 
should see a significant amount of 
snaps and be used against today's 
passing offenses. If a team taps into 
his potential then he could end up 
as the best safety in this class by his 
third season.
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Athleticism: 7.82

Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 8.50

 His agility allows him to press at 
the LOS as he can either lock and 
trail or open up to run with his 
man.

 Flexibility: 7.25

 He tends to play too high at times 
which makes his open his body too 
wide open for an easy release.

 Deep Speed: 8.35

 He is fast enough to keep up with is 
man on any deep routes. His length 
allows him to contest the ball.

 Explosion: 6.75

 He doesn't have great explosion 
when he is reacting to the throw. 
He can be a tad late and miss a play.

 Coordination: 8.25

 He can moves his legs laterally 
while keeping an eye on the quar-

terback. Doesn't get knocked off 
feet.

 Coverage Ability: 7.60

 Man Press: 8.25

 He can be feisty at the LOS, doesn't 
allow an easy release. He also can 
turn and run side by side.

 Man Off: 7.00

 He can struggle with intermedi-
ate routes. He tends to allow easy 
catches to underneath slant routes.

 Zone: 7.25

 He does a solid job at controlling 
his zone and understand his assign-
ments. He can jump routes.

 Hand Fighting: 8.25

 He will get locked under the re-
ceiver's pads and get up underneath 
them. He does fight down the field.

 Hips/Turn Ability: 7.25

 He can open up too wide which 
allows easy inside slant releases for 
the quarterback to hit for the 1st.

 Play Making: 6.75

 Closing Quickness: 7.00

 He doesn't always arrive on time. 
He does show flashes of his capabil-
ity to close space to make a play.

 Ball skills: 6.50

 He doesn't get his hands on the ball 
as much as I would like. He gets in 
the way but doesn't look for it.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 6.75

 He can be delayed at reacting to 
routes that run underneath him. He 
allows some easy catches.

 

Run Support: 7.12
 

Quickness Upfield: 7.50

He can fly upfield and bust up a run 
or screen. He just needs to show 
more consistency to be a threat.

 Fight Through Blocks: 6.00
He doesn't show enough effort to 
get through blocks to make the 
tackle. He can be easily blocked.

 Tackling: 7.85

 He does a great job at breaking 
down, opening up wide, then 
exploding and wrapping up the 
rusher.

 Competitiveness: 6.58

 Toughness: 7.00

 He is a fighter when he is in cover-
age but doesn't show the consistent 
effort in run support. Still hits.

 Production: 6.50

 31 games, 87 tackles (62 solo), 3.5 
tackles for loss, 1 sack, 3 intercep-
tions, 7 pass deflections.

 Consistency/Motor: 6.25

 He needs to show that he will bring 
it every play regardless if he is in-
volved or not. Biggest concern.

 Intelligence: 7.08

 Instincts: 6.75

 Shows delayed reactions when 
plays are developing right in front 

of him which results in an easy 
catch.

 Learn/Retain 7.00

 He looks like he understands route 
concepts when pressing but appears 
confused when sitting back.

 Teamwork: 7.50

 He communicates well with his 
teammates presnap but doesn't 
always look to get dirty on some 
plays.

STRENGTHS:
 He does a great job at using his long 
athletic frame to his advantage. He 
can line up across receivers and 
give them problems releasing at the 
line of scrimmage. He will lock un-
der their shoulders and drive them 
backwards. He can also open and 
get back into coverage. He can lock 
onto his man's hips and trail him 
on the route. He is a great tackler in 
the open field because of his tack-
ling form is close to polished. He 
will breakdown, make himself wide, 
explode through, and wrap up to 
bring down the ball carrier. He also 
uses his body well to help block 
the space between his man and the 
quarterback. He does attempt to 
contest balls.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 
If he doesn't get a good jam or al-
lows a release, he has his moments 
where he will open too much which 
allows him man to run a slant route 
for an easy catch and go. He also 
can show delayed reactions when 
he is in off coverage as he struggles 

with underneath routes or anything 
intermediate that is right in front 
of him. Even though he will jump 
for blocks and he has his long body, 
he doesn't get enough deflections. 
He really needs to work on his ball 
skills otherwise he won't help turn 
the ball over at the next level. He 
does need to show some consisten-
cy with his effort on certain plays.

 BIG PICTURE:
 

Mullen is a cornerback prospect 
that has all the athletic tools that 
teams want at the next level. He 
shows the capabilities of being 
a corner on a defense that could 
help a unit on Sundays. He will be 
more effective as a rookie if he is 
in a scheme that demands more 
man coverage over zone. He can 
line up against all types of receivers 
because of his size and athleticism. 
He can fight with the big and tall 
players while going trailing speed-
sters that are trying to take the top 
off defenses. He is a fighter at the 
line of scrimmage and is difficult 
for receivers to get an easy release 
on him if he gets a good jab in. 
He does have his moments where 
his technique is off which allows 
easy routes and completions. His 
play recognition could also need 
some work because he can arrive 
just a tad too late at times, but he 
also has his flashes where he will 
jump routes and use his body to his 
advantage. As a rookie he should 
be able to come in and compete for 
a starting job. His athletic ability 
allows him to play right away at the 
next level, but his mental process-
ing may be a concern. If he can’t 
read and react to plays at a faster 
rate, he could be suspect to giving 
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up easy first downs or big plays as 
he develops as his first season pro-
gresses. Teams that love long and 
athletic corners will love this kid 
because he can be a great fit if he is 
able to show progress as he careers 

goes on. He has a high ceiling if he 
can work out some kinks and refine 
his craft for the next level. If he can, 
then by his third season he could 
end up being the best corner from 
this draft. His athleticism alone will 

allow him to at least be a contrib-
utor in a secondary but could be a 
cog for a defense if a team taps into 
his potential.
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Athleticism: 7.94

 Q.A.B.: 6.00

 Possesses adaquate quickness and 
lateral agility in and out of breaks 
due to a higher sitting frame. Has 
solid balance, as he plays with a 
strong base and a solid center of 
gravity

 Flexibility: 8.60

 Has the ability to make ridicu-
lous catches due to elite shoulder 
flexibility. Can bend with ease. 
Constantly shows fluid hips on all 
routes and easy rotation in all areas 
of possible stiffness.

 C.O.D.: 7.40

 Shows terrific change of direction 
when coming in and out of breaks 
do to loose hips. Only inhibited by 
long, tall frame.

 Explosion: 9.10

 Exceptional explosion straight off 
the line. Runs by DBs simply off of 

explosive speed. Fantastic explosive 
get off on the line.

 Deep Speed: 8.60

 Has outstanding top speed in the 
open field, and only gets faster at 
the top of routes. Flies like a blur 
for a 6'6" receiver. 

 

Without Ball: 7.50

 Quicks Off LOS: 8.00

 Has great jump off of the line due 
to an explosive get off. Gets imme-
diate jump on any DB in off-man 
due to quickness.

 Release VS Jam: 8.70

 Has violent hands coupled with the 
explosiveness which causes sepa-
ration against press. Often throws 
DBs down to the ground due to 
strength off the line. Even with 
lack of quickness, explosive ability 
allows him to release against press.

 

Route Running: 6.40

 Has a limited route tree and will 
need to learn an expanded role in 
the NFL. Solid routes run as the 
routes are nuanced.

 Separation: 5.70

 Adequate separation, and needs to 
be more subtle in his deception on 
route stems. Wins more off of lever-
age and huge frame that creates a 
window.

 Blocking: 8.70

 Amazing blocker as he uses his 
frame to bully DBs. Consistently 
gets pancakes and bounces outside 
runs.

 

With Ball In Hands: 
8.75

 Hands: 9.20

 Strong hands that seldom lead to 
drops. Makes catches that he should 

not be able to make, but makes 
them due to incredibly strong 
hands. Amazing catch in traffic 
ability. An absolute cheat code on 
jump balls.

 Yard After Contact: 8.80

 Outstanding balance after the catch 
and bounces off guys like a running 
back. Contact balance is some of 
the best in a receiver I've seen, leads 
to Touchdowns on deep balls as 
arm tackles do not work on him.

 Ability in Space: 8.40

 Has great moves, including a lethal 
spin move that breaks him free of-
ten. Creates ridiculous yardage after 
the catch due to angles he takes on 
his routes to the end zone.

 Ball Security: 8.60

 Has great ball security and tucks 
the ball close to his body, with two 
handles over it when getting tackle 
from behind.

 

Competitiveness: 8.87

 Toughness: 8.80

 Tough as nails, is never messed 
with and plays through injuries fre-
quently. Has become an emotional 
leader at Iowa St.

 Production: 8.60

 Consistent top level production 
that is expected from a top level 
WR, takes no days off with the level 
of his production.

 Consistency/Motor: 9.20

Gives his all on every single play 
and clearly plays for the love of the 
game. Is an incredibly high energy 
player that energizes a team with 
his edge and leadership. Consistent 
in all facets of his game.

 

Intelligence: 7.80

 Instincts: 8.40

 Smart player that plays the scram-
ble drill as well as anyone. Has great 
tracking ability and plays the game 
thinking one step ahead of the CB.

 Learn/Retain: 8.00

 Has shown growth in his game 
every year. Has progressed on all 
weaknesses and the more nuanced 
areas of WR play will come to him 
with time. Needs to learn a full 
route tree.

 Position Versatility: 7.00

 Would love to see him play else-
where other than the X or Z. Has 
played very few snaps from the slot, 
although those snaps have been 
promising.

 

STRENGTHS:
 
A tall, long receiver with the ability 
to win deep anytime he wants. He 
has fantastic nuances in his abil-
ity to beat press with any time of 
release and the explosiveness off 
the line allows him to win lever-
age just about every time. His long 
frame never goes to waste as he 
boxes guys out deep. He will get 
more than enough separation for 

his frame as he wins leverage due to 
fantastic hands. He can win on any 
type of throw, back shoulder, in the 
bucket, and more. His catch radius 
allows him to be an exceptional 
red zone and deep threat. He will 
high point the ball, so unless a CB 
has elite length, it will be tough to 
ever win a jump ball against Butler. 
When in space, he can break tackles 
in a hurry and break tackles on his 
way to the end zone. Arm tackles 
will not beat Butler in the open 
field and the physicality he plays 
with is from snap to whistle.

 

WEAKNESSES: 
 
Not agile or quick, which leads him 
to not create separation on routes 
such as slants. It leaves him prone 
to not being able to win against the 
more elite corners he faces. Needs 
to be a more deceptive route run-
ner, as he does have fluid hips, but 
fails to utilize them as he only uses 
a head turn. Although feisty, he 
needs to fight through contact be-
coming more aggressive. He needs 
to tune his game overall, while great 
in many areas, fine tuning will be 
necessary to ascend to a #1 receiver.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 
With three years of increasing 
production at Iowa State, Hakeem 
Butler has been one of the key 
contributors on he Iowa State team 
for a long time. He has shown clear 
signs of leadership that go far be-
yond being a potential #1 receiver. 
He is the best jump ball receiver 
in the draft and his elite 6'6" frame 
gives hope to a possible monster 
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level of top receiver near the level 
of Julio Jones. His explosive ability 
coupled in with the frame is a cheat 
code for a receiver to have. His real 
value will always lie in the fact that 

he can indeed catch it anywhere. 
He is the top red zone threat in 
the upcoming draft. As a guy with 
those elite traits, he gives his all on 
every play too. Butler has all the 

traits to become a #1 receiver at the 
next level as long as he continues 
to learn and progress like he has 
throughout college.

Athleticism: 7.16
 
Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 7.60

 Tall, linear, press cover CB, with 
good overall bulk. Has great length 
for press system, has very good hip 
fluidity for a taller DB, and shows 
good lateral agility. Only time you 
see stiffness in his transition is on 
quick crossing routes, where he 
anticipates route going deeper. It 
allows WR to gain a step of separa-
tion.

 Flexibility: 7.20

 Shows surprising ability to uncoil 
on WR with a jam at LOS, then flip 
hips to mirror and match receiver's 
actions, staying close on their hip 
pocket.

 Deep Speed: 7.00

 Has good deep speed to hang with 
deep threats at the third level of 
routes. Routinely stays physical 
throughout the confine of the route 
with hand checks, and pushing, 
which could be a detriment at the 

next level.

 Explosion: 6.50

 Not an overly explosive athlete, 
rather a fluid, and instinctive player 
that trusts what he sees. Will make 
impressive breaks on the football 
at the catch point, and is a pest to 
WR's throughout the entire process 
of the catch.

 Coordination: 7.50

 Former wrestler, who understands 
how to stay balanced from any plat-
form. His backpedal, and transition 
is very balanced, which gives him 
a chance to keep his eyes up, and 
make plays on the football, rather 
than worry about staying close to 
WR in and out of their breaks.

 

Coverage Ability: 7.50

 Man Press: 7.80

 The coverage of his choice. He was 
left on an island 90% of the time at 
Temple, and excelled. Uses a one 
or two-handed jam at LOS, then 

shuffles, and flips hips fluidly. Does 
not allow a ton of separation for 
WR, and will stay right in WR hip 
pocket for the duration of play.

 Man Off: 7.50

 Also excels at being able to get 
physical with WR's in off man, still 
hand checking, and being physical 
with WR down the field to disrupt 
timing. Willing to fight back to the 
ball, and disrupt at the catch point.

 Zone: 7.10

 Is adept in zone coverage, it's just 
that he played predominantly in 
man coverage at Temple. He has 
great instincts, a very good ability 
to break on the ball, and shows the 
ability to process route concepts 
which allows him to be able to 
process bunch formations, and pick 
which responsibility is his.

 Hand Fighting: 7.70

 Excellent hands fighter throughout 
the entirety of play. Used a one and 
two handed jam at LOS, although 
predominantly he allowed WR's to 
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get a release without one in Man 
Press. Will hand check, and club 
downfield until the ball is in the 
WR's hands. A pest at the catch 
point, and disrupts a ton of pass-
es right at the last second. Hand 
checking could become a detriment 
at the next level, where hand fight-
ing after 5 yards could be a problem 
for him to adjust to.

 Hips/Turn Ability: 7.40

 Very good hip fluidity, and can flip 
his hips from his backpedal with 
ease from intermediate, and deep 
depths. On short crossing routes 
he at times will allow separation, 
because he will anticipate a deeper 
route, and will over pursue in back-
pedal depth.

 Play Making: 7.33

 Closing Quickness7.30Trusts his 
instincts, and will break on the ball 
when he feels he has a chance to ei-
ther disrupt catch, or come up with 
a timely turnover.

 Ball skills: 7.30

 With his ability to break on the 
ball, and disrupt at the catch point 
he comes down with his share of 
INT's. In 2018, at Temple he came 
down with 2, and at his previous 
stop at Presbyterian college in 
2017 he came up with 5 INT's in a 
season.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 7.40

 Intelligent CB, who puts in the 
time in game preparation during 
the week to be able to pick up small 
nuances of the WR's he is facing to 
be able to jump route tendencies.

 Run Support: 6.07

 Quickness Upfield: 5.80

 Inconsistent in his urgency to pur-
sue on run defense. He will throw 
a shoulder in on a RB coming his 
way, but at times, he does not seem 
to give max effort to the ball.

 Fight Through Blocks: 6.10

 Willing to scrap with receivers and 
tight ends trying to block him, but 
due to his somewhat slender build 
he struggles to shed blocks, rather 
he stalls the progress, and sets an 
edge for pursuit to rally to the ball.

 Tackling: 6.30

 Solid tackling ability, and generally 
uses good technique, but at times 
though he will overpuruse an angle, 
or even dive at the ankles of ball 
carriers.

 

Competitiveness: 7.23

 Toughness: 8.00

 Gritty, and tough cover CB, who 
has an extensive background as a 
wrestler with merits such as three-
time region champion, three-time 
county champ, and two-time state 
champion in high school. He even 
thought he was going to pursue a 
wrestling career with a chance of 
representing at the Olympics at 
one point, rather than get a chance 
playing collegiate football.

 Production: 6.50

 One year of good production at 
the division one college level, and 

put up excellent stats at his previ-
ous stop at Presbyterian college, 
including his final year in 2017, that 
included him having 5 INT's.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.20

 Was a standout press, cover CB for 
Temple, and most weeks turned 
their attention away from his side 
of the field. The only portion of his 
game that is lacking is his urgency 
in run defense.

 

Intelligence: 7.37

 Instincts: 7.30

 Intelligent CB, who uses prepara-
tion, and feel to make breaks on the 
football. He will scrap with WR's, 
and disrupt their ability to come up 
with the pass clearly.

 Learn/Retain: 7.30

 After three years at a FBS school, 
he elevated his game at the division 
one level, and shows a prowess for 
being able to play sticky coverage 
no matter the scheme.

 Teamwork: 7.50

 Was awarded a single digit number 
at Temple, which in that program 
means you are one of the hardest 
workers on the team, and are a re-
vered leader in preparation, which 
shows because that distinction is 
voted on by the players.

 

STRENGTHS:
 Tall, long, press CB who enjoys 
getting right up on WR at the LOS. 

Will utilize a one or two hand jam 
to stymie WR off the ball, but most 
of the time he allows a free release, 
and sticks to his receiver's hip pock-
et. Is a monster at the catch point, 
and will pester WR's throughout 
the duration of the route with hand 
checks, and generally being phys-
ical throughout. Has very good 
instincts to be able to make breaks 
on passes whether he has a chance 
just to get a pass defensed, or an 
INT. Former decorated wrestler, 
who thrives on the gritty competi-
tion between he and the WR he is 
up against.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 Yes, Ya-Sin has a good measurables, 
but he will need to continually need 
to add more strength, and bulk so 
that bigger bodied WR's cannot 
gain release from him. He shows 
a serious lack of urgency when he 
was asked to fly down from his out-
side CB position, and contribute in 
run defense. He will need to tighten 
up his tackling as well, because he 
has a tendency to dive or duck big-
ger bodied ball carriers. Extremely 
handsy throughout the route, which 
could lead him to being penalized 
at the next level due to only being 
allowed to make contact 5 yards 
downfield. Would like to see him 

be able to convert more of his pass 
defensed, to INT's.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Rock Ya-Sin is a long, aggressive 
press CB, who stepped up his game 
from an FBS level to being awarded 
a single digit, at the revered Tem-
ple University. With his meteoric 
rise, he has seen his draft stock rise 
significantly, and I could see him 
coming off the board in the 2nd-
3rd round range, and teams that 
predominantly run man coverage 
concepts will hold him in higher 
regard.
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Athleticism: 7.44
 
Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 7.25

 Quick in open space, he can close 
space, and can change his direction 
with ease to make a play.

 Flexibility: 7.35

 He does a good job at keeping a 
good bend and a lower pad level so 
he can get underneath blocks.

 Explosiveness: 7.85

 He can close space quickly and ex-
plodes into the direction he wants 
to head. He can fill gaps fast.

 Playing Speed: 7.75

 He is a high motor guy that is 
looking to make a play anytime he 
is around the ball carrier.

 Coordination: 7.20

 He does have his moments where 
he can get knocked off his feet easi-
ly if he comes in too high.

Position Versatility: 7.25

 He is a bit undersized but can clog 
lanes. He can play across the board 
with his athleticism.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 6.83
 

 Initial Quickness: 7.80

 He will close in on the quarterback 
if there is an open lane to the quar-
terback. Explodes out of stance.

 Rush with Leverage: 7.00

 He has the ability to get under and 
push back but can come in high 
which gets him knocked over.

 Pass Rush Moves: 6.00

 He doesn't have a variety of moves 
when rushing the QB. He will get 
immediate pressure with speed.

 Pressure Consistency: 6.50

 If there isn't an open lane he 
doesn't get enough pressure on the 

QB because of the lack of moves.

Coverage: 7.46
 
Pass Drops: 7.75

 He is very smooth when he drops 
back into coverage and fluid mov-
ing his hips to change his direction.

 Coverage Awareness: 7.00

 He has his moments where he 
appears confused on his assignment 
which resulted in a chunk play.

 M/M Coverage: 7.25

 He has the athleticism to flip his 
hips to run with his man. He can 
stick with most RBs and TEs.

 Zone Coverage: 7.85

 He can cover a lot of ground with 
his speed. He shuffles very well 
while eyeing the quarterback's eyes.

 

Against The Run: 7.15

 Play with Leverage: 7.00

 He is great at driving lineman 
when he has leverage but is man-
handled if the lineman lock on to 
him.

 Stack and Shed: 7.25

 When he locks on first he has the 
strength to toss the lineman to the 
side and fill the gap on runs.

 Run at Him: 7.50

 He is a gap filler and can stuff runs 
with his initial quickness. A strong 
supporter against the run.

 Runs Away: 7.25

 His speed in open space allows him 
to close down runs to the outside. 
Can take some bad angles.

 Tackling/Hitting: 6.75

 Angles can be off and come in too 
high which allows his tackles to be 
broken. Needs work on form.

 

Competitiveness: 7.42

 Toughness: 7.75

 Not afraid of contact, looks to bring 
the thud on every tackle, keeps on 
competing on every play.

 Production: 7.00

 No major production but that is 
expected when playing on a defense 
that has NFL talent all over.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.50

 High motor guy, constantly mov-
ing, eyes on the ball, and will flow 
to the rusher to make the tackle.

Intelligence: 7.25

 Instincts: 7.25

 Reads the quarterback's eyes which 
allows him to make a break on the 
ball when the pass is made.

 Learn/Retain: 7.00

 He can misdiagnose plays which 
allows a man to get open on pass 
plays to get chunk yards.

 Concentration: 7.50

 He looks to always have his eyes on 
the ball and where the play is going 
to he can end it.

 

STRENGTHS:

 Wilson can be a team's run stuffer 
at the next level. His initial quick-
ness allows him to fill the gaps and 
plug holes, so he can make the 
tackle on the runner. He is very 
strong and can push lineman back 
or toss them to the side. He can be 
very fluid in his pass coverage, very 
comfortable when he drops back, 
can flip his hips and run with the 
receiver. He always keeps his eye on 
the ball and the quarterback's eyes 
which allows him to flow to where 
the play is going to, he can react to 

it. Overall, he is solid in all areas of 
his game.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 
He can take bad angles which can 
take him out of plays or overrun 
the ball carrier. He does need work 
on his tackling form as he can come 
in too high which allows the rusher 
to run through his tackle. When his 
pad level rises, he can get knocked 
over on blocks. If lineman lock 
onto him first they can have their 
way with him and drive him into 
the ground. He showed that he can 
misdiagnose or have a misunder-
standing of his assignment which 
can result in chunk plays for the 
offense. He won't be effective as 
a pass rusher unless he is sent on 
timed blitzes or stunts that allow a 
free lane.

 

BIG PICTURE:
 
He should be able to come to the 
next level and help upgrade a 
team's linebacker corps. He has a 
strong overall game which allows 
him to be efficient as a backer. 
He can improve a team's defense 
against the run because of his abili-
ty to plug holes and his initial speed 
which allows him to close space on 
ball carriers. He will bring the thud 
on every hit and hopes that will 
force a fumble. He can drop back in 
coverage and cover his assignment, 
but he will have moments where he 
gives up a chunk play on a misread. 
His play recognition will be some-
thing that teams should look to 
improve upon when he enters the 
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building. During his rookie season 
he should be able to come in as a 
starter and be an immediate con-
tributor. He would be a better fit for 

a team that already has established 
defensive tackles which will allow 
him to have more space to flow 
freely to the ball. If he can add a 

little more size, develop as a player, 
then he should be a cog for a team's 
defense by the time that he enters 
his third season.

Athleticism: 7.51
 
Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 7.65

 Very agile in open space which al-
lows him to flow freely around the 
field to stick his man.

 Flexibility: 7.55

 He can keep a nice bend around 
blocker and will stay on his feet 
when blockers go to cut.

 Deep Speed: 7.00

 He does have the ability to keep up 
with his man on deep routes. He 
can make up space.

 Explosion: 7.85

 He can explode in the direction 
that he wants to go and close space 
quickly to make a play.

 Coordination: 7.50

 He stays on his feet and can run 
while looking back at the quarter-
back while adjusting his body.

Coverage Ability: 7.34

 Man Press: 7.55

 He will get up under receiver's 
pads, jam them, then he can attach 
to their hips on the routes.

 Man Off: 7.50

 He is fluid in his back peddle while 
being light on his feet to make ad-
justments on the route.

 Zone: 7.00

 He is undisciplined in his zone cov-
erage and leave his area too early 
which opens up lanes.

 Hand Fighting: 7.15

 He will battle at the LOS when 
jamming but not much as the play 
develops when in coverage.

 Hips/Turn Ability:

 He is great at adjusting his body 
and flipping his hips so he doesn't 
lose his man in space.

 Play Making: 7.08

 Closing Quickness: 7.85

 He can close space very quick 
which allows him to break on 
routes to get in passing lanes.

 Ball skills: 6.75

 He will deflect balls or make the 
pick if the ball hits his hands but 
needs more production.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 6.65

 He is outstanding when he can 
jump routes but has his mental 
lapses at reading plays.

 

Run Support: 7.32

 Quickness Upfield: 7.85

 His speed in space is impressive as 
he can explode where he wants to 
go for the tackle.

 
Fight Through Blocks: 6.75
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He does a good job at using his 
arms to shed blockers but doesn't 
show consistent effort.

 Tackling: 7.35

 He will explode through the ball 
carrier's body's and will wrap up to 
bring them down.

 Competitiveness: 6.83

 Toughness: 6.50

 He loves to hit and will look to 
bring the thud on plays but has 
times where he lays off.

 Production: 7.50

 35 games, 161 tackles (92 solo), 
15.5 tackles for loss, 4 sacks, 9 int, 
12 PD, 0 FF, 0 FR

 Consistency/Motor: 6.50

 He needs to show more of a consis-
tent effort when plays aren't involv-
ing him.

 Intelligence: 7.08

 Instincts: 7.50

 He reads players bodies well so he 
can mimic their routes, go through 
or get around blocks.

 Learn/Retain: 6.75

 Whether it is coaching on the field 
or film, he can misread plays at 
times and could improve.

 Teamwork: 7.00

 Good communicator in the sec-
ondary at getting calls across the 

unit prior to the snap.

STRENGTHS:
 He is more of a fit for what teams 
are looking for the safety position 
in today's league. He has the versa-
tility to play in the slot, inside the 
box, and can play back as a deep 
safety. He will have more confi-
dence lining up in the slot because 
that's where he played the most in 
his last season. His athleticism will 
allow him to come in and play right 
away as he has the speed to keep 
up with players and has the agility 
to adjust in open space. He has a 
chance to be a pocket knife in the 
NFL.

 WEAKNESSES:
 Even though he can play as a deep 
safety he didn't get the playing time 
that would help him be comfort-
able if teams sent him back often. 
He will need time to adjust to the 
change and for the speed at the next 
level. He does have his mental laps-
es in games which shows because 
he will misread plays or be undisci-
plined in zone coverage which leads 
to him leaving his area. He will also 
need more work on his ball skills 
as he needs to get around the ball 
more when thrown at.

 BIG PICTURE:
 Gardner-Johnson has the athletic 
ability to come in and be an im-
mediate contributor in a team's 
defense as a rookie. He fits the 
mold of today's defensive backs that 
defensive coordinators are looking 
for to combat against the passing 
attack in the league. He will be 
more effective if team's ask him to 

play in the slot or inside the box 
while lining him up as a deep safety 
from time to time. He does a great 
job in man coverage because he can 
jam in press coverage while being 
able to move and flip his hips to run 
with his man. He does a great job 
at attaching to hips and mimicking 
routes. In off man coverage or zone, 
he does an outstanding reacting to 
out or slant routes then using his 
speed to his advantage to jump the 
route to get in passing lanes which 
can disrupt where the quarterback 
wanted to go with the ball. He also 
can be used in blitz packages or to 
help clog lanes against runs. He will 
explode up the field to break up 
screen plays and isn't easily blocked 
by receivers. During his first season 
he will experience ups and downs 
as he learns the defensive scheme. 
He will need some coaching up on 
the field and in the film room to 
help cut down his mental mistakes. 
If he can develop in that area of his 
game and if a team uses him to his 
skill set, then he can be a long-time 
contributor to a team’s defense. He 
might not end up as a star but can 
be a productive player.
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Athleticism: 7.56
 
Q.A.B.: 7.40

 Is exceptionally quick with great 
lateral agility. Will bounce off 
defenders consistently to create big 
runs. Shows great lateral accelera-
tion.

 Flexibility: 7.40

 Shows loose hips and flexibility in 
blocking that allows him to handle 
rushers coming into the pocket. 
Has been a key cog for McSorley 
due to his flexibility at the point of 
attack.

 C.O.D.: 7.90

 Great change of direction that 
showcases itself quite often. Be-
comes shifty and slippery in the 
open field with fluid hips.

 Explosion: 7.40

 Exquisite explosion through the 
hole that gets him up into the sec-

ond level easily. Can explode down 
the sideline to gain chunks that 
other, less athletic backs could not 
get.

 Top End Speed: 7.70

 Flies into the open field when he 
breaks a run. Rarely will get run 
down to top speed, does not get 
tired very easily on big run.

 

With Ball In Hands: 
7.42

 Vision: 6.20

 While he can see well between the 
tackles and see cutback lanes, he 
bounces the run outside far too 
often. It leads to unnecessary TFLs.

 Cutting Ability: 8.10

 Has amazing feet and can cut on a 
dime. The best cutback in the draft 
this year easily and will not be tack-
led if he is cutting.

 

Elusiveness: 7.80

 Has incredible elusiveness with top 
speed and acceleration. Ability to 
drive power through hips allows 
him to reach top speed easily. Can 
freeze defenders by stuttering and 
accelerating easily.

Yards After Contact: 7.10

 Falls forward and shows grit, but 
still needs to get stronger in the 
lower body to power through piles. 
Has a great center of gravity that 
allows him to balance through 
contact.

 Ball Security: 7.90

 Seldom fumbles the ball and will 
make extra note to take care of it in 
slippery conditions. Always is sure 
ball carrier during crunch time.

 

Receiving: 6.43

 Hands: 7.10

 Has shown the ability to catch 

away from his body and run in 
stride with catching. Can make 
solid adjustments on the ball.

 Route Running: 5.50

 Has a very sparse route tree and 
cannot run very crisp routes, so 
unlikely to see work from the slot 
against the next level immediately.

 Ability In Space: 6.40

 Surprisingly good at the scramble 
drill and finds soft spots in zones. 
Solid acceleration after the catch.

 Ability to Separate: 6.70

 Ability to cut still helps separation 
and top level acceleration allows 
acceleration on wheels. Out routes 
need work, as the breaks are cur-
rently tense.

 

Blocking: 6.35

 Lead Blocking: 5.30

 Shows very little ability to get 
involved in blocking for jet sweeps 
or plays away from him. Shies away 
from unneeded contact with LBs.

 Blocking In Space: 6.20

 Shows the ability to at least get key 
blocks up field without drawing 
penalties. Sometimes bounces plays 
due to a key chip.

 Pass Blocking: 6.70

 Has shown the ability to be a rather 
good pass protector for McSorley. 
Due to raw frame, gets overpow-
ered a good bit of the time, will 

need to bulk up.

 Situational Awareness: 7.2

Does not draw unnecessary penal-
ties and takes smart holding calls if 
he has to do it. Smart blocker.

 

Competitiveness: 7.05

 Toughness: 7.50

 Shows consistent grit when run-
ning and runs hard all the time. 
Never goes down on first contact, 
shows swagger when he runs with 
the ball.

 Production: 6.50

 Has solid production, but can be 
inconsistent against higher tier run 
defenses, which leaves in question 
how he will fair at the next level.

 Consistency/Motor: 6.50

 Has a fantastic motor on every 
play. Inconsistent, as he is shut 
down by higher tier run defens-
es and does not always play a full 
game.

 Teamwork: 7.70

 Uses OL to dictate his lane and 
works with them beautifully. Com-
municates well with the QB and 
gets open on scramble drills due to 
it.

 

Intelligence: 6.50

 Instincts: 7.20

 Shows fantastic patience that al-

lows him to instinctively make hard 
cuts inside. Trust instincts and eyes 
on runs.

 Learn/Retain: 6.50

 Have not seen growth due to only 
one year of starting, but seems to 
have retained lots of Saquon Bark-
ley's traits.

 Versatility: 5.80

 While he can play from any place 
in the backfield, he fails to show 
versatility in the passing game and 
does not play in the slot.

 

STRENGTHS:
 With absolutely ridiculous change 
of direction and athleticism, Miles 
Sanders is a nightmare RB for 
teams to face. His cutting ability 
and elusiveness make him the most 
dangerous player on the field when 
he has the ball in his hands. His 
big play ability can come out on 
any play and he will often never be 
caught with great acceleration and 
top end speed. He works off his 
teammates and offensive lineman 
well as he tries to scan to find holes. 
When he hits the hole, he hits it 
with patience and explosiveness. 
His loose hips add to his contact 
balance, slipperiness, and shiftiness.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 Sanders, while a huge big play 
threat, bounces the ball outside too 
often. His vision does allow him 
to work off of the offensive line-
man, but his read of the blocking 
devolves into an explosive play 
mindset only at times. His lack of 
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receiving ability can be improved 
upon, but he needs to use his fluid 
hips much better to work out of the 
slot and become a more versatile 
player. His pass blocking could use 
work and he will need to improve 
his strength at the next level to truly 
become a 3-down RB.

 BIG PICTURE: 
 Miles Sanders, much like his 
predecessor Saquon Barkley, is an 

explosive big play threat who is 
a freak athlete. Sanders has some 
of the best cutting ability to come 
out of college football in the past 
few years and combined with his 
elusiveness, it makes him a danger-
ous player all the time. However, 
he fails to fully take advantage of 
his athletic profile with the lack of 
receiving experience. In order to be 
a true feature back at the next level, 
Sanders will need to diversify his 
route tree and his IQ of the receiv-
ing game. Sanders, while raw cur-

rently, could be used in a council 
his first year before taking over full 
time. The ability to receive is there, 
but it needs refinement. Sanders 
will be a 3-down back someday, but 
it will not be in his rookie year. That 
is why he likely goes in the middle 
of day 2, and not towards the upper 
echelon of late day 1-early day 2.

Athleticism: 6.32
 
Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 6.80

 He is quick off the line of scrim-
mage with a powerful first step and 
excellent forward lean. His lateral 
mobility and short area quickness 
to duck back inside is not very 
strong, and he can get buried in 
contact when working laterally. His 
strong base and length still provide 
him the ability and balance to play 
with influence and positioning 
along the line.

 Flexibility: 6.10

 Frequently displays tight hips, and 
he does not possess the mobility 
to speed through tight angles or 
to tilt and carry his leverage ex-
tending underneath his hips. Can 
struggle to bend the edge and dip 
under linemans pads and punches. 
Displays excellent pad level when 
working out of his three point 
stance with the ability to fully 
extend his arms and keep his chest 
plate clean utilizing good chest-to-
ground forward lean.

Explosiveness: 6.90

 When working out of obvious pass 
rushing sets, he noticeably explodes 
off the line of scrimmage capable 
of pushing blockers on their heels 
with an excellent forward lean. Is 
often inconsistent when timing 
the snap to burst off the line of 
scrimmage on non-obvious passing 
situations.

Playing Speed: 6.30

 Possesses outstanding speed up-
field when in pursuit of the quarter-
back. Can chase runners down the 
line of scrimmage utilizing a relent-
less motor. Has a modest amount of 
range. Not the fastest straight line 
runner, but can catch runners from 
behind in the second level.

Coordination: 5.50

 Displays a strong and wide base 
and an excellent forward lean to 
consistently battle against strong 
interior lineman. Will need to gain 
weight in order to play inside at the 
next level, and as a result, he ends 
up on the ground more often than 

one would like.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 6.54

 Initial Quickness: 7.30

 Displays a quick and powerful first 
step when working out of his three 
point stance in pass rushing sets. 
Becomes hesitant when attempting 
to time up the snap with his get off. 
Much more instinctive player with 
a fast launch and good burst.

 Use of Hands: 6.30

 His hand placement waivers to 
often creating frustrating lapses in 
his pass rushing sets. When he fails 
to extend his arms and stack block-
ers, he tends to get walled off failing 
to make plays in the backfield. He 
consistently fails to disengage from 
contact and his punches, rips and 
pulls tend to be ineffective when at-
tempting to get hands off his frame.

 Leverage: 7.00

Plays with a good forward lean and 
excellent arm extension to keep his 
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chest clean. His low pads and wide 
base create good leverage at the 
point of attack. He can over-com-
mit leaving openings into his chest 
often losing leverage and footing in 
the process.

 Pass Rush Moves: 6.10

 Possesses a wide variety of pass 
rushing moves, although he is not 
extremely effective when utilizing 
them. Has shown awareness in us-
ing bull-rush, rip and club, and rip 
and dip techniques to win in a pass 
rushing set and to counter offen-
sive lineman. His counters tend to 
be ineffective. When he is in good 
position his frame and length tend 
to support his ability as a pass rush-
er. He has the capability to power 
through when he utilizes solid hand 
placement.

 Finish Ability: 6.00

 His length and motor give him 
adequate ability to finish plays in 
the backfield, but his tendency to 
rush without a plan in place and 
while over extending at the point 
of attack present the opportunity 
for ball carriers in the backfield and 
for the QB to slip his grasp. If he 
can get his hands on the ball carrier 
they will usually get dragged to the 
turf.

 

Competitiveness: 7.07

 Toughness: 5.80

 He has the size, speed and power 
to develop into a monster on the 
line of scrimmage at the next level, 
but their are to many inconsis-
tencies within his tape that keep 
arousing questions. He lacks the 

weight to play inside and the play 
strength to frequently win at the 
point of attack. Too many reps end 
with him on his back and on the 
ground. He tends to get walled and 
stood up when he fails to get a firm 
grasp and quality hand placement 
on the blocker.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.80

 Plays with a highly effective motor 
on every play attacking the ball 
through the whistle. Will chase 
down runners from behind and 
attack the boundary prior to run-
ners turning upfield. Never takes a 
play off.

 Production: 7.60

 Was one of the most productive 
athletes in the defensive deficient 
Big-12 conference acting as the 
anker and second best pass rusher 
on Texas. broke out during the 2018 
campaign displaying the ability to 
contribute as an edge and 3-tech-
nique defensive lineman.

 

Against The Run: 6.72

 Play with Leverage: 7.00

 With low pad levels and long arms 
he can keep his chest clean. He 
consistently utilizes a nice forward 
lean and a wide base to maintain 
leverage. Will end up on his back to 
often throughout a game.

 Stack and Shed: 6.00

 His overall play strength is lacking, 
and he is too light to play on the 
interior as a 3-Tech defensive tackle 
on every play. He fits in as a 4-3 de-
fensive end playing the run off the 

edge, with the ability to move inside 
on obvious passing situations.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 6.90

 Flashed immense quickness at 
the senior bowl and periodically 
on film. He has the quickness and 
length to break through the gap 
while keeping his frame clean and 
clear of contact. He doesn't possess 
the consistent ability to flash across 
the offensive lineman's face and 
break through a gap to disrupt the 
backfield on every play.

 Run at Him: 6.60

 His hands have shown tendencies 
to be extremely powerful when in 
the right positioning. Can stack 
blockers with length and power in 
his punches and attack gaps with 
good burst. Can struggle to dis-
engage defenders when he allows 
hands inside his frame.

 Run Away: 6.30

 Does a solid job attacking run-
ners on the opposite field. Limited 
lateral ability can inhibit his ability 
to close off lanes, but his speed and 
get off allow him to shoot gaps and 
attack cut back lanes often clog-
ging up the hole with his range and 
length.

 Tackling/Hitting: 7.50

 Outstanding tackle radius with a 
big wingspan. Good grip strength 
often showing a prominent pres-
ence along the LOS to grab cloth 
and bring the ball carrier down in 
traffic, often holding on until the 
cavalry arrives. He is an effective 
scraper when working down the 
line, capable of flattening the line of 

scrimmage or getting width to chal-
lenge plays toward the boundary.

 

Intelligence: 6.60

Instincts: 5.80

 Doesn't always work with a plan 
when pass rushing and can occa-
sionally struggle to find the ball in 
traffic. Needs to develop his hands 
in order to win more consistently at 
the next level.

 Learn/Retain: 6.50

 Still feeling his way through con-
sistency with his hands and ability 
to react to offensive looks. Needs 
to increase his transition time out 
of initial steps in order to better 
pursue ball carriers and in gap 
penetration.

 Teamwork: 7.50

 Humble team player who works 
hard in every phase of the game he 
is responsive for. Team leader with 
good character.

 STRENGTHS:
 Omenihu is a highly athletic pros-
pect with a quick step off the line 
and good burst upfield to challenge 
blockers early in sets. His length, 
explosiveness and physicality make 
him difficult to handle 1-on-1, 
both in the run game and as a pass 
rusher. His versatility as an edge 
defender and 3-technique defen-
sive tackle will be covered in NFL 
circles, as his growth from 2017 to 
2018 was on display in the defen-
sive deficiency BIg-12. He plays 

with a good forward lean and pad 
level to maintain leverage against 
offensive lineman while playing 
with an extremely high motor. He 
consistently attacks the ball through 
the whistle. He flashed immense 
quickness at the Senior Bowl and 
periodically on film capable of 
blowing through gaps to fill run-
ning lanes and collapse the interior. 
He is a stout run defender with the 
quickness to blow through gaps and 
the length to stack and shed on the 
edge. Omenihu is a humble team 
player who will outwork everyone.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 Although Omenihu has worked as 
a defensive tackle for most of his 
career, he possesses major weight 
and power limitations entering 
the next level and may need to 
play end with the ability to move 
inside in sub packages for obvious 
passing situations. He is listed at 
275 pounds and won't be able to 
contend with NFL interior lineman 
with his current weight and play 
strength. His hand usage needs to 
show improvement in accuracy and 
violence if he is to maximize his 
reps against blockers on the edge. 
He may often display a wide variety 
of pass rush moves, however, they 
are not consistent and have often 
been ineffective. When he fails to 
extend his arms and stack blockers, 
he tends to get walled off failing 
to make plays in the backfield. He 
consistently fails to disengage from 
contact and his punches, rips and 
pulls tend to be ineffective when at-
tempting to get hands off his frame. 
He needs to use his length more 
consistently and keep his chest 
clean or risk getting walled out of 
the play.

BIG PICTURE: 
 Omenihu is an athletic and versatile 
defender who can play anywhere 
along the defensive line, but figures 
to play as a 4-3 end with the talent 
to move inside and rush from the 
interior on passing downs. He has 
tremendous upside and untapped 
potential that could be unlocked 
with the right coaching and system. 
He struggles to bend the edge and 
won't be a double digit sack artist 
early in his career and will need to 
be refined, but the combination of 
his burst combined with his relent-
less motor and talent in run sup-
port will ultimately boost his stock 
to the later portion of day 3.
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Athleticism: 7.82
 
Q.A.B.: 7.60

 Lindstrom matches movement and 
quickness.

 Flexibility: 7.90

 Can play anywhere you put him on 
the line. He's strong enough to play 
guard, and fast enough to play tack-
le proving that at Boston College.

 C.O.D.: 8.10

 Slides and glides on the line of 
scrimmage during pass protection 
and run blocking. He controls 
the gaps without any leaks getting 
through.

 Explosion: 7.20

 Moves quick off the line of scrim-
mage when the ball is snapped. A 
negative trait that Lindstrom tends 
to do often is not get his hands out 
in front of him.

 

Versatility: 8.30

 Starting experience at Tackle and 
Guard for Boston College and he 
has the athletic traits to play Center.

 

Run Blocking: 7.20

 In-Line: 6.80

 You notice awareness when you 
watch Lindstrom play. He plays 
with a sense of urgency, but he's 
not reckless. He plays with eyes 
up ready to face with whatever the 
defense gives him.

 Movement off L.O.S.: 7.70

 Very quick, and the first one com-
ing off the line of scrimmage most 
times.

 Reach Block: 7.60

 Lindstrom's lateral quickness and 
his first step makes him a great 
reach blocker. Get's himself in a po-
sition to drive defenders and move 
to next level.

 Pull & Block Outside: 7.20

 Lindstrom shows his quickness 
when he's pulling to the outside. He 
doesn't maul people like big inte-
rior lineman, instead he wins the 
battle on the outside with his agility 
and flexibility. If Lindstrom shows a 
weakness when he pulls he strug-
gles keeping his pad level down.

 Adjust In Space: 7.40

 Shows potential to thrive in space 
because of his quick feet, loose hips, 
and he balances those out with the 
power he brings when he enters 
second level.

 Use of Hands: 6.50

 Lindstrom shows active hands 
while he's blocking. He doesn't 
have the longest reach to easily win 
the leverage game, but he has quick 
scrappy hands beating defensive 
lineman to the punch.

 

Pass Blocking: 6.83

 Quick Set: 7.10

Lindstrom builds a strong base out 
of his stance keeping his feet active.

 Protect Corner: 6.10

 Lindstrom has experience playing 
tackle at Boston College. He did 
well on the edge because of his foot 
quickness, but at the next level he 
doesn't have the reach and exten-
sion to succeed as a tackle in the 
NFL.

 Footwork / Redirect & Slide: 
7.20

 His feet move smoothly and nat-
urally in pass protection where it 
looks like he's mirroring his oppos-
ing lineman.

 Anchor / Reset Ability: 6.60

 Strong anchor, but there are times 
where he's overly aggressive with 
his punch in pass protection which 
could knock him off balance and 
have a difficult time recovering. 
Boston College has a heavy run 
scheme so Lindstrom has less expe-
rience than most in pass protection.

 Handle Games/Stunts: 7.20

 Handles defensive stunts well. Fac-
ing many different looks in college 
from both guard and tackle helped 
slow the game down for Lindstrom 
with his experience blocking speed 
and power.

 Hands / Punch: 6.80

 Good strikes come from Lind-
strom when he isn't too aggressive. 
The strikes are quick with solid 
hand placement.

 

Competitiveness: 7.33

 Toughness: 7.20

 With how much Boston College 
runs the football Lindstrom shows 
a toughness that goes unmatched. 
He isn't afraid to block anyone and 
he isn't afraid the be the lead block-
er making his way to second level.

 Consistency / Motor: 7.30

 Lindstrom shows a level of consis-
tency that NFL teams want to see 
from their offensive lineman. He 
plays with a sense of urgency and 
shows that he's versatile ready to 
play any position for his team.

 Production: 7.50

 Three year starter at Boston Col-
lege and started at multiple po-
sitions. He shows traits of what 
every team in the NFL want in their 
offensive lineman. Durability, and 
versatility.

 

Intelligence: 7.07

 Instincts: 7.30

 Lindstrom shows good instincts 
on tape. He's responsive to twists, 
and blitzes, and anticipates his next 
assignment when he goes to second 
level coming off a double team. 
Plays with good pad level and his 
head is always up.

 Learn/Retain: 6.80

 His over aggressiveness and sense 
of urgency is what can hurt him 
sometimes. Going up against a 
stronger or faster defensive lineman 

he can be put off balance.

 Teamwork: 7.10

 Works well with his fellow offen-
sive lineman. Always working a 
double team, and he goes all out 
when he's the lead blocker for his 
running back.

 

STRENGTHS:
 

Lateral quickness, mobile blocker 
in space, and one of the best second 
level blockers in the draft. He has 
the experience in college and he's 
athletic enough to play every po-
sition on the line at the next level. 
Lindstrom has a strong foundation 
that gives him a better chance at 
winning the battles on every down. 
Awareness is key and Lindstrom 
plays with his head up calculating 
his next move.

 

WEAKNESSES: 
 

Even with his big frame his lack of 
length can take away his versatility 
and it gives him a tougher time to 
truly finish off blocks. His leverage 
will give him a tougher time at the 
next level.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 

Chris Lindstrom is a day one talent 
that will probably get picked day 
two. His tape shows that he's a con-
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sistent offensive lineman for three 
seasons and that will continue at 
the next level. His combination of 
quick movements and big size will 
have an NFL team pencil him in as 
a starter before training camp be-
gins. Lindstrom shows that he can 

create momentum during running 
plays and with that experience in a 
run heavy offensive scheme in Bos-
ton College an NFL coach is going 
to make him a busy man blocking 
in space up to second level. Lind-
strom has proven he can handle a 

heavy workload. When you draft 
Chris Lindstrom you're getting an 
athletic big man that is dependable 
and durable who can play all five 
positions.

Athleticism: 8.54
 
Q.A.B.: 8.80

 Extremely athletic and shifty 
runner with immense short area 
quickness, burst and lateral agility. 
He is a big play threat every time he 
touches the ball, as his explosive-
ness, speed and quickness make a 
headache to catch in the open field. 
Possessing good contact balance 
and a low center of gravity, he is 
tough to bring down without qual-
ity from talking since his speed and 
elusiveness make him slippery in 
contact.

 Flexibility: 8.60

 Displays outstanding flexibility as 
a runner and receiver. He runs with 
excellent pad level and bent knees 
to maximize his speed and get 
down filled quickly, while possess-
ing the ability to twist his body and 
adjust to the ball in air.

 C.O.D.: 8.20

 Great change of direction ability 

showcasing elite stop-start ability 
and and the talent to cut without 
losing speed. He is a monster in the 
open field capable of planting his 
foot and flipping field whenever 
he chooses. With immense ath-
letic ability and the natural ability 
plant his foot and avoid on coming 
defenders.

 Explosion: 8.30

 He is extremely fluid and explo-
sive out of his stance. Bursting off 
the line and breaking into his stem 
reaching full speed immediately, He 
is a big play waiting to happen with 
the ability to break a game open 
with one play.

 Deep Speed: 8.80

 One of the fastest players in the 
draft this year. He reaches full speed 
immediately and can run by the 
secondary instantly. He is a big play 
waiting to happen with the talent 
and explosion to blow by defenders 
lollygagging.

 

Without Ball: 7.04

 Quicks Off LOS: 8.10

 Very fluid mover off the line of 
scrimmage driving off his pant 
leg with little wasted motion. Can 
drive off the line and get into his 
route stem quickly. Eats 5-10 yard 
cushions instantly and can blow 
by sleeping corners. Often uses a 
a change in speed and a hesitation 
move in order to create hesitation 
in the defensive back allowing him 
to gain additional separation.

 Release VS Jam: 5.30

 Short arms, small frame and poor 
play strength make him struggle 
when he fails to gain a clean release 
off the line. Game plan and mo-
tions will allow him to avoid press 
coverage for most of the game in 
order to gain clean releases and 
get him moving to top speed early. 
Can beat press with a head fake and 
elite explosiveness off the line. Gets 
stuck when he allows a defender to 
engage.
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Route Running: 8.10

 Does an excellent job of varying 
his route speed in his stem after 
exploding off the line of scrim-
mage utilizing good knee bend and 
lowering his hips to breakdown at 
the top of his route. Extremely crisp 
route runner at the top of the stem 
to break off and run to any layer 
of the field. He can manipulate 
the defender with head and body 
fakes causing hesitation to gain 
additional separation. His stop and 
start quickness creates a headache 
effect for the corner. Has run a 
diverse route tree in the third areas 
of the field and has been limited to 
shallow crosses, slants hooks and 
bubble screens in the shallow areas 
of the field.

 Separation: 8.10

 Can gain impressive separation 
with his speed, quickness and route 
running ability. Can struggle if the 
defender can engage him in the 
contact window, but will otherwise 
gain a step on defenders almost 
immediately.

 Blocking: 5.60

 Small frame and limited play 
strength combined with short arms 
make blocking situations difficult 
for him. He is a willing blocker with 
a less than stellar ability to occupy a 
defender.

 

With Ball In Hands: 
6.85

 Hands: 6.80

 Possesses good hands that act like 

glue each area of the field. He can 
fully extend to reach poorly thrown 
balls. Doesn't always catch the ball 
with his hands and can tend to al-
low the ball to come into his chest. 
Small hands make contested catch 
situations tough. Has the ability to 
go up and get the ball at its high-
est point with an excellent leaping 
ability.

 Yard After Contact: 6.60

Possesses good contact balance 
and can use his speed and slip-
pery nature to break weak tackles 
keeping his feet and gaining space 
to slide through the defense. Will 
get tripped up fairly easily by arm 
tackles.

 Ability in Space: 8.10

 Excellent ability in the open field 
to avoid defenders and break the 
game open with one play. He is a 
threat to score every time he touch-
es the ball. Extremely elusive and 
slippery in space who will find a 
crease to squeeze through it and 
find daylight exploding through 
with his speed. Can reach his top 
gear instantly.

 Ball Security: 5.90

 Doesn't always hold the ball high 
and tight and his short arms don't 
help. Will need to learn how to hold 
the ball with two arms when in 
contact, as his size doesn't help in 
this category.

 

Competitiveness: 7.33

 Toughness: 5.50

 Extremely small frame and light 

body weight won't make it easy for 
him to stay healthy at the next level. 
There are major durability concerns 
revolving around Hollywood. He 
has endured injuries throughout his 
career including a lower leg injury 
sustained this year.

 Production: 8.00

 Explosive production accrued 
throughout his career. He is a threat 
to score each time he touches the 
ball.

 Consistency/Motor: 8.50

 An exceptionally hard working 
athlete that doesn't take any plays 
off during any given snap.

 

Intelligence: 7.07

 Instincts: 7.70

 Great instincts with the ability to 
find the open space as a ball carrier. 
He understands the defense and 
knows how to manipulate corners 
to gain separation. Can find soft 
layers in the defense to exploit in 
the passing game.

 Learn/Retain: 7.80

 Very high football IQ with the 
knowledge to run a variety of 
routes in a route tree. Will need 
to learn more intermediate route 
options to be a successful slot at the 
next level.

 Position Versatility: 5.70

 Small frame, height and weight 
limit his ability to play on the 
boundary and heavily increase his 
injury risk. He will be a slot receiver 

playing on the outside in puerto 
matchup based situations used in 
motion to avoid press coverage and 
to allow him to get to top speed 
prior to the snap.

 

STRENGTHS:
One of the best pure athletes in the 
2019 draft class frequently showcas-
ing outstanding quickness, lateral 
agility, stop-start talent and explo-
sion. Possesses the deep speed to 
threaten overtop in the deep areas 
of the field and the playmaking 
ability to score from anywhere on 
the field. He is a very fluid mover 
who can get off the line in a hurry 
with no wasted movement entering 
his route stem immediately and 
reaching his top gear within the 
first five steps of his route. With 
excellent body control he can vary 
his speed in his stem and break 
down his running very crips routes 
breaking off the top of the route 
and converting technique to explo-
sion in any layer of the field. His 
technique combined with his speed 
and quickness make it tough for 
any defensive back to stay with him 
step for step. He is a headache to 
defend, as he can gain separation in 
all areas of the field. Possesses solid 
hands that can pluck balls out of 
the air and the flexibility to go after 
poorly thrown balls. A lethal run-
ner with the ball in his hands who 
can make defenders miss repeatedly 
in the open field. He is a big play 
waiting to happen.

 

WEAKNESSES:
 Possesses a very small frame with 
poor weight and short arms. His 
size is a major red-flag entering the 

next level, as his 170 pound frame 
won't hold up in the NFL. He has 
major durability concerns entering 
the next level. Possessing margin-
al play strength, he can't match 
up against physical defenders and 
struggles to get off press coverage 
once a defender engages him. Has 
gotten thrown from his line in the 
contact window and won't be an 
effective blocker. His short arms 
and lack of physicality don't help 
in contested catch situations where 
struggles to reel in balls in tight 
windows. His size and play style 
will limit him to a lot of motion and 
matchup roles playing the majority 
of his snaps out of the slot, limiting 
his versatility. Could help in the 
return game risking injury in the 
process.

 

BIG PICTURE: 
 Hollywood Brown is an extreme-
ly athletic prospect with big play 
ability generated from his explosive 
quickness and deep speed. He is 
a threat to score from any area on 
the field and is deadly with the ball 
in his hands. He has displayed the 
talent to run crisp routes, while 
manipulating the defender to gain 
additional space limiting contest-
ed catch situations and increasing 
room to run after the catch. His 
size and frame carries large con-
cerns related to durability and 
play strength, and it will limit him 
to the slot during the majority 
of his snaps. Smart coordinators 
will think of Brown as a "favorite 
toy" moving him in motion to get 
him to top speed off the snap and 
decreasing the chance for the play-
maker to get jammed at the line. 
He will succeed at the next level 
through his desirable athleticism 

and attention to detail, but his size, 
catch radius and physicality will 
need to be monitored as they could 
all inhibit parts of his game at the 
next level. A high Impact play-
er who will succeed in a vertical 
offense.
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Athleticism: 7.10
 
Q.A.B./C.O.D.: 7.50

 Very good athleticism. Has good 
fluidity, speed, length, and ability 
to get up to the catch point and dis-
rupt catches. Lateral agility is solid, 
but he struggles to stay balanced 
through his transition when he was 
used as an outside CB.

 Flexibility: 6.80

 Good flexibility and can slip past 
blocks or dip inside blocks to be 
able to fill rushing lanes. His fluid-
ity lends itself to being able to trail 
slot type WRs adequate.

 Deep Speed: 7.40

 Very good long speed, and he has 
the range to make plays from the 
far has as a deep third safety.

 Explosion: 7.10

 Explosive vertical jump, and it is 
evidenced by his prowess to either 

collect passes defensed or INTs.

 Coordination: 6.70

 Overall he is a nuanced pursuit 
safety that trusts what he sees with 
his pursuit. At times though he will 
struggle to stay balanced through 
his transition when tasked with 
lining up as a CB.

 Coverage Ability: 7.20

 Man Press: 7.20

 Good length and strength to be 
able to get a firm jam at LOS, which 
allows him to get himself into a 
good spot to trail throughout the 
route. Has experience back in 2017 
of playing almost exclusively as an 
outside CB.

 Man Off: 7.30

 His instincts flash when he is 
allowed to play from off coverage. 
He would play from a quarter turn 
technique to give himself a chance 
of flipping his hips quickly and 

trailing his assignment. He was 
adept at getting head around and 
reading QB's eyes to make a play on 
the ball.

 Zone: 7.50

 His bread and butter. He is a 
ballhawk in zone coverage using 
his length, instincts, and closing 
quickness to always be around the 
ball. Has the hands to come up with 
a good amount of turnovers.

 Hand Fighting: 7.10

 Good pace and ferocity in his hand 
checking and jam at the LOS, will-
ing to fight throughout play to try 
and disrupt WR.

 Hips/Turn Ability: 6.90

 Good hip swivel and transition, he 
at times though would get a little 
unbalanced out of his transition 
when going up against a faster WR.

 Play Making: 7.80

 Closing Quickness: 7.50
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 Very good closing quickness when 
the ball is in the air and he is track-
ing it. Seems to have GPS on where 
the ball is going to be, and he sets 
up camp trying to make a play on 
hit.

 Ball skills: 8.10

 Leaves Virginia with 13 career 
INTs and double that in Passes 
Defensed, which means he makes a 
living at being near the ball anytime 
it is in the air. Those 13 INTs make 
him the D-1 career interceptions 
leader.

 Route/play Diagnosis: 7.80

 Great route recognition and flow-
ing ability as a safety. Will bait QBs 
into throwing his direction and will 
make them pay dearly.

 Run Support: 7.10

 Quickness Upfield: 7.50

 Very good run defender who 
shows no hesitation coming down-
hill with fervor. Willing to run 
down backside plays.

 Fight Through Blocks: 7.20

 Feisty player who is willing to 
scrap with OL or TEs coming down 
to the second level. Strong hands 
fighter and will keep battling try to 
disengage.

 Tackling: 6.60

 Good tackler who takes good 
pursuit angles, he just has a bad 
tendency to dive at the ankles on 
tackling attempts which leads to 
missed tackles and RAC.

 Competitiveness: 7.50

 Toughness: 7.20

 Gritty combination safety prospect 
who is willing to scrap with WRs 
downfield in coverage or more than 
willing to fill in rushing lanes.

 Production: 7.70

 Terrific production over his 38 ca-
reer games in Virginia that includes 
13 INTs, 26 PD, 208 Total Tackles, 
and 12.0 TFL.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.60

 Great effort and stamina for a safe-
ty that excels playing in the deep 
third and is willing to give great 
effort transitioning downhill.

 Intelligence: 7.67

 Instincts: 7.80

 Highly efficient ball hawk due to 
his play and route recognition, as 
well as natural feel for where the 
ball is going to go to.

 Learn/Retain: 7.70

Wore a number of hats while play-
ing on the Virginia defense that 
included playing FS, SS, Outside 
CB, Dimebacker, ILB, and was able 
to transition seamlessly throughout 
their responsibilities.

 Teamwork: 7.50
 Was a leader on the back end of 
the secondary that helped get his 
teammates aligned and would help 
identify passing concepts. Hard 
worker and dedicated to his craft, 

who led by example.

 STRENGTHS:
 A very good statured coverage 
safety who is a pest at the catch 
point. He utilizes his speed, length, 
jumping ability, and instincts to 
range all over the back end of the 
defense to come up with his pass 
disruptions or INTs. Not only does 
he look to create turnovers he looks 
to take them back to the house for 
6. He is not just a coverage safety 
though, and is more than willing to 
fill hard downhill and pop pads in 
run defense as well. He has the ver-
satility to be able to drop down and 
cover slot type WRs as well as big-
ger bodied TEs. Takes good pursuit 
angles and is a calming presence in 
the backend of your secondary.

WEAKNESSES:
 Struggled as an Outside CB when 
tasked with opposing speedier WRs 
because he would become unbal-
anced out of his transition, but as a 
Safety he doesn't have to face up in 
coverage as much. Needs to tight-
en up his tackling skills, because 
he has a bad tendency of diving at 
runners feet instead of keeping his 
head up and tackling the body.

 BIG PICTURE: 
 Juan Thornhill is a quality Safety 
prospect in this class that backed up 
his tape with a great performance 
at the Combine checking the boxes 
on his speed and jumping ability. 
He should be highly coveted come 
draft weekend and even has an 
under the radar chance of getting 
selected late in round 1.  
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Athleticism: 7.28
 
Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 7.70

 Great athletic ability and a has a 
huge wingspan that he utilizes in 
his pass rush. Lateral agility, short 
area burst, and closing quickness is 
impressive for a taller, linear pass 
rusher.

 Flexibility: 7.50

 Very impressive ability to contort 
his tall frame with such ease. Is able 
to bend the edge and get under OT 
pads in a direct route to QB.

 Explosiveness: 7.30

 Has an explosive get off that allows 
him to put OT on skates if they 
dismiss his pass rushing ability. 
Has explosive hand usage that are 
constantly bombarding OL to keep 
himself clean for counter moves.

 Playing Speed: 7.10

 Very good playing speed that is 
enhanced by his closing quickness. 

When he sees a play to be made his 
flashes to finish.

 Coordination: 6.80

Good coordination for such a tall, 
lanky pass rusher, but at times he 
will look like he is flailing due to 
him being mostly arms and a long 
torso. A little more bulk packed 
onto his build could help him gain 
more coordination.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 7.50

 Initial Quickness: 7.50

 Has a noticeable get off that allows 
him to put OT on skates if they dis-
miss his pass rushing ability. Con-
sistently was one of the first pass 
rushers off the ball. Is an absolute 
mismatch on any TE that was asked 
to pass protect.

 Use of Hands: 7.60

 Aggressive and abusive hands 
fighter that will tire out OL 
throughout the duration of a play. 
Keeps chopping and chucking with 

OL until he can get himself in a 
position to get free to QB.

 Leverage: 6.50

 Inconsistent ability to utilize 
leverage in his rushing schemes. At 
times he will stay low and jolt OL 
backwards into QB's lap, then on 
others he will pop upright out of 
his stance which allows the OT to 
easily handle him.

 Pass Rush Moves: 7.90

 Has a vast amount of moves in his 
toolbox such as: Long Arm, Push/
Pull, Swim, Swipe, Spin, Dip, Bull 
Rush, Hesitate/Swipe, Swim/Hump, 
Two-Handed Push/Pull. He is a 
student of his opponent and will 
adapt his pass rush accordingly to 
get an advantage.

 Finish Ability: 8.00

 Outstanding finisher. Is second in 
Eastern Michigan history with 41.0 
TFL and 20 sacks.

 Competitiveness: 7.80

 Toughness: 7.60

 Even with his disadvantage going 
against OT who have more strength 
than him and bulk, he was able to 
consistently get past them due to 
motor, hand usage, and burst. Was 
willing to scrap on a consistent ba-
sis and out work his opponent.

 Consistency/Motor: 8.00

 Scalding hot motor that is always 
revving, both as a run supporter or 
as a pass rusher looking to wreak 
havoc on the QB.

 Production: 7.80

 Excellent production at Eastern 
Michigan, finishing second in team 
history in TFL and Sacks. Also 
finished his last two seasons as a 
member of All-MAC first team.

 

Against The Run: 7.15

 Play with Leverage: 6.50

 Inconsistent ability to utilize 
leverage in his rushing schemes. At 
times he will stay low and jolt OL 
or TE back with his powerful burst 
and hand strength, but then would 
lose out due to a lack of bulk. He 
also has a tendency to pop upright 
out of his stance which allows the 
OT to easily handle him.

 Stack and Shed: 7.30

 Shows the tenacity and hand 
strength to engage then shed block-
ers to be able to make a play on ball 
carrier for TFL.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 7.50

Does a very good job of timing up 
his burst and it allows him to get 
into the backfield with a high rate 
of success due to his closing quick-
ness.

 Run at Him: 7.20

 Gives very good effort when play 
is called towards him, and will fight 
with his assignment to get free 
and make a play, but due to a lack 
of bulk OL can usually gain some 
push when faced up with him.

 Run Away: 7.20

 Great backside pursuer. Is disci-
plined in keeping contain on cut 
back lanes, but is also adept at 
flashing downhill and bringing 
down ball carrier from behind.

 Tackling/Hitting: 7.20

 Sure tackler who can corral ball 
carriers in with his length. If given 
the opportunity to lay a big shot he 
will and can separate ball from the 
carrier.

 

Intelligence: 7.73

 Instincts: 7.70

 Terrific feel for how OL are trying 
to block him, and has a sense for 
timing up his blitzes impeccably. 
Will adapt his pass rush plan within 
a drive and it is hard for OL to stick 
with how he is attacking them.

 Learn/Retain: 7.80

 Student of the game, especially in 
pass rushing techniques, but he ba-
sically played on the left side of the 
defense from a 4-3 DE position or 

from a wide 9 stance so he doesn't 
have a lot of experience in playing 
multiple positions or techniques 
along a defensive front.

 Teamwork: 7.70

 Great personality and teammate 
that is willing to put in the extra 
work in the film room or out on 
the practice field, and has a lead by 
example type personality.

 

STRENGTHS:
 Crosby is tall, springy pass rusher 
who displays a pass rushing prow-
ess few in this class can match 
due to his incredible length, hand 
strength, and motor. He under-
stands how OT try to attack him 
and will adjust his moves to gain 
an advantage. Hands are like vice 
grips and he attacks OL ferocious-
ly throughout the duration of the 
play. Can stack and shed to be able 
to make a play as a face up run 
defender as well. His get off and 
timing is impeccable off the snap, 
and immediately gives OT pause as 
they try to compensate for his start. 
Has a hefty variety of pass rushing 
moves in his repertoire and can win 
with quickness, bend, or power. 
When he gets the opportunity to go 
against TE's in pass protection they 
simply cannot contain him.

 

WEAKNESSES: 
 For as tall and lanky of build he has 
it is surprising how much strength 
he can use, but will need to bulk 
up especially in his lower body to 
be able to stand up to the rigors of 
going against NFL caliber OL. Is 
inconsistent with his leverage both 
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as a pass rusher or run defend-
er due to a bad tendency to pop 
upright out of his stance, which can 
be corrected with more NFL cali-
ber coaching. Came from a smaller 
school and may take some time to 
adjust to higher competition. He 
also played only played left side of 
defensive line in a 4-3 DE or wide 9 

alignment, but I believe his skill set 
would be intriguing to see utilized 
out of a 3-4 OLB mold.

 BIG PICTURE: 
 Maxx Crosby is an ascending 
prospect in the 2019 draft class, 
and it should come as no surprise 

due to his prowess as a pass rusher 
and his great athleticism. He may 
need some time to be molded as a 
pass rusher, but his upside is vast. 
I could see him rising up draft 
boards late even so high to be re-
warded with a late first round pick.

Athleticism: 7.30
 
Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 7.50

 If grading on a curve for size and 
weight, Dexter be at the top of his 
class as an athlete. The 350 pounder 
can move quite well but he lacks a 
second gear or any form of top end 
speed.

 Flexibility: 6.00

 With mass like this comes with it's 
advantages but also severely limits 
overall flexibility.

 Explosiveness: 8.00

 Dexter possesses some serious 
explosive power if able to gain mo-
mentum before contact and packs a 
punch once engaged.

 Playing Speed: 7.00

 Lawrence is too big to be fast but is 
fast enough to play nose and stuff 
the run.

 

Coordination: 8.00

 Ultra coordinated and natural 
athlete who played both sides of 
the ball including RB in goalline 
packages.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 7.40
 
Initial Quickness: 7.50

 "For his size" Dexter has a raw 
short bust quickness but is highly 
inconsistent accelerating out of his 
stance.

 Use of Hands: 8.50

 The Clemson D-lineman has a 
reach advantage over a majority of 
his opponents on the interior and 
wizely uses his length and heavy 
punch to displace and shed block-
ers.

 Leverage: 7.50

 Win never win low but keeps 
O-lineman at bay with his length 
and reverts to draw power when 
necessary.

Pass Rush Moves: 6.00

 Dexter's very limited in his pass 
rushing ability and rightfully so. 
He'll be paid to do two things, push 
the pocket and don't go backwards. 
He's very good at both!

 Finish Ability: 7.00

 Rarely the finisher but often 
the cause to a big defensive play. 
Whether it's forcing a QB outside 
the pocket, plowing through dou-
bles, or short yardage stops; Law-
rence will accel in a rotational/situ-
ational role very well in the NFL.

 

Competitiveness: 7.83

 Toughness: 9.00

 Biggest, strongest, toughest guy on 
the field every play of his collegiate 
career. Played through foot injury 
all of 2017.

 Consistency/Motor: 7.00

Effort can be slightly inconsistent 
and should be considered a two-
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down defensive tackle and situa-
tional pass rusher.

 Production: 7.50

 Highly productive 1-tech who'll 
impact both facets of the offense. 
Lacks the overall sack numbers 
you'd hope for out of a potential 1st 
rounder but moves the pocket at a 
very high rate. Owns the trenches 
and dominates on runs between the 
tackles.

 

Against The Run: 8.08

 Play with Leverage: 9.00

 Dexter uses his massive reach to 
control his blockers body posi-
tioning and drive them into the 
backfield with his elite lower body 
strength.

 Stack and Shed: 9.00

 Very aggressive hand fighter who 
often rag dolls offensive lineman on 
his way to the ball carrier.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 7.50

 Strong at the point of attack and 
can power through double teams 
but lacks the foot quicks when 
shooting the gap to consistently 
beat his opponent to the punch.

 Run at Him: 9.50

 A true immovable object of an 
interior lineman that refuses to be 
driven off of the line of scrimmage. 
Dexter's presence dictates offensive 
play calls, as he can stuff 2-3 differ-
ent gaps on any given play.

 

Run Away: 6.00

 Not the type of D-lineman who'll 
make a play more than 10 yards 
from where initially lined up and 
would rather save his energy than 
chase down a ball carrier.

 Tackling/Hitting: 7.50

 Delivers a hefty blow every chance 
he gets and although somewhat 
wild in technique, Lawrence rarely 
let's someone get away.

 Intelligence: 7.83

 Instincts: 7.50

 Doesn't possess the most natural 
instincts and occasionally loses 
track of the ball carrier.

 Learn/Retain: 8.00

 True student of the game type who 
has plenty of room to continue to 
sharpen his craft.

 Teamwork: 8.00

 His presence in the center of the 
offensive line allowed backers and 
stunting D-linemen to feast on 
open lanes to the QB and RB.

 

STRENGTHS:

 A true behemoth of a man with 
athleticism to match, Dexter's 
skillset may be limited but his 
potential is out the roof. He's built 
like a brick S*** house, who moves 
like a locomotive, and plows throw 
would be blockers like a bulldozer. 

Lawrence's bullrush and ability to 
hold the point of attack against the 
run is arguably the best in the draft. 
Team's will highly value his already 
freakish power and the fact that 
he's only 21 years old, means he 
could only get stronger with age.

 

WEAKNESSES: 

 Dexter will never be the most agile 
lineman on the field and his tech-
nique is still quite raw. He'll need 
refinement at the next level and 
won't be able to consistently win 
with pure strength and power once 
facing bigger, better, more athletic 
offensive linemen. Lawrence also 
failed a drug test for performance 
enhancers and was forced to miss 
Clemson's National Champion-
ship game this season. He'll start 
his NFL career under the league's 
substance abuse policy.

 

BIG PICTURE: 

 Regardless of a failed drug test, 
Dexter Lawrence should be a highly 
regarded 1st round draft prospect. 
He's a 350 pound ball of claw, who's 
power, size, and agility for a big 
man is hard to come by. Team's 
in need of a 2-down run stuffer 
and rotational pass rusher will be 
seriously intrigued by the Clemson 
star. At the age of 21, his potential 
is limitless and if given the proper 
training and technique, he'll be one 
of the best 1-tech's in the league for 
years to come.
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Athleticism: 6.14
 
Q.A.B. / C.O.D.: 6.30

 Possesses an excellent burst off the 
line with quick feet and clean foot-
work often generating leverage with 
a balanced base, and outstanding 
arm extension. He has the abili-
ty to cross the blockers face with 
strong hands and rip moves but 
can struggle to plant his foot and 
work laterally when engaged. Does 
not slide effectively when looking 
to scrape off of contact and instead 
will concede ground. Lacks desired 
agility, but quickness upfield more 
than makes up for his lateral ability.

 Flexibility: 6.00

 Displays great pad level out of 
stance and can maintain leverage 
in contact with extended arms, 
bent knees and low pads. Shows the 
ability to bend inside and collapse 
the pocket. Can't bend at the arc 
when working the edge, and he has 
leverage issues at the line of scrim-
mage. Will often allow defenders 
under his chest and get rocked back 
against double teams and drive 

blocks.

 Explosiveness: 6.70

 He is often the first player out of 
his stance when the ball is snapped 
and can move up field quickly with 
an excellent burst and quick first 
step. Uses explosive hands to push 
blocks onto their heels and collapse 
ther interior of the pocket.

 Playing Speed: 5.80

 Good burst and quickness upfield 
with a lack of straight line speed 
due to his size and weight. Car-
ries body mass well, but won't run 
down ball carriers from behind.

 Coordination: 5.90

 Doesn't possess great coordination 
and can get moved backward and 
pushed off balance when working 
laterally. Occasionally ends up on 
the ground and will attempt to 
round the edge rather than climb 
over bodies taking himself out of 
the play.

 

Pass Rush Ability: 6.84
 
Initial Quickness: 7.30

 Possesses a good first step and ex-
cellent burst to move upfield quick-
ly and engage with the blocker. Has 
natural acceleration and is effective 
in slant and gap penetration oppor-
tunities.

 Use of Hands: 6.80

 Consistently fully extends arms to 
keep blockers off his frame main-
taining leverage in contact. He will 
throw and extend hands to collapse 
a set and transition into a hand 
pull or a club to produce space and 
generate pressure.

 Leverage: 7.60

 Will consistently work with a 
strong base, bent knees and low 
pads while fully extending his arms 
to keep leverage in contact. Will 
rarely stand straight up and often 
utilizes his weighted frame to push 
blockers on to their heels and tran-
sitioning with powerful punches 

and rips to ride past them.

 Pass Rush Moves: 5.50

 Doesn't possess a wide variety of 
pass rush moves, but can win with 
his burst and power. He uses a 
variety of hand punches to create 
seperation and push the blocker 
onto his heels and ultimately off 
balance. He fails to time his punch-
es and hand usage and can get held 
up when he allows blockers into his 
frame. He is a terror when able to 
land the first blow.

 Finish Ability: 7.00

 With good burst and excellent 
power he can consistently collapse 
the pocket and create smaller 
windows to throw. Possesses a long 
wingspan and the strength to pull 
down the quarterback with one 
arm. Head up tackling is hit or 
miss, but he is extremely efficient in 
tight quarters and will rarely miss 
an opportunity in the backfield.

 

Competitiveness: 7.50

 Toughness: 7.70

 Extremely tough player who rarely 
takes plays off and won't miss a 
game due to injury. With good play 
strength, he plays hard and can beat 
lineman on any given play. Strong 
at the point of attack and rarely 
ragdolled or pushed backwards.

 Consistency/Motor: 6.70

 Good consistency on each play 
with the motor to play through the 
whistle. Won't run down ball carri-
ers in the second or third levels.

 Production: 8.10

 Excellent production as an interior 
lineman garnering 11.5 sacks over 
the last two years. He is a terror in-
side with the ability to impact both 
the run and passing game.

 

Against The Run: 6.58

 Play with Leverage: 7.20

 Possesses great length and excel-
lent pad level to get underneath 
blocks and push lineman onto their 
heels. Consistently plays with his 
eyes up and attempts to find the 
ball on any given play. When work-
ing against the run, he will allow 
defenders under his chest and get 
rocked back against double teams 
and drive blocks.

 Stack and Shed: 7.00

 Has more potential than actual 
results, even after a breakout season 
in 2018. Needs to find more sepa-
ration stacking blocks in order to 
work across the face of blockers. 
Possesses requisite strength and 
length to fulfill role but will require 
notable development and play 
recognition. Needs to grow as an 
overall run defender. Can get beat 
when he tries to move laterally 
before disengaging.

 Gap Shooting Ability: 6.30

 His burst off the line helps him 
reach the gap quickly. Thick, pow-
erful frame creates a lot of forward 
push. His ability to sit down after 
bursting through a gap to secure a 
tackle for loss is average. Can get 
challenged with lateral contact, but 
offers enough splash plays and con-

sistency to play against the run.

 Run at Him: 6.80

 He can clog a whole with his big 
frame and long reach making run-
ners think before pressing the line 
of scrimmage.

 Run Away: 5.70

 Not the greatest in pursuit and 
won't track down ball carriers from 
behind once they cross into the 
second layer of the defense.

 Tackling/Hitting: 6.50

 His power in tight spaces is out-
standing with the capability to 
bring runners down with one arm. 
Head up tackles are hit or miss as 
his deficiency in lateral agility can 
get the better of him. an wrangle 
and rag down ball carriers utilizing 
his strong upper body.

 

Intelligence: 6.33

 Instincts: 6.40

 Plays with solid instincts and can 
find the ball when it is pushing the 
line. Often knows where he needs 
to be to make plays in the backfield. 
Often rushes without a plan and 
will resort to a bull-power rush 
attempting to collapse the interior.

 Learn/Retain: 6.20

 Not extremely versatile and doesn't 
show a deep knowledge of pass 
rushing techniques. Plays with a 
good motor and a great ability to 
rush the passer as a power tackle. 
Understands blocking sets with 
good block recognition.
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Teamwork: 6.40

 Is a good team player and shows 
solid teamwork throughout a 
game. Has some off-field concerns, 
but not troublesome in the locker 
room.

 

STRENGTHS:

 Tillery is a good athlete with a 
large frame and raw power. He 
possesses good burst off the line of 
scrimmage with the ability to create 
pressure on the interior and clog 
holes in run support. He plays with 
good leverage off the snap, firing 
out with a good base and low pads. 
He consistently fully extends his 
arms to keep blockers off his frame. 
With good hand use, he will throw 
punches to collapse sets and tran-
sition into a hand pull or club to 
produce space and generate pres-
sure. Possesses good play strength 
and the necessary length to fill the 
hole and take over the gap, while 
stacking defenders and finding the 
ball.

 

WEAKNESSES:

 Tillery often fails to slide effectively 
when looking to scrape down the 
line and to break off contact. He 
will concede ground and lacks the 
desired agility to move laterally 
leaving his frame open for blockers 
to engage. He can't bend the edge 
or twist inside and will often allow 
interior lineman to get underneath 
his chest delaying his movement 
into the backfield. He ends up on 
the ground more than one would 
like and struggles to climb over 

fallen bodies in the pocket. He 
doesn't possess a wide variety of 
pass rush moves and he frequently 
fail;s to time his punches giving 
blockers the opportunity to engage 
his frame. He struggles to con-
sistently shoot the gap, hindering 
his ability fill the hole to stop the 
run with limited lateral ability. He 
is not the greatest in pursuit and 
won't attack runners in the second 
and third levels. Straight line speed 
isn't a strong suit. He has long way 
to go before he will be a consistent 
force along an NFL defense, but he 
has the potential to develop as an 
interior pass rusher with the talent 
and size to stop the run.

 

BIG PICTURE: 

 Tillery showed much better condi-
tioning and production throughout 
the 2018 season and still has un-
tapped potential that could make 
him an impact player at the next 
level. Tillery is best suited to begin 
his career as a power rusher who 
can collapse the pocket and fill 
holes as a run stopper in certain 
packages. He is much better when 
utilizes as an interior rusher. He has 
been most effective when allowed 
to charge hard out of his stance 
and push up the field in an effort to 
reset the line of scrimmage, while 
attacking the passer. His eventual 
development could make him an 
impact player and an eventual start-
er along a defensive line.

Athleticism: 7.19
 
Q.A.B./C.O.D. 7.85

 His quickness is space is very im-
pressive. He can cut and change his 
direction with ease.

 Flexibility 7.00

 He has a tendency of coming up 
high as the play goes on. He can 
bend around blocks.

 Deep Speed 6.85

 He can make up lost space quick 
but loses separation as he struggles 
to flip and run.

 Explosion 8.00

 He has disruptor speed as he can 
end a play in the backfield right as 
it begins. He flies.

 Coordination 6.25

 He can get knocked off his feet at 
times and can take bad angles when 
pursuing the ball.

Coverage Ability: 6.80
 
Man Press 6.50

 He struggles when playing up close 
because he loses space when he 
needs to flip his hips.

 Man Off 6.85

He has great reaction speed to help 
close the space to make a play on 
the ball or tackle.

 Zone 7.15

 He tends to make more plays out 
of zone because he can sit back and 
react to the ball.

 Hand Fighting 7.25

 If he is in the area then he is mak-
ing a play to force the incomple-
tion. He is in it to the end.

 Hips/Turn Ability 6.25

 He will open his hips too wide 
which allows space to be created. 
He needs to be more fluid.

Play Making: 7.33
 
Closing Quickness 7.85

 His ability to close space and make 
a play on the ball is outstanding. He 
zips down the line.

 Ball Skills 7.15

He has a knack for being around 
the ball to make a play. He will get 
his hands on it if he can.

 Route/play Diagnosis 7.00

 He tends to make better reads when 
he is in zone but can get lost track-
ing routes in man.

  

Run Support: 7.08

 Quickness Upfield 8.00

 He can just zoom up the field and 
break up the play before it starts. 
Amazing quickness.
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Fight Through Blocks 6.75

 He normally will rely upon his 
speed to get around blocks when 
can take him out of plays.

 Tackling 6.50

 He does need to work on his tech-
nique as he can come in too high 
and doesn't breakdown.

 Competitiveness: 7.33

 Toughness 7.50

 He is a fighter. He flies all over the 
field looking to get to the ball. He 
will run through people.

 Production 7.00

 40 games, 182 tackles (139 solo), 
9 tackles for loss, 1 sack, 8 int, 13 
PDs, 1 FR, 0 FF

 Consistency/Motor 7.50

 He always seems to be making his 
way to the ball. He is a high-motor 
player that brings it.

 Intelligence: 7.13

 Instincts 7.15

 His reaction speed is outstanding 
when he reacts to plays developing. 
He misreads at times.

 Learn/Retain 7.00

 He shows the ability to learn from 
his mistakes and improve as the 
game goes along.

 Teamwork 7.25

 He will lay his body on the line for 
his team. Ended a series hurting 
himself vs Minnesota.

 STRENGTHS:
 His athleticism will allow him to 
make plays at the next level. He 
has outstanding quickness in open 
space which allows him to flow 
freely towards the ball. He uses his 
speed to breeze by blockers to help 
blow up the play before it begins. 
He can close space very quickly 
which allows him to force the inter-
ception or incompletion. He isn't 
afraid to run through the rusher 
and will put his body on the line. 
He has the ability to play as a deep 
safety or in the box because of his 
agility to flow through the front.                 

 WEAKNESSES:
 His small stature does give me 
concerns because of the style of his 
play. He could knock himself out of 
games. He can misread plays and 
take bad angles which results in 
him opening up free rushing lanes. 
He needs to learn how to pump the 
brakes because he can outrun the 
rusher when he gets in the backfield 
early. He does leave tackles on the 
field because he won't breakdown 
and comes in with a high shoulder 
pad level which allows the runner 
to run right through him. Better 
technique will end that.             
                           

BIG PICTURE:     
Savage has the ability to play at 
the next level because of his abil-
ity to fly around the field and be 
around the ball at all times. He has 
the capability to come in and play 
as a deep safety or inside the box 

from day one. He doesn't have the 
versatility to play directly in the slot 
but can be used in off man or zone 
coverage. He is tough enough to 
play strong safety but his size could 
deter some teams from playing him 
there. He will struggle in coverage 
because he tends to lose separation 
when he opens his hips to run with 
the receiver. He does have make up 
speed but bigger receivers can box 
him out to get the reception. He 
does make up his deficiencies in 
coverage with his ability to sit back 
and react to the ball. His quickness 
allows him to close space to get the 
deflection or pick. He can be a dis-
ruptor because of his overall game 
speed which allows him to end a 
play before it begins. He will fly up 
the field to get the tackle for a loss 
or fill the gap. While he didn't have 
major sack production at the col-
lege level I do believe he can be sent 
on certain blitz packages and help 
get pressure on the quarterback. As 
a rookie, he should be able to come 
in to compete as a starter or at least 
get majority of the snaps. If he can 
develop as a player and possibly 
bulk up a little without losing any 
of his speed then he should be a 
long-time starter in the league with 
Pro Bowl potential.
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